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UNITED WITH ORLANDO
) Across all the Pride Festival sites on
August 6, there will be a minute's silence at
7pm to honour the people who lost their lives
in the Orlando massacre and other victims of
hate crimes across the globe. Paul Kemp,
Director of Pride, said: “Despite the advances
of equality and equal marriage in the UK, the
recent horrific event in Orlando and continuing
attacks on LGBT people and communities
globally have highlighted there’s still a long
way to go.

“Brighton Pride 2016 will be more important
that ever and I ask all allies and friends of the
LGBT community to come out and stand
shoulder to shoulder with us against all hate
crime. I’m proud of Brighton and Hove, a city
that has always celebrated diversity and
tolerance within all our communities.  I hope
this year the entire city comes out to stand side
by side in unity against all hate crime and the
politics of fear and discrimination and truly
celebrate Pride in what is undoubtedly a unique
and special City.”

Women’s performance Stage, Community
Village, Latin Quarter, Trans Community
Area, Family Diversity Area, and funfair. 

Headlining the Pride Main Stage are legends,
Sister Sledge, the Grammy nominated queens
of disco. They’ll be joined during the afternoon
by the star with over 1 billion YouTube views
Carly Rae Jepson; kings of London clubland,
The 2 Bears; youthful mistress of contemporary
hip-hop, classic soul and pop, Dua Lipa; synth
pop king, Frankmusik; X-Factor sensation,
Fleur East; ex Mis-teeq and Strictly Come
Dancing star, Alesha Dixon; electronic-soul
songstress, Anne-Marie; DJ Fresh; X-Factor
finalist Seann Miley Moore and Brighton’s
Carnival Collective. Holding it all together will
be DJ, model, activist and advocate for the
transgender community, Munroe Bergdorf.

PRIDE VILLAGE PARTY
) Saturday, August 6: 6pm–12pm
) Sunday, August 8: from 3pm–9pm
Entertainment zones and bars throughout St
James Street will deliver non-stop
entertainment and once again the city’s iconic
seafront will be closed to traffic.

PRIDE PLEASURE GARDENS
) New this year are the Pride Pleasure
Gardens: Victoria Gardens featuring the Pride

Community Stage. Entry is free all weekend
apart from a special ticketed Rainbow Fund
benefit concert starring Heather Peace and Lucy
Spraggan on Friday, August 5 at 6pm. Street
Diner, Brighton’s hottest street food market, will
create the perfect Pride weekend menu at the
new Pride Food Village. Add entertainment
courtesy of a Pride Community Stage, a bar and
Victoria Gardens is set to sparkle with Pride. 

The Old Steine will be transformed into an exotic
Pride experience with Pleasure Gardens and a
Pride Pavilion featuring entertainment; a
kitchen area to dazzle your taste buds; a VIP
area hosted by Absolute Magazine and plenty of
bars all designed to enhance your Pride
festivities experience. 

The Pride Pavilion features off the wall cabaret
and disco madness from Dynamite Boogaloo,
Sink The Pink and English Disco Lovers. Get
your tickets in advance at www.brighton-
pride.org/pride-official-events-tickets/.

All Official Pride Parties will be contributing
towards Pride’s community fundraising efforts,
raising money for the Rainbow Fund.

Entry to the Old Steine Pleasure Gardens is free
(except during Pride Village Party times when
wristbands will be required or for Pride Pavilion
ticketed events).

CANDLELIT VIGIL
) The weekend celebrations will come to a close
at 9pm, with a candlelit vigil in New Steine
Gardens to remember all those no longer with us.

TICKETS
) To buy tickets online for the main event and
Village Street party, view: www.brighton-
pride.org/tickets.php

Or buy tickets for Pride and all related events at
the Box Office in Victoria Gardens which is
open during August on: Mon 1, 12-5pm; Tues 2
& Wed 3, 12–7pm; Thur 4, 11am-9pm; Fri 5,
11am-10.30pm; Sat 6, 9am-11pm; Sun 7, 1-8pm.
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BRIGHTON & HOVE PRIDE 2016 
UNITING NATIONS
WITH A CARNIVAL OF DIVERSITY

PRIDE PARADE & PRESTON PARK
) Following representations from local bus
companies the Pride Uniting Nations Parade
returns to its original planned route in 2015,
starting from the Peace Statue on Hove Lawns
at 11am. It will make its way along the
seafront, turning left up West Street, right at
the Clock Tower down to the Old Steine then
left out on the London Road to Preston Park.
The turnstiles at Preston Park open at noon. To
avoid queues arrive shortly after the parade or
get to the park before the parade arrives.

Buy a map (£1 donation to the Rainbow Fund)
which has all line ups and timings of the
performers on the stages around the park.
There are over 14 diverse entertainment areas
including the Wild Fruit Dance Tent, Legends
Cabaret Big Top, Bears Zone, Girls Dance
Tent, Urban World tent, Shelia McWattie





) Uniting Nations: The Exhibition at the
Jubilee Library was curated by Kate Wildblood
with Josephine Bourne and designed by Chris
Jepson. It reflects the global Pride movement
through a collection of photographs and
testimonies of the celebrations, events and
demonstrations that unite us all as we follow
in the footsteps of those who marched for
equality in New York in the summer of 1970 as
they commemorated the 1969 Stonewall riots.
Every year someone somewhere takes their first

steps with Pride: as one of four million people
celebrating at Sao Paulo Gay Pride Parade in
Brazil, or as one of a few hundred defying the
hatred at Uganda Pride in Kampala, and every
step counts, because every step makes a
difference. Pride organisers, participants and
LGBT+ activists confront stigma, fight back
against hate crime and deliver hope that we as
a global LGBT+ community can achieve full
equality, under the law, within families, at
work, in our health services and in education.
Visitors can connect with the global Pride
family via the Uniting Nations postbox and send
messages of solidarity with postcards of Pride.

Uniting Nations: The Exhibition, July 22–Aug
7, Jubilee Library, Jubilee Square, Brighton.
Open: Mon-Tues & Thurs 10am-7pm, Wed & Fri-
Sat 1am-5pm, Sun 11am-5pm. Free entry.
www.brighton-pride.org/uniting-nations-the-
exhibition 
f Brighton Pride Uniting Nations Exhibition
t #unitingnations

) Photographer Stella Michaels will exhibit
her work in the Trans Tent on Preston Park on
August 6. Stella has been photographing local
trans residents in their workplace for an
exciting new photo exhibition, Trans at Work.

Stella said: “It’s been a long time coming, but
it’s here. Being trans is ordinary, and these
pictures are evidence of it – for what’s more
ordinary than going to work? Contrary to the
traditional and stereotypical images in the
media, here are ordinary trans men, women and
non-binary people with ordinary day jobs. The
more alert employers are realising the worth of
trans people in the workplace, many of whom
have historically suffered long-term
unemployment as a result of discrimination. ‘It’s
about what you can bring to the party,’ as one
employer put it”. 

“We speak of the gender spectrum, but often
forget that ALL those on it have a wide spectrum
of skills.”, Stella explains. “Like rejecting a job
applicant because of the colour of their eyes,
rejecting someone because they are trans, or
non-binary, or gay, or black is not only a loss to

us all but a part of another millennium. Yes, we
may still have a lot of work to do and a long way
to travel. But it may be a trans person selling us
the ticket, driving the bus or even handing us our
pay cheque.”

Billie Lewis, Volunteer Chair of the LGBT
Community Safety Forum and Access & Inclusion
Manager for Brighton Pride, said: “I’m delighted
that this project is taking place and proud to be
involved in the Trans Space Working Party. I’m
happy that my pitch to the group was warmly
received and that members of our community are
coming forward to take part in the exhibition.
I’m passionate about the Trans Space and its role
within the Community Village on the Festival
Park. Working with such a dedicated and
inspirational team really made this years project
special. There are quite a few things planned in
the space this year and I encourage members of
the community, younger or older, to take the
time to visit the tent and benefit from all of the
hard work that Stella and the other members of
the group have voluntarily dedicated their time
to over the past months.”

KINGDOM: KINGS 
OF BRIGHTON PRIDE
) From the people who brought you King of
The Fringe comes a brand new night of drag
king cabaret at the Marlborough Theatre
during Brighton Pride. KINGDOM: Kings of
Brighton Pride takes place on Friday, August
5 to kick-start the Marlborough’s Queer
Power Weekender which also sees
Christeene and Harry Clayton-Wright take
to the stage. It will showcase 10 of the
hottest drag kings on the scene, as they
each perform their idea of masculinity and
pride on stage, including Calvin Decline,
Richard von Wild, Sammy Silver, Chiyo,
Juan Kerr, Oliver Assets, Rico del Ray,
George Faithless, Freddie Pluto and Billie
Butch.

The night will be hosted by local tee-total bio
queen Stella Pint and her trusty sidekick
Nailor Swift. The drag kings will perform
their own representation of masculinity on
stage, with lipsyncing studs, manly musical
numbers, politically-tinged pieces, a plethora
of packages and a lot of sass.

KINGDOM is a new night of drag king cabaret
set up by organisers of the successful drag
king competition, King of the Fringe, and will
be a regular night, showcasing the best drag
kings from across the country.

KINGDOM: Kings of Brighton Pride:
Marlborough Theatre, Princess Street,
Brighton: Friday, August 5, 9pm–
11pm. Tickets: £8–£10.
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TRANS AT WORK EXHIBITION
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focussed. Having experienced festival
volunteers available across the park
will not only be reassuring for some
Pride attendees but will provide a
safety net of support and advice to
those that need it the most.”

Samaritans as an organisation is
available around the clock, every
single day of the year and Brighton
and Hove volunteer Branch
Director Daniel Cheesman is
particularly keen to support Pride in
this way saying: “supporting Pride is
very important to us and it gives us
the opportunity to remind people that
we are here and our trained
volunteers will be in the park and
available to talk to and listen to
people throughout the afternoon.”

This initiative between the LGBT CSF
and Samaritans is a natural
development of their existing
partnership that has been developed
over the last year, where people
calling the LGBT CSF Helpline can be
directly put through to Samaritans.

Whatever you’re going through, call
them free any time from any phone
on 116 123 (this number is FREE to
call and will not appear on your
phone bill), email jo@samaritans.org
or visit them in person at Dubarry
House, Newtown Road, Hove. BN3
6AE. 

To contact the LGBT Community
Safety Forum helpline call 01273
855620 – option 1 to be directed to
Samaritans.

Meeting House, Ship Street, Brighton.
The LGBT Quakers group consists of
about 15 men and women, who have
been meeting for the last 18 months.
They have discussions on equality,
gay marriage and outreach to other
LGBT Quaker members and have
visited other Meeting Houses to make
people aware of their existence and,
hopefully, to expand their group within
other Sussex Meeting Houses.

Quakers feel very strongly about
equality and equal rights regardless of
sexuality. They are a happy bunch
and look forward to welcoming you
on Saturday, August 6 at Friends
Meeting House, Ship Street, Brighton
from 12pm till about 4pm.

For more info about Brighton Quakers,
view: www.brightonquakers.co.uk

LGBT QUAKERS AT PRIDE
) Brighton LGBT Quakers are
holding an Open Garden on Saturday,
August 6. Members of the group will
be serving free home-made cakes,
tea, coffee and soft drinks, providing a
place to chill out and relax in the hurly
burly of Pride and of course they will
be flying the Rainbow Flag.

The event, which was a huge success
last year, runs from 12pm–4pm, or
later, in the front garden of Friends’

LISTENING EARS AT BRIGHTON PRIDE

) Brighton, Hove & District
Samaritans and the LGBT Community
Safety Forum (LGBT CSF) will be
offering a listening ear to people
attending Pride this year. Ensuring that
people have a safe and enjoyable
Pride is one of main aims of the LGBT
CSF and this year they are working
with Brighton, Hove & District
Samaritans as they realise that for
everyone Pride is not always the
happiest of times.

Both organisations will be working in
partnership to ensure that trained
Samaritan volunteers are available at
the park to offer a listening ear to
people throughout the day. Samaritan
volunteers will be based at the Access
Tent at the south-side of the park.

Billie Lewis,
volunteer Chair of the
LGBT CSF, said: “The
LGBT CSF have seen
an increase for the
need for this service

over the past two Prides. We have
developed our partnership to provide a
consistent service that can be
effectively lead and delivered by
volunteers. The service from the
Samaritans is discrete, consistent and

RAINBOW FUND ANNOUNCE
2016 AUTUMN GRANTS ROUND
Rainbow Fund invite applications for grants from Brighton
& Hove groups and organisations who provide services to
LGBT and HIV communities in the city.

) Preference will be given to groups and organisations that are LGBT and
volunteer-led. Chris Gull, Chair of The Rainbow Fund, said: “This year we are

not imposing a maximum on the value
of the grants applied for, nor on the
number of applications that any group
or organisation can make. We’re
expecting that this may allow more
innovation, and needs led projects to be
suggested. The independent grants
panel, who are the ones that assess the
applications and advise us, will be
looking for value for money, as well as
quality of projects.”

Organisations who are members of the LGBT Small Groups – Working to
Connect network may also apply for grants toward their core costs, up to a
maximum of £2,000 per year. Application forms can be found on the Rainbow
Fund website at www.rainbow-fund.org/application-form/

The closing date for applications is Friday, August 5 at 6pm. The grants panel
will meet the following week. They will follow-up queries raised at the panel
meeting over the following two weeks, and make final decisions by the end of
August and cheques will be issued to the successful applicant at the beginning
of September. 

In making their decision, the grants panel will have access to responses from
the Community Consultation Survey which the Rainbow Fund is conducting at
the moment. To fill in Community Consultation Survey, view:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/HVS5HX

RAINBOW FUND CONDUCT 
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION SURVEY

) The Rainbow Fund are conducting a
Community Consultation Survey to listen to
feedback about services on offer to the
LGBT/HIV communities they fund in the city.
The Rainbow Fund receives donations from
events, including Brighton Pride and

Brighton Bear Weekend, fundraising by venues, and donations from
individuals throughout the year. Those funds then go back into the Brighton &
Hove LGBT and HIV communities, via grants to groups and organisations
supporting those communities.

Chris Gull, Chair of the Rainbow Fund, said: “We are asking as many people as
possible to let us know what they think are the priorities for supporting our
communities, how the existing groups and organisations are doing, and whether
there are sections of these communities that are not being reached, or not well
served. We also want to hear suggestions for where we should be spending the
funds, what needs to be achieved, and perhaps changes that need to be made.

"We are consulting with the communities, and those that already engage with us,
directly through an online document – mostly asking for anonymous comments
and suggestions.The comments will be fed directly into the decision-making
process for the next round of grant applications, and will inform the decisions we
make in moving the Rainbow Fund forward.”

To complete the Community Consultation survey, view:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/HVS5HXB
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YOUTH ORGANISATION
PARTNERS WITH SAFETY
FORUM FOR PRIDE
LGBT Community Safety Forum (LGBT CSF) and youth
organisation Blueprint 22 partner to deliver youth activities
at Brighton & Hove Pride on Friday, August 5.

) The Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum and youth
organisation Blueprint 22 will be partnering at Brighton & Hove Pride this
year to deliver inclusive and safe activities for young people in the Parade and
at the Preston Park event.

Blueprint 22 will be providing youth volunteers to support Brighton Pride and
the LGBT CSF service users on the Parade and in both the Family and Access
tent area on Preston Park.

The youth volunteers will run a range of activities and games and hope to
highlight the positive impact young people can have in the city.

Billie Lewis, Volunteer Chair of the Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety
Forum and Access & Inclusion Manager for Brighton Pride, said: "I have
attended several meetings where volunteer organisations and the statutory
authorities have been in attendance. These meetings have identified the need for
activities to take place to encourage younger people to look at alternative
recreational options that do not involve drinking alcohol or drug taking over the
Pride Festival. 

“This joint project will empower the younger attendees to have an active and
positive role volunteering alongside their peers and allies within a safe and
inclusive environment." www.blueprint22.org.uk 
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Brighton & Hove City Council
fostering team wish 

everyone a happy Pride

We would love to recruit more foster 
carers from our LGBTQ communities.

Come along and say hello to our 
Foster Carers at BRIGHTON & HOVE PRIDE
on SATURDAY 6th AUGUST at our stall in
PRESTON PARK from 12 noon till 4pm

You can foster if you are single or in a relationship; if you own 
or rent your home. You will need a spare room and childcare experience

and be able to give children the care and support they need 
to be happy and fulfilled.

www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/fostering
01273 295444 Find us on f and t



ACCESSIBILITY MATTERS 
@ BRIGHTON PRIDE
Access provisions at Brighton Pride are among the best at any outdoor
festival in the country. Billie Lewis, the volunteer chair of the
LGBT Community Safety Forum, explains what is involved in providing this
unique service to make Pride accessible for people with disabilities.
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) What is Accessibility Matters?
Accessibility Matters is a project of the Brighton &
Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum that makes
Brighton Pride accessible to disabled people.

How long has Accessibility Matters been doing
this?
The LGBT Community Safety Forum first provided
access services at Brighton Pride in 2013. We then
set up Accessibility Matters to expand these services
at Brighton Pride in 2014 and 2015. We are
delighted to be doing this once again in 2016.

What is the LGBT Community Safety Forum?
The LGBT Community Safety Forum is an
established independent LGBT forum of eight
elected unpaid volunteers working with the LGBT
Community to address and improve safety and
access issues throughout Brighton & Hove.

Who funds their work?
The LGBT Community Safety Forum receives funding
on a project by project basis. Sources of funding
have included the Rainbow Fund, Safer in Sussex
Community Fund, Sussex Police and Brighton &
Hove Pride Day Grants Scheme. We also receive
donations from businesses and fundraisers. These
funds are for delivering specific projects (eg our
annual Trust and Confidence Survey, Accessibility
Matters at Pride, Report It, OUT Reach and so on).

Do you have any paid staff?
No. We have no paid staff. We are an organisation of
unpaid volunteers, led by unpaid volunteers.

What does Accessibility Matters actually
deliver at Brighton Pride?
We organise a large team of approximately 85
volunteers to: Create a Safe Space at the front of the
Pride Parade for disabled people who want to take
part. This space is protected by volunteer Access
Stewards, enabling those who can to walk in the Safe
Space, or use wheelchairs and mobility scooters at
the head of the Parade. Those who are unable to

walk the considerable distance of the Parade are
accommodated on large golf buggies (some of
which are wheelchair accessible), which take up the
rear of the Safe Space.

We provide an accessible viewing area in London
Road for disabled people and their carers to see the
parade in relative comfort and safety.

We also set up and staff an Access Tent on Preston
Park, which provides:

• A separate Access Gate (labelled AM) to the park 
for disabled Pride-goers and their carers – which 
spares them from queuing at the normal entrances
to the park.

• A Safe Space for disabled Pride-goers who may 
otherwise be overwhelmed by the sheer numbers 
at the event.

• Accessible toilet facilities specifically for disabled
people who have asked to come.

• A High Dependency Unit for those disabled 
people who cannot use the standard accessible 
toilets.

• A Community Café for disabled people to have a 
drink and recharge themselves (and their 
wheelchairs!).

• A separate safe space for people who need to 
change their clothes in private.

• An information point with maps of the park and 
information about the Community Village.

• Viewing passes to ensure disabled people are in 
safe areas at the front of the entertainment tents.

• A Report It! point where people can safely report 
hate crime and other incidents.

• A Listening Ear service in partnership with 
Brighton Samaritans in a private area of the tent.

• Facilitate accessible parking facilities for 
disabled Pride-goers, and a golf buggy shuttle 
service to and from the car park and the Access 
Tent.

• Provide British Sign Language interpreters at the 
Safe Space on the Parade, at the Access Tent, and
at the main performance areas in the Park.

Can everyone who signs up receive a viewing
pass?
No. The viewing passes are very limited and are
allocated to those who need them the most.

Can everyone who signs up receive a
Carers/PA Ticket?
No. The Carers/PA Tickets are a safety net for
vulnerable attendees that would not be able to attend
on their own or without assistance.

What organisations do you work with on
Accessibility Matters?
During this year’s Pride festival we’ll be working in
partnership with Brighton Pride, Brighton & Hove
District Samaritans and Blueprint 22, the LGBT youth
project.

Can people just turn up on the day to use your
access facilities?
We much prefer people to register with us in advance
so that we know what their access needs are. They
should first buy Access Tickets via the Brighton Pride
website at www.brighton-pride.org/access-tickets-
for-brighton-pride-2016/ then either visit our
website www.lgbt-help.com/pride-2016/sign-
up/ (the best way) or call 01273 855620 and select
option 3, or email: access@lgbt-help.com to
register for our facilities.

This year it is possible to purchase an Access Ticket
online on the day of Pride too.

If people turn up on August 6, without having bought
Access Tickets, they will unfortunately have to queue
for entry with the non-disabled Pride-goers at the
main gates and then make their way to the Access
Tent. They will still be able to make use of our
facilities but it will save them much inconvenience if
they register in advance.

Is there a deadline for registration?
The closing date for Accessibility Matters applications
is July 23. This gives us enough time to process all of
the applications.

What happens when people sign up?
First, information and requests are collected on a
secure form, then a volunteer will contact each person
to discuss any requirements and needs to make sure
we have everything in place for them on the day. This
is mostly done over the phone, however if an applicant
is deaf or has a learning need the consultation takes
place via other means including a face to face
meeting, email or Skype.

Has there been much interest for this year’s
Pride?
Yes. Because of the access facilities we have in place
the festival park is becoming more popular with the
disabled and deaf LGBT community. We are expecting
over 470 access attendees on the day.

Where can people find
more information?
You can find more information
by visiting 
www.lgbt-help.com/pride-
2016 and following the
subheadings.
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MERMAIDS JOIN LINE UP AT
BRIGHTON PRIDE TRANS SPACE
) Representatives from the support group Mermaids will attend Brighton Pride on
August 6 to share their life stories and experiences in the Trans Exhibition and
Performance Tent. Mermaids who provide family and individual support for
teenagers and children with gender identity issues will also have an information stall
within the Community Village.

Formed in 1995 by a group of parents brought together by their children’s
longstanding gender issues, Mermaids has evolved and grown to meet demand and
offer appropriate resources to young people, their families and carers, and
professionals working with gender variant young people. Formed primarily as a
support group, their focus has widened dramatically over the last few years.
Mermaids supports children and young people up to 19 years old suffering from
gender identity issues, and their families, and professionals involved in their care.

Mermaids work to reduce isolation and loneliness for parents and young people
dealing with gender issues, empower families and young people with the tools they
need to negotiate the education and health services, reduce suicidality and self-
harm in the young people who contact Mermaids, equip their parents to support their
children to the same end, improve self-esteem and social functioning in young
people suffering with gender issues and improve awareness, understanding and
practices of GPs, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services, Social Services and
other professionals. They also run a helpline, an email support service, a parents’
forum and a separate teens forum.

Billie Lewis, volunteer Chair of the Brighton & Hove LGBT
Community Safety Forum and Access & Inclusion Manager for
Brighton Pride, said: “Mermaids’ contribution this year is the first
time that trans children have been able to be included in the
Brighton Pride Community Village as equals with their peers and
have an active role in its delivery. I am delighted that some of the

service users will be volunteering with us too.”

Dawn Wight-Lewis from Mermaids said: “Mermaids are a brilliant support group,
they were the first group I found that actually listened to the parents. It was nice to
know that I was not alone. I hope that by having our info stall and by holding a talk
with Q&A in the Trans Tent that other parents and young people will feel comfortable
to reach out for support if they need it.”

For more information about Mermaids, view: www.mermaidsuk.org.uk

RA WOLFF RIP
) Ra Wolff, the former deputy manager of Doctor
Brightons was found dead at her home on June 22. Ra,
aged just 37 first moved to Brighton from London six
years ago working at the Coach House Restaurant in
Middle Street and She Said Boutique in Ship Street
Gardens. Two years ago she joined the management
team at Doctor Brightons as deputy manager for a year
and was hugely popular with the customers. Following a
break when she went home to New Zealand to be with
her family, she returned to live in Brighton, working part-time at Doctor Brightons and
full time at Creased Cards in Meeting House Lane. Ra's family travelled from New
Zealand to repatriate her back home. They joined friends for a celebration of her life
at Dr Brightons on June 28 before returning with her on Thursday June 30.

Charles Childs, owner of Dr Brightons said: "Our darling Ra Wolff touched so many
lives with her winning smile, charisma and huge caring heart. Our thoughts go out to
all her family at this sad time."
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support of the LGBT team also
included accompanying Sian to court
on the day of the trial.

“Sian was provided with screens at
court so that she would not have to
see the defendant when giving her
evidence at the trial. However, on the
day itself, Sullivan pleaded guilty so
neither Sian nor the witnesses were
required to give evidence. It can take
bravery to come forward and make a
report to the police, and even more
so the need for patience with the
investigation and its progression
through to court. We hope her
positive experience will encourage
others to come forward.

“The police will always be
compassionate and professional when
dealing with victims. Not all victims
want their case to go to court, some
may prefer a restorative outcome. We
will always take the victim’s wishes
into consideration. Our hope is that
this case will encourage other victims
of hate crime to report such behaviour
to police by calling 101 or 999 in an
emergency."

For those wishing to make a report
online, use the form available on the
Sussex Police website at
http://bit.ly/1fTDYJh

BRIGHTON MAN SENTENCED 
OVER TRANSPHOBIC HATE CRIME
) A Brighton man pleaded guilty to
a transphobic public order offence,
after targeting his victim on two
separate occasions. 

Matthew Sullivan, 35, of Ladysmith
Road, appeared before Brighton
Magistrates on July 6 charged with
using “threatening, abusive or
insulting words or behaviour to cause
harassment, alarm or distress”. 

He was ordered to undertake 55 hours
of unpaid work as well as paying a
total of £210, which included costs
and the Victim Surcharge, which
helps fund victim support services.
His sentence was increased due to
the transgender factor in his
offending.

Sullivan was arrested following two
incidents where he had verbally
abused Sian at businesses in Lewes
Road, Brighton, on February 19 this
year and November 25 last year.
She was shopping in Sainsbury’s on
the first occasion, and Shabitat on the
second, when Sullivan, a stranger to
her, subjected her to the abuse. 

These incidents aren’t the first time
Sian, who is in her 30s and lives in
Brighton, has experienced
transphobic hostility from strangers in
the city. She said: “I started to notice
I wasn’t confident going out. I started
to question my life. Would I ever be
accepted? Following the court case I
feel this has been resolved and I am
more hopeful and confident to deal
with a similar situation in the future.

“The crime had a major negative
effect on my mental health and well-
being, so although the punishment
feels lenient, I’m glad he is doing
community service. The support from
the LGBT police team was invaluable
and really reassuring on the day.”

PC Sarah Laker of Brighton &
Hove’s LGBT police team added:
“We’re delighted that Sullivan has
been convicted of these offences
against Sian and that the court
imposed an increased sentence
because of the transphobic nature of
the offences. 

“We gave additional support to Sian
as the investigation was progressing
to reassure her that we take
transphobic hate crime very seriously
and to help colleagues understand the
transgender aspect of the crime. The
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CALLS FOR COMPULSORY
SEX AND RELATIONSHIPS
EDUCATION FOR ALL
) Influential figures, including former Shadow Home Secretary Yvette Cooper
MP, attended the Stonewall, Education for All Conference at the QEII
Conference Centre in London last month. During her keynote speech Ms

Cooper talked about her early involvement with Stonewall, recalling that one of the
first marches she ever walked on was in protest against Section 28. She later
emphasised the need for inclusive and compulsory Sex and Relationships

Education (SRE) in schools and
discussed the cross-party
campaign Reclaim the Internet, which
calls for people to take a stand against
bullying and abuse online.

Cooper called online abuse “part of
cohesive control and domestic abuse in
relationships” and, referencing

Stonewall’s NoBystanders campaign, emphasised the importance of calling out
bullying and discrimination online as well as offline. Gok Wan, celebrity chef and
designer, also spoke, as well as clinical psychologist Dr Masuma Rahim, mental
health campaigner Jonny Benjamin and Leo Waddell, star of the documentary I
Am Leo.

The conference was attended by hundreds of primary and secondary school
teachers, education support staff and professionals, local authorities, further and
higher education staff and other individuals interested in education. Delegates
attended numerous breakout sessions on topics including ‘empowering LGBT staff
in schools’, ‘winning over staff and parents’, ‘building an inclusive curriculum’
and ‘managing the relationship between LGBT inclusion and faith’. Around 100
young people, at Key Stage 4 and Key Stage 5, attended a separate youth stream
that ran alongside the event. This featured sessions on ‘promoting positive mental
health and wellbeing’, ‘exploring trans identities’ and ‘what about the B in LGBT?’.

Ruth Hunt, CEO at Stonewall, said: "As
Stonewall’s work continues and we reach
deeper into communities, it has become
more apparent than ever before that
LGB&T young people come in all shapes
and sizes and that it’s vital that we
understand how identities inform unique
lived experiences.

"The ongoing support of local authorities, schools, teaching professionals and
young people, who continue to support your LGBT colleagues, students, friends
and families is vital. Your continued commitment and efforts are helping create real
change by transforming institutions, empowering LGBT young people and changing
the hearts and minds of those who just don’t “get this stuff” yet. We are so proud
to continue to work with you, and will continue to be by your side until all young
LGB&T people are accepted without exception.”

ACADEMIC EXPERTS SAY
POLITICIANS AND THE MEDIA 
FUEL HATE CRIME IN BRITAIN
) Experts in the study of Hate
Crime at the University of Leicester
describe the recent rise in post-Brexit
hate as being “fuelled and legitimised
by politicians and by the media”.
Professor Neil Chakraborti and Dr
Stevie-Jade Hardy from the Centre
for Hate Studies at the University of
Leicester say the ‘toxic climate’
surrounding the EU referendum debate
has helped to ‘embolden’ people to
target those they regard as
‘different’ or ‘foreign’. They say:
“When ordinary people have a political
mandate to blame those who are
different for society’s ills then the
shackles of human decency are
stripped away.”

Professor Chakraborti said: “One key
difference in the recent spate of hate
incidents is that this behaviour has
been fuelled and legitimised by
politicians and by the media. Hostility
towards ‘difference’ was present before
the EU referendum but may have been
largely confined to conversations in
private spaces.

“However, the toxic climate
surrounding the referendum debate
enabled this hostility to surface within
political speeches, on front pages of
newspapers and in everyday
conversations within pubs, in
classrooms and on social media
platforms. The focus shifted from
issues relating to EU membership to
the one big issue for Britain: namely,
‘Them’. When ordinary people have a
political mandate to blame those who
are different for society’s ills then the
shackles of human decency are
stripped away.”

Dr Hardy added: “It is evident from the
videos of hate incidents which have
emerged over recent days that people

now feel emboldened to decide who
has the ‘right’ to live and work in
Britain. For some it is now seen as
acceptable to target men, women,
children and elderly people for being
an EU migrant, for being a British-born
minority, for being who they are.”

The two academics from the
University’s Department of
Criminology say incidents of hate
crime are, of course, not new: “Since
the EU referendum result there has
been a surge in reports of people
encountering incidents of hate. Are
such hate incidents a new
phenomenon? Sadly, they are not. Our
research has illustrated that hate-
fuelled violence and hostility are
‘everyday’ experiences for thousands
of people every year in Britain. It has
highlighted the devastating emotional
and physical damage caused by these
acts, which can lead many to live in
cycle of fear, isolation and depression.
Perhaps most worryingly it has shown
that many of these victims continue to
suffer in silence.

“So what can we do about these
problems? At an individual level we
would urge all victims to report their
experiences to the police or through a
third-party reporting mechanism such
as this www.report-it.org.uk. But
collectively we all have a part to play in
stamping out hate. If we witness a hate
incident, let’s collectively condemn it,
intervene or tell someone about it. If
we see someone in distress, let’s offer
our support and kindness. By
responding with compassion we can
all play a role in restoring Britain’s
moral compass."

The Centre for Hate Studies is based at
the Department of Criminology,
University of Leicester. Drawing from
more than 10 years’ worth of empirical
research, the Centre undertakes a
wide-ranging portfolio of research in
the field of hate studies, and delivers
training and continuing professional
development to local authorities,
victim support agencies and
organisations within a variety of
different sectors, including criminal
justice, health, social care and
education.

For more information about the Centre
for Hate Studies, view:
www.le.ac.uk/centreforhatestudies
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NEW STUDY FINDS PEOPLE ON
ANTIRETROVIRALS DON'T TRANSMIT
HIV VIRUS TO THEIR PARTNERS
) The Partner Study, the world’s largest study of people with HIV who have
had condomless sex with their HIV negative partners, reports that neither gay men

nor heterosexual people with HIV transmit
the virus to their partner, provided they are
on suppressive antiretroviral treatment. The
study was conducted by investigators from
the University of Liverpool, University

College London, Royal Free NHS and Rigshospitalet (one of the largest
hospitals in Denmark).

The study monitored 888 couples from 14 different European countries, in which
one of the partners was on effective treatment for HIV. Of the 888 couples, 548
were heterosexual and 340 were gay men. All the couples had sex regularly
without using a condom. They have now been monitored for several years with
not one instance of transmission of the virus being recorded. The results have just
been published in the prestigious Journal of the American Medical Association.

In the period following the study, a total of 11 HIV-negative partners were infected
with HIV. Led by Professor Anna Maria Geretti, researchers from the University of
Liverpool’s Institute of Infection and Global Health undertook phylogenetic
analyses of the 11 new HIV cases and their partners’ virus. There was no HIV
transmission between the couples.

University of Liverpool Professor Anna Maria Geretti
said: “The HIV virus can be divided into several sub-groups,
each with its own genetic characteristics, and this makes it
possible to see whether the virus is genetically similar to a
partner’s. In all cases the results showed that the virus came
from someone other than the partner under treatment. This

research is vital for us to gain an even better understanding the risks associated
with this particular virus.”

Professor Jens Lundgren from Rigshospitalet, senior author
of the study and head of CHIP (the Centre for Health and
Infectious Diseases), added: “The results clearly show that
early diagnosis of HIV and access to effective treatment are
crucial for reducing the number of new HIV cases. As soon as a
patient with HIV is on treatment with a suppressed viral load,

the risk of transmission becomes minimal.”

Gay couples taking part in the study will continue to be monitored for three more
years to obtain even more data in this area for anal sex.

The results of the second part of the PARTNER study, which will only monitor gay
men and are expected in 2018.

To view the full results of the study, view:
http://jama.jamanetwork.com/journal.aspx

FLOWER FESTIVAL AT CHAPEL ROYAL
) The Chapel Royal in North Street,
Brighton will stage a Summer Flower
Festival in August to benefit two local
charities. The Flower Festival, which will be
raising funds for both the Martlets Hospice
in Hove and the Rockinghorse Appeal, will
take place on August 27, 28 and 29. Entry is
free with all donations being shared between
the two charities. A charity cafe will be open
for the duration of the Festival.

Summer Flower Festival, Chapel Royal,
North Street, Brighton, August 27, 28 &
29, 10am–4.15pm, Free admission.

GREENS WARN CITY’S HIV 
PREVENTION SERVICES FACE BIG CUTS

desperately needs extra funding to meet
the needs of our population. We need
to get smarter and invest to save both

lives and money.”

Councillor Ken
Norman, the
Conservative
spokesperson on the
Health & Wellbeing

Board, responded: “It’s quite
disingenuous to come out so critically
about the decision when Councillor
Page was at the meeting and indeed he
was given ample opportunity to vote
against the proposals. It’s also lazy to
simply blame the government for
changes to funding when it’s firmly
within the remit of the Health &
Wellbeing Board to decide where the
money goes in relation to public health.
How the Board, which is made up of
doctors, health officials, council officers
and councillors from all three parties,
choose to spend funds is nothing to do
with central government and in this
instance all were unanimously in
agreement, including Cllr Page.

“As Cllr Page says, ‘we need to get
smarter and invest to save both lives
and money’ and on this I wholeheartedly
agree. This is why all members of the
Board agreed to the proposed
continuation of those HIV prevention
and support services which are working
well so that as many people as possible
get the help they need.”

In Brighton & Hove, 1,735 residents
were living with diagnosed HIV in 2014.

) Green Councillors warn of their fears
for the future of HIV prevention services
in Brighton & Hove. This follows news
that the city’s Health & Wellbeing
board has approved a 20% cut in
prevention and support services. The
board agreed to put to tender a contract
to deliver services including STI testing,
free condoms, information, outreach and
counselling with 20% less funding than
the current contract. The contract will be
open to any provider and will start from
April 2017.

HIV continues to be one of the fastest-
growing serious health conditions in the
UK, with Brighton & Hove having the
highest diagnosis rate outside London. 

Cllr Dick Page,
Green spokesperson
on the Health &
Wellbeing Board,
said: “While the
government may be

deeply split on how to proceed with
Brexit, their commitment to austerity
remains firm, and it continues to press
ahead with cuts to services such as
public health. Any reduction in
counselling, testing and other support to
local people at risk of HIV will endanger
the health of many thousands in our
diverse city. This cut in HIV prevention is
not only deeply irresponsible, it will also
drive up longer-term costs. Evidence
shows that every HIV infection that is
prevented benefits individual and public
health and also saves the State around
£280,000. Wherever you look, our NHS
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) O/S Barbers in George Street, Kemptown will be raising money once again for
the Sussex Beacon on Friday, August 5. For the second year, George Oakley
(left) and Joe Steven (right) will donate all money made from haircuts at the
salon to the Sussex Beacon. Last year they raised £305 for the Beacon and hope
to top that amount this year. Haircuts will cost £14 and £10 for students. Opening
hours are from 10am–6pm. O/S Barbers, 52 George Street, Kemptown, BN2
1RJ. To make an appointment call: 07548 351901.

GEORGE STREET BARBERS TO 
RAISE MONEY FOR HIV CHARITY
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• Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum is is a member of The LGBT Community Groups Network, funded by the Rainbow Fund • Listening Ear
Service provided by the Samaritans • This Advert was paid for with a grant from the Rainbow Fund • Supported by Sussex Police & Rainbow Fund

The LGBT Community Safety Forum
is an independent group of lesbian, gay, bisexual
and trans* (LGBT) volunteers in Brighton & Hove. 

For more info visit: lgbt-help.com

WISHING EVERYONE A
SAFE & HAPPY PRIDE
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REPORT IT!
info@lgbt-help.com

01273 855620

If you would like to log a Hate Crime or Incident with us  via our Third Party 
reporting service Report It please visit lgbt-help.com • email info@lgbt-help.com 

or call 01273 855620 Option 2 • REMEMBER always dial 999 in an emergency



NEW RESEARCH SHOWS
LGBT+ PEOPLE LIE ABOUT
THEIR SEXUALITY OR GENDER
) Three-quarters of LGBT+ people still feel the need to lie about their sexuality
or gender identity, according to new research published last month. Pride in
London, in partnership with Quadrangle and Populus, conducted a survey of
more than 1,000 LGBT+ people in the UK. The research also discovered that
people who are LGBT+ are six times less likely to hold a partner’s hand in public
than the rest of the population, and that LGBT+ respondents are five times more
likely to have been bullied at work because of their gender.

Pride in London is one of the city’s
biggest one-day events. It is run
entirely by volunteers, with more than
800 volunteers helping on the day.

Michael Salter-Church, Chair of Pride in London,
said: “Great progress has been made in the name of LGBT+
equality in recent years, but these figures show the striking
reason why Pride is still as important as ever. People in Britain
who are LGBT+ still face the need to filter their true selves,
and hide affection to their loved ones. At its heart, Pride in
London is a community-led movement that recognises the
struggles and successes of everyone in our community.”

Alison Camps, Marketing Director of Pride in London and Deputy Chair at
Quadrangle Research, added: “As well as changing laws we need to change hearts
and minds. Pride in London gives us an incredible day to celebrate who we are,
and give people the confidence to be proud. This is what this year’s campaign
#nofilter is all about. We will recognise those people who must live life under a
filter, fight for them, and celebrate a day of #nofilter.”

David Ames, who plays Dominic Copeland in Holby City and
appears in the #nofilter campaign, said: “My chosen career
asks of me to wear a mask, to tell someone else's story and to
put myself in someone else’s shoes. Well, that's all very well
when it's work and I'm being paid. In my personal life, however, I
don't want to have to wear a mask. I want to be the narrator of
my own story and I certainly don't want to wear someone else's

grotty shoes. So, I fully support and applaud this year’s Pride in London for its
#nofilter campaign.

“Showing others that you're proud, encouraging those who need it to stand tall and
making sure those most vulnerable know at all times that, as a community, we'll do
all we can to support you. Leave your filters for your Instagram and go and
celebrate being you.”

THE RESEARCH FOUND:
• 74% of LGBT+ respondents still feel the need to lie about their sexuality or 
gender identity

• 2% of the population has been bullied at work because of their gender, 
compared to 10% of LGBT+ respondents in our survey

• 77% of LGBT+ respondents felt uncomfortable being their true self in public, 
compared to just 23% in the general population

• 21% of LGBT+ respondents felt completely comfortable being themselves in 
all situations, compared with 41% of straight respondents

• 75% of LGBT+ respondents were out to all their friends, but only 50% were 
out to all their colleagues

• Friends are by far the most common group to be out to, and men are much 
more likely to be out in the workplace (89% of our male survey respondents) 
than women (76% of our female survey respondents)

• 59% of LGBT+ respondents had felt threatened by other people's attitudes 
and behaviours towards them, compared with 16% of the wider population

• While only 5% of people think twice about holding a partner's hand in public, 
30% of LGBT+ respondents were uncomfortable with this, rising to 41% of 
gay men.
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) Brighton & Hove City Council is
among the top local authorities in the
country for tackling homophobic,
biphobic and transphobic bullying in
schools. The council has been placed
in joint second place alongside Bath
& North East Somerset Council in
the 2016 Education Equality Index,
published by Stonewall, the LGBT
equality charity, which rates the
performance of different councils
using a wide range of measures.
Herts for Learning/Hertfordshire
County Council topped the Index after
being runners up last year.

Stonewall has described the council
as "consistently innovative" in finding
ways to celebrate difference, challenge
prejudice and support lesbian, gay,
bisexual and trans students.

They praised the work the council
does jointly with Allsorts, the LGBT
Youth Project, where young people
from Allsorts have delivered training to
council and school staff and provided
anti-bullying sessions in secondary
PSHE lessons and primary school
assemblies.

Councillor Emma
Daniel, council
lead member for
equalities, said:
“Children and
young people are
happier and do

better academically when they feel safe
and valued. We want all our young
people to be able to make the best of
their talents without fear or prejudice.  

“The work in our schools on LGBT
issues sits alongside other excellent
equalities work challenging sexism and
supporting BME pupils and those who
have disabilities or special education
needs. 

“We have been at or near the top of
the Stonewall Education Equality Index
over a number of years, which shows
the consistency of our work in this
area. I’d like to thank our schools, the
council’s education team, Allsorts and
other partners for going the extra mile
to support our children and young
people in this vital area.”

Jess Wood MBE,
Allsorts Director,
said: “All our
fantastic schools
across the city
deserve huge praise
for the tireless work
they put in to

change things for the better. 

“There’s always more to be done, but
we’re delighted to be working with
such inclusive and progressively
minded schools who help make our
city a safer and more supportive place
for LGBT children and young people.”

MindOut services are confidential,
independent, non-judgemental and
free. Their services are run by and for
LGBTQ people with lived experience of
mental health issues.

For more info call 01273 234839 or
email: info@mindout.org.uk

) MindOut, the LGBTQ mental
health project, have appointed Maeve
Devine as their new trans advocacy
worker. As well as providing an
advocacy service for all LGBTQ
people, Maeve will be available as a
Trans Advocate for anyone who
would prefer to work specifically with a
trans person. She can help with trans
specific queries, questions and issues
as well as being on hand to support
your non-trans related advocacy
requirements as well.

Amongst other things, MindOut can
help with housing queries, GP
appointments, benefit claims and
accessing mental health support. Get
in touch and talk through how best
Maeve and MindOut can help you.

NEW TRANS ADVOCACY 
SERVICE AT MINDOUT
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A VINTAGE FAIR IN THE HEART 
OF THE SUSSEX COUNTRYSIDE
) Firle Vintage Fair takes place this year on Saturday 13 and Sunday,
August 14. Firle Vintage Fair is a celebration of the beauty and antiquities of the
past, featuring a host of cherry-picked vintage and antique stalls, including: French
Brocante, haberdashery & fashion, country interiors & gardenalia, plus original
1880 Victoriana fair-rides and croquet games. All served up with artisan foods, a
champagne bar and gin cocktails.

Firle Vintage Festival, now in its fourth year, started as a family run venture by
Katrina Palsager and Firle & Country Events in 2012. It welcomes over
13,000 visitors over two-days, attracting antique lovers, traders, foodies and talent
from all over Europe as well as Sussex for people to immerse themselves in the
very best vintage scene Sussex has to offer. Set in the heart of the Sussex Downs
National Park the festival embraces the environmental aspect of its location. This
year sees new and improved transport links, encouraging visitors to be more green
and get to the festival on their bike via the new cycle path or to hop on the vintage
Routemaster which will run every 30 minutes between Lewes and Firle. 

Complementing the countryside scenery there are lots of activities for the family
including workshops on Fairy Preservation, Flower Crown and Wild Food plus
talks on Sussex Beekeeping. There's a host of live entertainment throughout the
weekend filling the lawns of the 15th Century Manor at Firle Place. A Lost
Bohemia fashion cat-walk will be hosted by Brighton's Snoopers Attic. Swing
Jazz bands and dance troupes are programmed on the band-stand, including solo
artist Noelle and the Spitfire Sisters, Vintastic DJ plus Charleston and Lindy
Hop displays. One of the most popular elements of the festival returns with over
100 vintage car owners shining up their bonnets and proudly showing off their
motors to enthusiasts! So dust off your tea dresses, braces
and brogues, hop on your bicycle or their vintage double-
decker Routemaster bus and step back in style at Firle. 

Firle Vintage Fair is on Saturday 13 and Sunday,
August 14. Ticket Prices: advance booking £5; on the door
£7; children under 10 free. There is a special ticket price of
£10, that includes full entry and a return bus ticket from
Lewes bus station on and off site.

NEW CHAV LADS UK NIGHT AT BULLDOG
) Chav Lads UK (Brighton) launched a new Chav & Scally night upstairs at
the Bulldog in St James’s Street last month. The men only event, featured DJ

Screwpulous on the decks and Amanda
Wilson from The Freemasons performed her
massive number one hits, Love On My Mind
and Watchin.

The next Chav & Scally night will take place
on Friday, August 26 from 10pm–4am and
then every last Friday thereafter upstairs at
the Bulldog. Chav/Scally dress is optional,
entry is £5. The theme is Meet the Poster
Lads and doubles are £2.99 till midnight.

For more info check out Chav Lads UK (Brighton) on Facebook.

BRIGHTON QUEENS OF SNOWDONIA
) Grab a frock and wig, dig your
rucksack and hiking boots out of the
cupboard and join the team of drag
queens climbing Mount Snowdon in
2017. If you’re healthy, fancy a
challenge and are looking to do
something good for charity why not
join Miss Roxy Ritz on her walk up
Mount Snowdon to raise money
for Sussex Beacon, Macmillan
Cancer Research, Cancer is a Drag
and Terrence Higgins Trust.

Miss Roxy Ritz, who is organising the
climb, said: “I was supporting my
drag queen friend, Crystal Ball, who
was performing at a local venue and
went outside to get some fresh air. I

) The Sussex Beacon need
supporters willing to undertake a
cycling challenge to help raise funds.
They have places left in the Do It For
Charity London to Brighton Ride,
which takes place on September 11. 

The 54 mile challenge starts in
South London, making its way
through Mitcham, Carshalton,
Chipstead, Banstead, Haywards
Heath and finally to Brighton.

The Beacon already have five riders
who are taking on the challenge to
raise money for them. If you would
like to join them, view:
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

was speaking to one of the venue’s
locals, who mentioned they lived in
Wales near Snowdonia, which got me
talking about Priscilla Queen of the
Desert. After going back inside I did a
little thinking and then it came to
me… Queens of Snowdonia!

“The idea of drag queens hiking up
Snowdonia excited me so I asked a
few people to see what they thought
and Queens of Snowdonia was born.
I messaged a couple of drag queen
friends in Brighton and they accepted
the challenge and agreed to help. So
far I’ll be joined by Miss Jason, Dave
Lynn, Betty Swollocks, Sissy Sucks
and Stephanie Von Clitz.

Roxy wants to get at least 20 drag
queens together to do this walk and
raise £10,000 for the charities. 

For more information, Facebook
Queens of Snowdonia.

CYCLE FOR CHARITY THIS SEPTEMBER

) A new LGBTQ Reading Group is
being launched at 5.30pm in
Worthing Library on Tuesday,
September 20. Take along your
favourite books to discuss and
share your passion for reading with
other friendly, like-minded people. 

Author Stella Duffy
will be attending
the launch and
signing copies of
her books which
will be available to
purchase.

The group will continue to meet on
the third Tuesday of every month
from 5.30-7pm. For more information
or to join the group, contact
lyndsey.power@westsussex.gov.uk
or call 01903 704846.

Worthing Library at Richmond Road,
BN1 1HD. For more information
call: 01903 704809

WORTHING LGBTQ READING GROUP
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small, rare world of haemophilia, a genetic bleeding
disorder, professional homophobia is an everyday
occurrence. Not always consciously meant, but
there all the same.

In most countries, including the UK, no information
or support is offered to people with a bleeding
disorder who identify as LGBTQ. The CEO of a
European national Haemophilia Society told
me, “we have not identified any gay haemophiliacs,
therefore we do not need to provide information”.

The World Federation of Haemophilia (WFH), an
international not-for-profit organisation, was
established in 1963. It is a global network of patient
organisations in 127 countries and has official
recognition from the World Health Organisation.
However, the only material on the WFH website
relating to “gay” issues is a single article focusing
on the ban of gay men donating blood.

This year’s WFH Congress is being held in Orlando,
Florida where the horrific attack in the Pulse
nightclub has now taken its place in LGBT history.

For decades, as a gay haemophiliac I have been
making slow progress towards equality. Now in the
aftermath of this tragedy, with greater understanding
and acceptance, I truly hope the WFH will be
embracing their LGBT members. With this in mind, I
will be contacting the WFH to make a formal request
to meet with the board to discuss this issue.
Together, we can all beat intolerance, fear and hate. I
believe the WFH and I can swiftly implement an
acceptable timeline for the much needed education
and sexual health information for the LGBT /
bleeding disorder community.

Haemosexual has been designed to offer practical
advice and information, along with providing
education to patients, medical professionals and
other organisations.

Our aim is that those who are vulnerable become
properly protected, which means communicating
with them as people and not a condition.

Safety information, support and sexual health
matters can be offered more effectively and in a
manner which people feel comfortable with.
Speaking to like-minded others offers a sense of
security and understanding, allowing them to talk
openly about their lives, body, physical and mental
overall health.

Haemosexual will stand for equality, education and
better healthcare for everyone with a bleeding
disorder no matter what their sexual orientation is.

For more information, view:
www.haemosexual.com

INFECTION RATES
CONTINUE TO RISE
AMONG GAY MEN
) New sexually transmitted infection (STI) figures
show continued increases among gay men and
sustained high rates in young people. Latest
figures published by Public Health England (PHE)
show there were 434,456 STIs reported in England
in 2015; 54,275 of which were among gay,
bisexual or other men who have sex with men, a
10% increase since 2014.

Chlamydia was the most commonly diagnosed STI
accounting for 46% of diagnoses (200,288 cases),
followed by genital warts (68,310 cases).

The 2015 statistics represent a small decrease
(3%) when compared to 2014 which is primarily
due to falls in diagnoses for chlamydia (4%) and
genital warts (7%). However, in the same period
there were large increases in diagnoses of
gonorrhoea (11%) and syphilis (20%) continuing
the rising trends in these infections of the past five
years. These rises have occurred mostly in gay,
bisexual or other men who have sex with men.

The impact of STIs remains greatest in young
people under the age of 25 years and gay, bisexual
and other men who have sex with men. The large
fall in genital warts seen this year in young women
is an expected positive effect of the national HPV
vaccination programme.

Dr Gwenda Hughes, Head
of STI surveillance at PHE,
said: “The new statistics
show STI rates are still
very high among gay men
and young adults.

“We need to do more to raise awareness about
STIs and how they can be prevented, especially
the effectiveness of using condoms. We
recommend that anyone having sex with a new or
casual partner uses condoms and tests regularly
for HIV and STIs. It is also vital to ensure there is
easy access to STI testing and treatment services
that meet the needs of local populations.”

Young people are routinely offered chlamydia
screening but only 13% of young men and 32% of
young women were tested in 2015.

The decrease in chlamydia diagnoses in 2015 is
mainly due to a reduction in testing despite
national recommendations advising young people
to get tested every year or on changing partners.

) I would like you to imagine you’re different from
other people. Most of us have, at some time in our
lives. Some have done more than just imagine it.
Imagine that you are different in a way that’s rarer
than having different colour hair, skin or even
nationality.

You’re different because if at any time you get
pushed too hard in a crowd or trip running for a bus,
your life could be in danger or you could die. All
you have known is pain, hospitals, injections, your
parents worrying about your every move. People
staring at the bruises when you can’t hide them.
Everyday things that you cannot manage at times.
You are treated differently from other children
possibly feeling like an outcast and bullied. We all
know how hurtful children can be at times.

You’re different because you’ve lived with this
knowledge as you have grown up.

Then along comes the next big phase in our lives
puberty. You know the feeling… Life’s wonderful,
exciting yet seems very unstable; a never ending
cycle of education, what job you’d like to do, raging
hormones, sport, pop music, fashion, sometimes
where the next meal is coming from oh yes and let’s
not forget spots. Meanwhile throughout you keep
getting those unfamiliar stirrings deep inside. Your
mates all talk endlessly about the girls they fancy.
Maybe you do too. Except that for you, it’s slightly
different.

Now suddenly you’re questioning your own sexuality
in a world that demands heterosexual conformity
alongside your other challenge. This is a fact of life
and maybe, as you start to experiment with sex - and
quickly discover what can be involved in getting
sexual gratification you begin to wonder just what is
safe and possible in light of your condition.

Sexuality and disability is a subject still not spoken
about and many people are unfortunately not
provided with the support needed from the wider
medical profession.

Imagine then being told by your doctor, “there’s no
such thing as a gay haemophiliac”.

This is not a statement from Victorian times, it is a
belief very much in practice today. Throughout the

BEING HAEMOSEXUAL!
Mark Ward makes his case for more support and
understanding for the plight of LGBT Haemophiliacs.
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BRIGHTON, HOVE &
DISTRICT SAMARITANS
WOULD LIKE A WORD...
Samaritans, the suicide prevention charity, is challenging
everyone in the UK to become better listeners.

matter. We can all be better listeners. So many
family, work, relationship and even mental health
issues are made worse when a person feels they
aren’t being listened to. Which is why we’re saying,
‘SHUSH and listen!’

“Most conversations in the UK/Ireland today are just
two people waiting to speak, not two people really
listening. It’s vitally important for our children and 

young people’s wellbeing that they are listened to,
and learn the value of listening, but it applies to
every age too. We listen all the time, and as
Samaritans we know how powerful that can be.

“So, I’m urging everyone to take up Samaritans’
challenge throughout our Talk To Us campaign and
become a better listener by putting into practice our
Listening Tips. Go to our website, read them and
share them – challenge each other to use them.

“We can all be braver and do more to give each
other the space to talk. And by becoming better
listeners, together we will save lives.”

For more information about Samaritans, view: www
samaritans.org
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Daniel Cheesman, from Brighton & Hove
Samaritans, said: “We listen. That’s what we’re here
to do and sometimes it can be challenging. But you
don’t have to be a Samaritan to get better at listening
to family, friends and colleagues. 

“We’re a culture of people who love to give advice,
love to give opinions and quite frankly love the sound
of our own voices. But this year we’re asking people
to SHUSH! and listen better. Sixty years of
Samaritans expertise has taught us that just listening
is the greatest gift you can give to somebody.”

Ruth Sutherland, Samaritans CEO, said: “Being
listened to gives you a voice, and the courage to say
what’s really on your mind. Saying your problems out
loud is therapeutic in itself and being listened to has
the power to make you feel understood, and that you

) To help people improve their listening skills,
Brighton, Hove & District Samaritans attended
Trans Pride at Brunswick Gardens last month
highlighting the support Samaritans provide for the
community, which centres on good listening skills.

Every six seconds, someone in the UK and Ireland
contacts Samaritans, and every 90 minutes in the UK
and the Republic of Ireland, someone takes their own
life.

Samaritans believes that listening is crucial to
helping people find their way through their
problems, and the charity would like to encourage
people to seek help early, rather than when they
reach a crisis.

SAMARITANS LISTENING 
TIPS OR S-H-U-S-H!
• Show you care: focus just on the other person, 

make eye contact, put away your phone

• Have patience: it may take time and several 
attempts before a person is ready to open up

• Use open questions: that need more than a 
yes/no answer, and follow-up, eg ‘Tell me more’

• Say it back: to check you’ve understood, 
but don’t interrupt or offer a solution

• Have courage: don’t be put off by a negative 
response and, most importantly, don’t be afraid 
to leave silence
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) Creased Cards, Brighton-
based greeting card retailer,
received a prestigious award at
The Retas 2016 award ceremony
at The Dorchester Hotel in
London last month. More than 425
greeting card retailers, publishers
and suppliers attended the event
on Wednesday, July 13, to
honour the crème de la crème of
their industry 

The Retas recognise and celebrate
not only the top independent and
multiple greeting card retailers
regionally and nationally, but also
the new generation of retailers as
well as employees of outstanding
excellence. Creased Cards
won Best Independent Greeting
Card Retailer - Home Counties as
a recognition of their fantastic
development and the huge efforts
behind it.

The company is an innovative and
refreshing greeting card and wrap
retailer. Their first shop is located
in the famous Lanes shopping
area of Brighton and offers an
impressive mix of contemporary,
cutting edge products, coupled
with some (very) risqué humour
cards – all sitting alongside some
unique locally created cards and
gifts, which are all guaranteed to
put a smile on the face of the
recipient.  

Paul Jarman, owner and founder
of Creased Cards, said: “We’re
delighted to have been recognised
by our industry peers and the
award we’ve received is a
testament to the products we

choose and our great team.
Creased is entering an exciting
phase of its young life, as we look
to expand in the next 12-18
months. If all works out well, in
the next three years we’ll have
another four stores across the
country.”

He continued: “In my view, a
successful retail business is based
on two things – great product and
great people. If you have those
two things, you are likely to
succeed. We work with a lot of
smaller publisher partners, both
local and national, in order to have
the best cards for our customers. 

“I also have a great team of
people based in Brighton. We
couldn’t have achieved this
without them. As we work to
expand our reach across the UK
through our planned new stores,
we will keep these two things
firmly at the front of our mind.”

For information, view:
www.creasedcards.com

LOCAL GREETINGS
CARD COMPANY WINS
NATIONAL AWARD
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DOCTOR’S ORDERS
Morgan Fabulous chats to Charles Child the owner and
manager of Doctor Brighton’s on Brighton seafront. His
impulse purchase of the bar eight years ago changed
his life and the lives of people around him.

) It’s not just a bar, Doctor Brighton’s is a unique haven for its regulars and
newcomers to enjoy a venue with a classic pub feel, friendly staff and open-minded
clientele.

Charles grew up in Norwich and
moved to Brighton 12 years ago.
After working as manager of
Vavoom, the popular bar on the
Old Steine next to Revenge, he
decided to spread his wings, buy
a small bar and give himself a
taste of being his own boss.

He had his eye on another bar in
Brighton when Doctor Brighton’s
was put on the market. Having
been a regular there for quite
some time, he knew the bar pretty
well, and though bigger than what
he was looking for, he threw
caution to the wind and decided
to buy it.

He liked the layout of the bar as it was and changed just a few of the interior decor
features to give the venue the chic but classic pub feel that is now its trademark. He
kept the pool table, as it was a great attraction, and Doctor Brighton’s remains one
of the few gay venues in Brighton to have one.

Charles lives above the pub with his partner Craig, they have been together for four
years and have two dogs called Tranny and Brucey. Charles also still has a house in
Norfolk where he escapes to every other week for rest and relaxation. While he is
there, he gets to spend time in the acres of land attached to his house. Gardening
and landscaping is a passion of his and a much-needed retreat from day-to-day city
life.

“It’s a totally different way of life and I get to leave the city behind for a few days” he
said. Whether it’s walking his dogs on the beach or exploring the countryside, it is
the perfect balance as most of his time is spent tied up in the pub that he not only
owns and manages, but works behind the bar every weekend.

He is the first to acknowledge how lucky he is to have such a hardworking and
supportive team behind him making sure things run smoothly while he is away at
his countryside retreat.

He enjoys working in the pub as he
feels he has a close relationship with
his customers, “they are more like
friends than just customers and we are
all one big happy family” he explained
to me over a very delicious Long
Island Ice Tea, served in a jam jar. 

I frequently visit the pub and it’s
usually the start of my night out. I am
always welcomed by the staff

and given a free shot with my order! The bar is mixed but very accepting, I always
feel safe there and I have never witnessed any trouble.

As the pub is not located in the St James Street area, over Pride they throw their
own Pride Street Party, where they close off the street that runs behind them.

For more info, view: www.doctorbrightons.co.uk
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UNIVERSITY VICE-CHANCELLOR
SUPPORTS INCLUSIVITY
) Last month, the University of Brighton’s Vice-Chancellor spoke of her
concerns for LGBT people in her first interview on RadioReverb, the non-profit
organisation run by volunteers.

Professor Debra Humphris, the university’s first LGBT Vice-Chancellor, was
interviewed for the station’s Out in Brighton programme. During the interview,
Professor Humphris presented the LGBTQ Life Research Hub’s final year
dissertation award to Jasmin Bradley, who is just finishing her final year of
medicine at the Brighton and Sussex Medical School (BSMS), run jointly by the
university and partners. Winners of the award deal with issues important to the field
of sexualities, genders and LGBTQ lives.

Questioned by the show’s host, Kathy Caton, and Professor Kath Browne, the
university’s Professor in Human Geography, Professor Humphris told how and when
she decided to come out: “I can remember back in secondary school, working out
that I wasn’t quite like my mates but I wasn’t quite sure how. And then as life has
gone on through various careers – the point at which I decided I just couldn’t handle
this any longer and I had to be out. I could not live the lie any more. I could not edit
my life any longer.”

Professor Browne announced the date for the “immensely popular and much
anticipated” Lesbian Lives Conference 2017. With the theme of Lesbian Loves,
the 23rd conference will run on February 24-25, 2017 at the university. 
Full details from the Facebook group or Twitter feed @lesbianlives

Listen to the full podcast of the interview: http://outinbrighton.podomatic.com/

GLOW CHOIR BRIGHTON
- GAY, LESBIAN OR WHATEVER!

) Glow Choir Brighton is a natural voice
community choir for LGBTQ+ people and
straight allies to unite in song. For the new term
they will be moving to a new venue on a new
day and just about everyone is welcome to go
along and sing, whatever their musical ability.

They sing songs of passion, protest and celebration from across the globe, all
taught by ear, including new compositions, old chestnuts, Balkan, African, Gospel,
Corsican, songs of peace and protest, civil rights, pop, passion, sacred, sexy, folky,
funky, jazzy and much more. At least one song each term will be LGBTQ+-specific,
to celebrate the diversity of sexuality and gender identity.

Glow Choir will be rehearsing at St Luke's Church, Prestonville, 64 Old Shoreham
Road, Brighton on Saturday afternoons from September 17-December 3 at
2.30-4.30pm (tea break included). Weekly subs £9/£7 concessions, or pay up
front for the terms and have two sessions free. The choir will be having an end of
term shindig on Saturday, December 10. For more details, email:
hannahrose@naturalvoice.net or call 07771 511726.

GSCENE 31

) Following the success of
February's trip to Blackpool, organiser
Lee Cockshott, owner of the Marine
Tavern, has set a date in October to
visit the world famous Blackpool
Illuminations. 

The trip will leave Brighton on Friday,
October 14 at 9am, returning
Monday, October 17 at around 6pm.
The group will be staying at Chaps, a
very popular gay hotel on Cocker St.

The cost, which includes return travel
to Blackpool by coach, three nights
bed, breakfast and evening meal, is
just £149 per person. 

Anyone interested should pop into the
Marine Tavern or telephone 01273
905578.

There are still 15 places left, which
will be released on a first come first
served basis. A deposit of £30 will
secure your place with the rest being
paid on the morning the group leaves
for Blackpool.

Lee Cockshott said: "The trip in
February’s was so much fun and 25
of us went. 

“We have a larger coach for this trip
and will be taking about 35, so it will
be the biggest one yet."

BLACKPOOL HERE WE COME!
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£500 for THT at the end of May from
Steve’s birthday raffle, followed at
the end of June with the storming
return of the Sussex Beacon's
Bizarre Bazaar with sales on the day
raising over £1,700 with a further
£100 raised from cash donations in
buckets

Steven Lee said: "Not bad for a small
venue. I’d like to thank everyone who
worked, spent, organised, donated, or
otherwise contributed to these recent
fundraising events!"

SUBLINE RAISE MORE THAN £3,800 
FOR LOCAL GOOD CAUSES
) Subline, the 18+ members-only
cruise bar in St James Street, celebrate
a bumper couple of months of
fundraising, raising a very impressive
£3,800 for local good causes.

Steven Lee, manager of Subline
(pictured centre with the Brighton
Bear Weekend crew), donated
£1,500 to the Brighton Bear Weekend
Rainbow Fund over Brighton Bear
Weekend, primary from door money,
with a teensy bit of rounding-up. This
came close on the heels of raising

L TO RIGHT: JASMIN BRADLEY, PROFESSOR DEBRA HUMPHRIS, KATHY CATON &
PROFESSOR KATH BROWNE



) A Blue Plaque was unveiled
last month to mark 250 years since
the first known Jewish resident
lived in Brighton. When Israel
Samuel Cohen was married at the
Great Synagogue in London, he
gave his address as 22, East
Street, Brighton. 

To mark the anniversary, more than
200 people attended a ceremony in
East Street, where The Lord

Lieutenant of East Sussex, Peter
Field unveiled the Blue Plaque to
mark the landmark occasion for
Brighton & Hove's Jewish
community.

Others present included The Mayor
of Brighton & Hove, Cllr Pete West,
the Deputy Mayor, Cllr Mo Marsh,
together with former Hove MP Ivor
Caplin and representatives of local
religious and secular organisations,
city councillors and members of

the Jewish community. The Brighton
& Hove Youth Big Band provided
musical entertainment for the large
crowd which included members of
the Totton family, descendants of
Israel Samuel from New Zealand
who had come over to Brighton
especially for the occasion.

Ivor Caplin, who directed the event,
said: “A great day for our City with
more than 200 people attending for

the unveiling of the Blue Plaque. I
was honoured to be Director of the
event and pleased that the weather
was kind. The Brighton & Hove
Youth Big Band were truly superb
with their concert including Sussex
By The Sea, the National Anthem
and Hava Nagila. 

“Judging by my inbox, certainly a
day many across the Jewish
community and the City itself will
not forget.”

CITY MARKS 250TH ANNIVERSARY 
OF FIRST KNOWN JEWISH RESIDENT
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DIOCESE OF CHICHESTER TO
APPOINT LGBT LIAISON OFFICER
) In a bold move, the Diocese of Chichester which covers East and West Sussex
are to appoint a LGBT Liaison officer. The announcement was made by the Bishop
of Chichester, The Right Reverend Dr Martin Warner at a dinner in St Michaels
Church, Brighton last month. The dinner was organised by the Diocese of
Chichester who had extended invitations to representatives from LGBT organisations
of all faiths across the city and Peter Kyle, the MP for Hove & Portslade, among
others. The dinner was arranged to establish a dialogue with the city's LGBT

communities and the Bishop used
the opportunity to announce the
creation of a new post of LGBT
liaison officer for the Diocese. 

The Bishop's opening words set
the tone for evening when he
asked the question: “Why are we
here? It's all about love not
structures,” he said, and went on

to make a case for building trust, understanding and love for each other, maintaining
it was better to sit down and talk rather than just “follow the rules”. Importantly he
added: “My view is that LGBT people are part of the Church, I believe their presence
enriches every Diocese and everyone has by right a place in the Church. It’s
important that the Church as an institution must never present ourselves as
implacable. Incapable of recognising tenderness and love.”

POLITICIANS UNITE AGAINST HATE 
) Brighton & Hove councillors from all political parties united to condemn racism,
xenophobia, and hate crimes at a meeting of the full council on Thursday, July 21.
All three political groups represented on the council submitted a joint notice
reassuring people living in Brighton & Hove that they are all valued members of the
community, committing the council to ensuring local services and programmes
have the support and resources they need to fight and prevent racism. Councillors
declared that they were proud to live in a diverse and tolerant society, and would not
allow hate to become acceptable.

Cllr Warren Morgan, Leader of the City Council and the Labour
& Co-operative group said: “Hate crime and bigotry has no place
in Brighton & Hove, prejudice and intolerance is not part of who
we are as a city and as a community. Whatever your shade of
skin, whatever language you speak, whatever faith you follow,
whatever your place of birth, you are welcome here, you have a
right to live and work in safety and free from harm or abuse, you

have a right to live your life free from bigotry and intimidation. We say today, we say
together, we will defend those rights. I am proud as leader of this council to move
this motion which says we are united against hate.”

Cllr Geoffrey Theobald, leader of the Conservative group,
added: “For many years Brighton and Hove has had a positive
reputation for being an open and inclusive city that welcomes all.
We will therefore not tolerate any behaviour that causes people
to feel threatened, intimidated or excluded.”

Cllr Phelim Mac Cafferty, leader of the Green group,
concluded: “As long-standing champions of equality, Greens
wholeheartedly support the cross-party commitment made here
today to condemn all forms of racism, xenophobia and hate
crime. At a time when the country is historically divided, Brighton
& Hove stands united against hate and prejudice. We are
determined to ensure Brighton & Hove remains a welcoming and

fair city where diversity can flourish.”

Brighton & Hove residents can report hate crime incidents to the council’s
Community Safety team on their website safeinthecity.info or by calling: 01272
292735. In an emergency people should always contact the Police directly through
999 or in non emergency 101.

Chapel at Woodvale Crematorium,
Brighton.

Taylor, only in his late 20s, died of
a heart attack on Saturday, July
16. He was on a train, travelling to
see his family in Devon. The train
stopped at Basinstoke for a
medical emergency doctor, but
sadly, nothing could be done for
him. His body, taken to a hospital
in Basingstoke, has now been
released and returned to Brighton.

For more information, please call
the Funeral Director on 01273 621
444.

TAYLOR PRINCE RIP
) The life of Taylor Prince will
be celebrated on Wednesday,
August 3 at noon, in the North
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I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU…
As same-sex couples move towards larger, more
traditional weddings, James Ledward shares a few tips
from his personal experiences.

34 GSCENE

Old Ship Hotel all have good size banqueting
rooms, offer a variety of same sex wedding
packages and can accommodate large weddings,
seating up to 500 guests if necessary.

If you’d prefer something out of the city, in the
countryside, check out Stanmer House
(stanmerhouse.co.uk), the quirky Blue Door
Barns complex (bluedoorbarns.com), Pelham
House (www.pelhamhouse.com) or Shelleys
Hotel (www.the-shelleys.co.uk). All four are in
or around Lewes. I’ve personally attended same-
sex weddings at all these venues, they work very
well with good attention to detail.

As we live by the sea, if you want to celebrate
your wedding beneath the moonlight, OHSO
Social (www.ohsobrighton.co.uk/wedding-
reception-venue/), is as close to the ocean as
you will get in any city wedding venue.

For many who consider having a wedding abroad,
Las Vegas springs to mind immediately. For
something more sophisticated and romantic take
a look at Iceland (www.pinkiceland.is/gay-
weddings) voted in the Top 10 Gay Wedding
Destinations by Lonely Planet, or Fort
Lauderdale (www.sunny.org/weddings/), the
centre of the gay universe in America, where you
can have the ultimate beach wedding on one of
Florida's golden beaches in America’s most
popular LGBT resort and destination.

If you want a souvenir with a difference to
remember your big day, book a Marryoke video
from photographer to the stars, Dean Stockings
(www.idomarryoke.com). We all love performing
in front of a camera, and the finished videos are
really funny and a perfect keepsake.

If you want stills of your guests having a great
time look up Parkers Photography
(www.facebook.com/proudparkersphotography/)
who not only take tradition marriage photos at
the ceremony, but also provide a great service at
receptions, using fun props so your guests will
never forget your big day.

A wedding is what you make of it. Some people
like them small and intimate, others want to
reach for the stars. They don't come cheap so
shop around. Don't be dazzled by the glitzy PR
and make sure your provider knows exactly what
you want from your big day. In my experience
personal recommendations remain your best bet
and if I was getting married today I would be
happy to book any one of them.

the full Council Chamber (holds 130 guests) or
if you’re determined to be different get hitched
in the basement of Brighton Town Hall in the
Police Cells (holds 30 guests). If your dream
has always been to get married outdoors by the
sea, the Bandstand in Hove is also licensed.

For information on where to find a complete list
of venues, including hotels that are licensed
for marriage ceremonies in the city, view:
www.brighton-hove.gov. uk/content/
community-and-life events/births-deaths-
and-marriages/ getting-married
Brighton Council produce a first class wedding
brochure on their website which answers most
of the questions people getting married first
time round might want to know the answers to.

Once the legal part is over the choice of where
to have the reception is your next big decision.
Many Civil Partnerships I’ve attended in the
past were for between 20-40 people. Since the
legalisation of same-sex marriage there’s been
a big move upwards with guest numbers. Each
of the last five same-sex marriages I’ve attended
have been for 150-200 guests and upwards.
Large hotels on the seafront such as the Hilton
Brighton Metropole, Queens Hotel and the

) When I first got wed in 1976 it was the
most stressful day of my life and second time
round I wanted it to be different experience.

40 years on in May 2014, when I got married
to the lovely Besi, I was determined to have
the wedding ‘I’ wanted, invite the people ‘I’
wanted and most importantly enjoy myself. I
looked around at what was on offer and to be
frank struggled to find what I was looking for.
Many of the packages on offer were targeted
at your average heterosexual couple and
despite Civil Partnerships being first
introduced in 2004 many of the companies
that set up at the time offering a bespoke
service for same-sex couples were in fact
offering more of the same, complete with hen
and stag night options.

We settled for a ceremony at Brighton Register
Office and a small reception for 25 people in
the Crown & Anchor pub on Preston Road
afterwards. Everything was perfect, little
planning was necessary and most important
for me, no stress.

That was in the first few months after the
introduction of the Equal Marriage Act. I had
been to many Civil Partnerships over the
previous ten years, but to be honest never felt
the occasions were special enough or tailored
to the same-sex market. In the last two years
since same-sex marriage became legal, there’s
been a clear shift in what people want and
what’s being offered. All the same-sex weddings
I’ve been to recently have been much larger
affairs, and in many ways more traditional.
And why not!

Brighton & Hove City Council offer a range of
venues to have the legal part of your wedding.
At Brighton Town Hall, depending on the
number of guests you have, you can get married
in the Regency Room (holds 50 guests, 34
seated), or the more intimate Fitzerherbert
Room (8 guests). For larger affairs you can
also get married amid the grand splendour of
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BRIGHTON
BEAR WEEKEND 
RAISE A RECORD AMOUNT 
FOR THE RAINBOW FUND
) Brighton Bear Weekend (BBW) raised a massive £7,752 for the Rainbow
Fund from their fundraising activities in 2015. The total raised was revealed at a
reception at the Camelford Arms on July 11 for supporters and friends who had
helped the BBW committee raise the money over the past 12 months.

Before presenting the cheque to Maria Baker, who sits on the Rainbow Fund's
independent grants panel, BBW Chair Graham Munday thanked the Sea
Serpents, Brighton's gay rugby team, for their help and support in raising the
money. 

He highlighted that Subline, the men's bar and club in St James Street, had
donated all door money (£1,500) from events staged over the BBW weekend,
and thanked Jon Goodacre who was stepping down from the BBW committee
for all his hard work during the last year. 

He made special mention of Lunch Positive, the HIV Lunch Club, who had
provided food at the Bear-B-Q Picnic in Dorset Gardens during BBW weekend
which raised more than £1,000 for Lunch Positive and thanked the Camelford
Arms for providing the buffet and complimentary glass of Prosecco to everyone
attending the announcement reception.

The total donation of £7,752, included money raised at BBW quiz nights at the
Camelford Arms; special party nights staged at Subline during the last year;
£1,500 donated by Subline from their events during BBW in June; personal
donations of £300 by Andy Tull owner of the Market Inn and Black Horse in
Church Street; and a £100 donation from the Camelford Arms. All poster designs 
were donated by James Brookes PR.

The BBW committee this year included Jon Goodacre, Mark Barbeary, Neil
Borrett, Matt Brooke, David Harvie and Chair Graham Munday. The
Rainbow Fund make grants to LGBT/HIV organisations in Brighton & Hove
providing effective front line services to LGBT people in the city and will be
distributing the money raised at their next grants round in August.

For more information about Brighton Bear Weekend, view:
http://brightonbearweekend.com
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suffering beatings and other abuse within the
detention centres themselves. 

“The fast-track asylum system means that very
few of these people have access to adequate
legal advice. With our limited and stretched
resources, we cannot currently reach them all.
With your help we can change this. Please
consider a donation.” UK Lesbian & Gay
Immigration Group

This Pride, under the theme of Uniting Nations,
I want to invite my rainbow nation to stand
united with those fleeing violence and
persecution. Please walk with me and all friends
to refugees (whether LGBT or not) behind the
LOVE REFUGEES banner above. Whether you
were once a love refugee, want to show
solidarity with LGBT refugees, or just want to
show your love for refugees – join us!

And if you’re watching the Parade, give us a
cheer, then drop in to our Love Refuge(es) Café
in the gardens of St Peter’s Church and sample
our multinational home baking. Every penny will
feed refugees for another year. 

The world needs love not walls. Courage and
compassion, not guns. As one Florida Imam put
it so wisely: “The answer to hate is
overwhelming love”. 

Please show your true colours.

covering up in order to hide our differences and
conform with our societal norms, religious and
cultural beliefs are very daunting” African
Rainbow Families

Now imagine growing up in one of the 75
countries that criminalise sex between men or
the 50 countries where sex between women is
illegal. Imagine trying to grow up where
‘corrective rape’, lynch mobs, torture, murder,
honour killings, state persecution and
entrapment, add to cultures of fear and hate
fundamentally toxic to same-sex and trans
identity and expression. Imagine a future
growing up LGBT in Syria, Uganda, Nigeria,
Russia, Iran... 

I didn’t have to imagine it. My Egyptian
partner told me. I saw it in his eyes and heard
it in his voice and his deep silences. I saw the
revolution unfold in Tahrir Square from a
distance, full of hope... and then fear when he
spent four months in jail. The Arab Spring
turned to winter... only darkness and fear.

I watched the boats landing at Lampedusa and
Lesbos. I saw the huge generosity of the Greek
people. I read about the plight of LGBT Syrians.
I admired the incredible courage of Frank
Mugisha returning to Uganda where his LGBT
activist friend David Kato had been murdered. I
watched the first Zulu gay wedding on
YouTube. I watched the New Zealand
Parliament legislate for same-sex marriage
serenaded by Maori love songs.

I have loved the incredible heart and soul of
the African women with HIV who I have
cooked for at Lunch Positive for the last three
years. I began to hear their stories. 

Last September as the lifeless body of a three-
year-old boy, Aylan Kurdi, was washed up on a
Turkish beach, I decided I could no longer be a
helpless, useless bystander to a global refugee
tragedy. I needed to follow my heart. Nine
months later, nothing now gives me more joy
than working once a week alongside a
communications manager from Syria, a
grandmother from Zimbabwe, a German social
work student, and a Libyan father, to prepare
and sit down to a nutritious meal with up to
50 refugees at Voices in Exile. Their stories
could burn a hole in your heart. Much is
unspoken.

“More and more people are contacting us from
immigration detention centres. They have
claimed asylum because they fear to return to
their home countries to certain abuse and
worse, merely for being a lesbian or a gay man.
Shockingly, some of those in detention, possibly
just down the road from where you live, are

LOVE REFUGEES
This Pride, under the theme of Uniting Nations, I want to
invite my rainbow nation to stand united with those
fleeing violence and persecution. By Arthur Law 

• 2.9 billion people (40% of the
world's population) live in jurisdictions
which criminalise same-sex sexual 
activity between consenting adults.

• Over 400 million people live under laws
which punish same-sex sexual activity 
with the death penalty. ILGA

A gay refugee from Uganda poses for a
portrait in the apartment he shared with
his boyfriend in Nairobi. Six months
earlier, seven men wielding machetes had
broken into their home and nearly killed
him. Vice Magazine

• In 2015 12.4m new people were 
displaced by conflict or persecution 

• 54% of refugees came from just three
countries: Syria, Afghanistan, Somalia 

• Half of all refugees are under 18 
UNHCR

Before [the war], if the [Assad] regime
caught you as a gay, you would give them
money and they’d leave you alone. Today,
if jihadis catch you, they kill you. Karim

) I came to Brighton because my country was
at war with me and made me try to kill myself
three times. “SHOOT ALL GAYS” was the two-
inch high banner headline in my local paper.
My Council announced my ‘lifestyle’ was “a
disease that should be medically treated”. My
Government passed a law banning support to
any LGBT group and prohibited schools from
saving my life. A Chief Constable blamed HIV+
gay men for “swirling in a human cesspit of
their own making”. A poll in the most read
Sunday newspaper called for “special camps” to
be set up to “contain” HIV+ people. This was
not Aleppo, Lagos, Kampala, Kabul or
Mogadishu but Wolverhampton 1987.

I was lucky. I escaped to Brighton as a love
refugee. I cannot now imagine living anywhere
else. And yet as Orlando reminds us, even in
our own sanctuaries, LGBT lives are under
threat everywhere.

Sometimes I despair of public life...

Many LGBT people in Brighton would count
ourselves as having once been refugees,
seeking the chance of a life that is free, safe...
possible. Deep inside we needed love,
friendship, a tribe to belong to and to be
supported by. Our lives still depend on it. We
need each other.

Most of us are migrants from within the UK,
and still in 2016 a quarter of Brighton’s young
homeless are LGBT and fleeing violence. 

Some of us are from all continents of the
world. According to the Count Me In research
93% of us did not grow up in Brighton. We are
a proud community of love refugees.

“Seeking asylum based on one's sexual
orientation and or gender identity is the most
complex of all. The shame, stigma, secrecy,
having to live dual lives such as forced
marriages to opposite sex to shielding and
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The LGBT Community Safety Forum is an independent group of lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans*
(LGBT) volunteers in Brighton & Hove. For more info visit: lgbt-help.com

• Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum is is a member of The LGBT Community Groups Network, funded by the Rainbow Fund • Listening Ear Service provided by the Samaritans • This Advert was paid for with a grant from the Rainbow Fund • Supported by Sussex Police & Rainbow Fund
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ARE YOU GOING TO BRIGHTON 
& HOVE PRIDE THIS YEAR?

ARE YOU DEAF, DISABLED, OLDER 
OR HAVE MOBILITY NEEDS?

24/7 EMOTIONAL SUPPORT HELPLINE 01273 855620

Sign up with us to make your day 
as inclusive and enjoyable as possible!

www.lgbt-help.com

y PARADE ‘SAFE SPACE’
y ACCESS TENT
y HIGH DEPENDENCY UNIT
y COMMUNITY CAFE
y CARER/PA SUPPORT
y ADVICE & SUPPORT
y BSL INTERPRETERS
y REPORT IT SERVICE
y MOBILITY EQUIPMENT 

CHARGING STATION
y ACCESSIBLE TOILETS

y BLUE BADGE PARKING
y GOLF BUGGY SERVICE TO PARK
y FUN ACTIVITIES
y LISTENING EAR SERVICE
y INFO HUB
y SAFE AND INCLUSIVE 

PERSONAL CHANGING AREA
y ART WORKSHOPS
y WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE 

PHOTO BOOTH
y ASSISTANCE DOG FACILITIES



TRANS PRIDE 2016
Record crowds attend Trans Pride 
by James Ledward

) Record numbers of visitors flocked to Brighton & Hove on Saturday, July 23
to support Trans Pride, raise awareness of gender diversity and promote equality.

The third Trans Pride March (the fourth Trans Pride event) set off from the
Marlborough Pub in Princes Street. People from all over the UK attended
bringing roads around The Old Steine to a standstill. The Mayor of Brighton &
Hove, Cllr Pete West marched at the front of the parade with his son as his escort.

More than 2,500 people joined the March which was very well organised and
noisy. Trans folk and their allies, statutory and LGBT+ organisations, unions and
members of the local Green Party including Cllr Phelim Mac Cafferty, the
Convener of the Green Group of Councillors on the city council, marched together
in solidarity, reinforcing the growing confidence trans people have gained not only
in the city, but also in Sussex and across the country.

Sarah Savage, Trans Pride committee member, marshalled the Parade away from
the Marlborough at noon, towards the Brighton Pier, where it turned right,
progressing along the seafront to Hove and its new home in Brunswick Square,
where it drew by far the largest attendance to date with organisers saying more
than 4,500 unique visitors past through the park gates during the afternoon.

Since its inception in 2013, Trans Pride has grown organically each year and its
move to the Iconic surroundings of Brunswick Gardens in Hove, proved to be a
masterstroke. The Park was well laid out, allowing the crowds to circulate in
comfort and ease, while the change of location to Hove, gave the March a much
higher profile than previous years, bringing the traffic on Brighton seafront to a
complete standstill.

The main stage was hosted by Romario and Emma Frankland who kept the
proceedings moving nicely along. Between speeches from members of the Trans
Pride committee and guest speakers, entertainment was provided by Taylor
Lucas, Ren, Nona Wyld, Alice Denny, Screaming Toenail, Connor Byrne,
Chemtrails and headliners Mr Squid.

The community stall area was fully subscribed with a range of local and national
trans groups represented along with LGBT charities and service providers. Sussex
Police, Brighton & Hove City Council, The Sussex Police and Crime
Commissioner’s office and other agencies offering support to the trans
communities in the city were also present and the area was packed all day long.

After a sunny early morning a sea mist came down, but rain held off and all in all
the weather was perfect for the many families with children who were enjoying
picnics in the gardens. Mostly importantly, the atmosphere of the event was spot
on. Music wasn’t too loud, speeches could be heard easily, all the community
stalls were busy and the grass was covered with friends, allies and families
chatting and really enjoying themselves. It created a lovely atmosphere.

Each successive year, Trans Pride matures, highlighting the size of the Trans
communities in Brighton & Hove and beyond. Well done to the volunteers, the
Trans Pride committee and everyone involved in organising an event the city can
be proud of. Here’s to next year!
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COOL HELSINKI
Athletes from all over the world assembled in Helsinki
from June 29-July 2 for the 16th EuroGames and to
enjoy Helsinki Pride. James Ledward tagged along.

Teams came from all over Europe and further
afield, including Brazil, United States,
Thailand and India, to participate in the
opening ceremony which was staged at the
spectacular purpose-built Rainbow Village on
Citizens Square in the city centre, next door
to the main train station. The village included
a main stage, sauna, bars and food outlets.
Biggest attraction was the stall selling Tom of
Finland coffee beans at €10 a packet.

Two-days of sports competitions started in
earnest on the morning of June 30.

BLAGSS Football were in a group of four teams
that included Trowbridge Tigers, Munich
Streetboys and Respect, a Finnish LGBT-
friendly team. All teams were required to play
three 40 minute games on two consecutive days
which took its toll on the BLAGSS team, who
had travelled with a very small squad. By the
end of the final match on day two, many of the
players were carrying bad injuries. Despite only
winning once against the eventual runners up,
Trowbridge Tigers (2-1), BLAGSS went into the
final game needing a win to secure a bronze
medal.

With mounting injuries and struggling to field a
complete team against Respect who fielded and
played 8 subs, BLAGSS fought heroically back
from being 2-0 down to lead 3-2, then were
overrun in the last seven minutes of the game
following a triple substitution by Respect,
losing 4-3 in what was a final thriller of a
game. 

Top goal scorer for BLAGSS was Besi Dema-
Ledward who managed to net four goals over
the six games. It was a great team building
experience for everyone who had travelled from
Brighton to Helsinki, including the team's
poster boy and oldest player, Hugh Clairmonte,
who at 73 could still sprint like a spring
chicken.

Football out of the way, following a team
dinner, the team had an early night (right) to
prepare for Helsinki Pride the following day,
where the closing ceremony for the EuroGames
was also due to take place.

With perfect blue sky as a back drop, LGBT+
organisations from all over Finland marched on
the Pride Parade, behind their group's banner.
Many were highly political. The Pride march
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) The EuroGames are hosted on licence from
the European Gay & Lesbian Sports
Federation (EGLSF) and organised by one of
the federation's member clubs. HOT Helsinki
won the right to stage the 2016 games and
did a fantastic job hosting and entertaining
the 3,000 athletes who were registered to take
part in 14 different sports including my
particular guilty pleasure, competitive same-
sex dancing, which pulled large crowds to
the Toolo Sports Hall for the finals of the
European Championships in Same-Sex
Dancing. Venues for all 14 sports were of a
very high standard and a credit to the city.

The EuroGames, a sports-for-all-event, is open
to everyone, irrespective of sex, age, sexual
identity or physical ability. Brighton was
represented by the football team from
BLAGSS (Brighton Lesbian and Gay Sports
Society) who I tagged along with for the
duration of the trip.

The opening ceremony on June 29 was hosted
by local favourite Elisa Koskimies and
featured performances by Krista Siegfrieds,
Softengine and Sandhj. A small section of the
crowd chanting Brexit booed Team UK as they
entered the arena, which was pretty mean.
Similarly a tiny group also booed the athletes
from Team Israel, much to the anger of people
in the crowd close to them; meanwhile the
team of LGBT+ athletes from close neighbours
Russia received a huge ovation as they
entered the arena. It was all heady stuff.
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a great bunch of lads had travelled to
represent the city and make plans for the next
EuroGames in Rome in 2019.

Helsinki, the capital of Finland, has a
population of 625,000 people and its
reputation as being one of Europe's most
LGBT-friendly cities is well deserved. For the
tourist, the city boasts impressive Art Deco
architecture, wonderful restaurants, great
street food stalls around the old harbour, an
impressive integrated transport system which
makes getting round the city very easy and in
the summer it is still light at midnight.

started from Senate Square on the steps of
the magnificent neo-classical Cathedral,
winding through the city centre to finish next
to the main station, at the EuroGames Village
and Pride Festival site at the Kaivopuisto
Waterside Park.

The Parade had just a handful of floats on it,
the LGBTI groups, which I lost count of, were
the stars and focus of this march. Official
police estimates put numbers on the march at
30,000, much larger than previous years,
as athletes from all over the world and their
friends attending the EuroGames joined in.

Helsinki was brought to a standstill as
thousands lined the streets to watch. Police
reported no trouble on the march which in the
past has been attacked by protestors using
tear gas and pepper spray.

Following the closing ceremony the youngsters
at BLAGSS were off to one of the closing party
at Club Hercules (herculesgayclub.com),
dancing till the early hours of Sunday morning
to a lineup of international DJs. The more
mature of us met for a cocktail and chat
overlooking the impressive main square in
front of the main train station to discuss what

Must see attractions include the magnificent
neo-classical Cathedral in Senate Square and
the Russian-influenced Uspenski Cathedral
with its cupolas. Make sure you visit the main
Helsinki art deco railway station designed
by Eliel Saarinen and the beautiful City Hall,
originally designed by Carl Ludvig Engel and
remodelled in 1965 by Aarno Ruusuvuori.
They are all world-class attractions.

Helsinki is surround by water and best seen
from the ocean. Try one of the popular dinner
cruises (www.stromma.fi) leaving the old
harbour each evening. 

If you’re a foodie try a traditional Lappish
restaurant. We visited SAAGA (Bulevard 34:
www.ravintolasaaga.fi), where we chose from
the Lappish Design Menu costing €39 per
person and were able to taste bear and
reindeer for the first time. The meal and
ambiance of the restaurant were first class. I
can’t recommended it highly enough. However,
be careful with the wine. It’s very expensive.

Helsinki isn’t easy on the wallet and hotels in
particular might stretch your budget. We
stayed right opposite the main railway station
at the Hotel Seurahuone Helsinki
(www.hotelliseurahuone.fi) and our bill for
two for five nights, including Friday and
Saturday, was 521€. Breakfast was excellent
and the reception staff were very helpful and
friendly. Hotel rooms were very spacious and all
in all we felt we had a great deal.

Helsinki is a city for young people. Government
stats show more women than men live in
Helsinki and that was very clear on the Pride
march. I’ve never seen so many women at an
LGBT event which really added to the wonderful
friendly atmosphere the city generated. These
international events are a huge undertaking
and Helsinki rose to the challenge, more than
matching previous EuroGames I’ve attended in
Munich, Barcelona and Utrecht.

For more information about EuroGames, view:
www.eglsf.info/eurogames/
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l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Pre-
Pride Crush: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Pre-Pride Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday Pride
Special: DJ Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan
Bond 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mabel’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Big Gay Pub Quiz:
fundraising for Rainbow Fund 8pm
l DTM Men Only 9pm

l MARINE TAVERN DJ Jim’s 80s Disco
9pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight
Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Miss Jason’s Pride
Special 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO Pride Opening: DJs
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Club Silencio’s Nightmare
Before Pride - all welcome 8.30pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

PICS FROM BAR 7 + BAR BROADWAY

AUGUST
LISTINGS

BAR 7 CRAWLEY
) 7 Pegler Way, Crawley, RH11 7AG, Tel: 01293 511177, www.7crawley.co.uk
) OPEN Sun, Tue & Wed 6pm–12.30am, Thur–Sat 6pm–2.30am
) DRINK PROMOS Sat 2 VS for £5, 2 bottles of Carlsberg for £5, go large on
house spirits for £1.50, 2 bombs for £5 and fishbowls to share for £9.50.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Grab the first class bar, kick off
your heels and head for the exit slides at CREW NIGHT every
Tue, a hedonistic free-for-all with a DJ spinning tunes to get
you moving - whether you are crew, know some crew, would
love to meet some crew... or just want a good night out! Entry
is free and drink deals include: 2 VS For £5, 2 Carlsberg

Bottles for £5, go large on house spirits for £1.50, house bombs £2.50 each,
Jägerbombs 3 for £10, larger range of £1 shots and fishbowls to share, £9.50.

Information is correct at the time of going to
press. Gscene cannot be held responsible for
any changes or alterations to the listings

MONDAY 1
l BAR BROADWAY Ross’s Monday Quiz:
Ross Cameron 8pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness 8pm

TUESDAY 2
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm

l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Film Night:
fantasy/sci-fi 8pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm for
8pm start

WEDNESDAY 3
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview
6pm; Spice’s Night on Broadway 8pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Men Only 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Hot Gossip (True or
False) 9pm
l PATTERNS Out of Office with Stick it On
6pm; Palm Cove: DJs Bukky Levack, Lewis
Wilde & Normanton Street 10.30pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 4
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Tell Him on a Sunday:
Jason Thorpe 8pm; Sally Vate’s
Summertime Special 9pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO Pride Warm-Up
9pm

BAR BROADWAY
) 10 Steine Street, BN2 1TE, Tel: 01273 609777, www.barbroadway.co.uk
) OPEN Mon-Thur 6pm-1am, Fri 5pm–3am; Sat 4pm-3am; Sun 4pm–1am. 
) DRINK PROMOS 4-8pm daily, all Day Mon & Tues. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Fri (5) is BROADWAY JUKEBOX with a Pride Eve playlist to
get you in the mood till 4am. Expect all your favourite musical tracks on Sat (6) and
Sun (7) at BRIGHTON PRIDE – THE INSIDE OUT with Bar Broadway bringing their
two big screens outside for the Village Street Party from 12pm. Open till 4am on
Sat and 2am on the Sun. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sing your favourite showtunes at the launch of the new
night SHOWTUNE KARAOKE from 7pm.

) REGULARS Every Thur is SALLY’S SUMMERTIME SPECIAL at 8.30pm with
scene queen Sally Vate bringing her End of the Pier Variety Show to the Bar
Broadway stage. Don’t forget to take your Sally Selfies with Bar Broadway’s new app,
which you can download from App Store or Google Play! A ‘Drag for All Seasons’,

Sally Vate is a good all round Northern Girl with the liver of a
house brick! Every show is a unique experience with witty
banter and a wide range of songs. Sally says: “My inspiration
for Sally is my mother, the best brick layer in Yorkshire - a
formidable woman indeed! But I’ve also taken many qualities
from other people, including my florist Father's dry wit and
the ability to hold down a drink. 

“My favourite audiences are those that respect the performer, but don't sit there like
they are in church - you are aloud to laugh, clap, even interact, in all the relevant
places. It helps you as a performer to know your on the right lines, otherwise it can
throw you off. So clap, laugh, listen and just enjoy! If you love having a laugh then
come and join me, sometimes you need to take a step back and not take life seriously
and escape. What better way then seeing a camp cabaret show?”

) Sun (till 21) is THE FIREPLACE SESSIONS with top talent on the Bar Broadway
stage from 8.30pm: Lascel Wood (14) and Matt Young & David Harris in the
Voice of Broadway Replay (21).  ) Mon is ROSS’S QUIZ NIGHT at 8pm.
Special Bank Holiday FIREPLACE SESSIONS on Monday (28) with Wain
Douglas (aka Kara Van Park) & Jason Thorpe from 8.30pm. 
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FRIDAY 5
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Pride Eve Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pride Warm-Up: DJs
Lewis Osborne & Liam Chaplin 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter
Pre-Pride Terrace Party: three DJs over two
floors 8pm
l BOUTIQUE Pride Weekend Kick Off: VIP
Party with Rainbow Shots giveaways,
canapes & special guest DJ 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club & Pre-
Pride Party 6pm

l CHARLES ST Pride Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Pre-Pride Party: DJ
Nick Hirst 9pm
l DTM Proud 2B Gay Pre-Pride Party: DJ
Buxton the Red 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
9pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-Pride Glitter Terrace
Party 8pm
l MARINE TAVERN Friday Night Special
with Stephanie Von Clitz & guests 9pm
l PATTERNS Friday Special Live: Giorgia

May & DJs Chris Headcount & Jack Donald
4pm; Patterns Does Pride Warm-Up Party:
DJs Pablo Contraband, Suze Rosser, Ovre,
Faro & more TBA 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Danny Beard
9.30pm
l REVENGE Pre-Pride Pop Tartz x Clique:
DJs on level 1; Love Shack: DJ Claire Fuller
on level 2 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Pride Begins 9pm
l ZONE Sally Vate’s Pre-Pride Party
8.30pm

SATURDAY 6
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Pride - The Inside
Out:  2 large outdoor screens playing
musical tracks from inside the bar 12pm
l BAR REVENGE Pride@Bar Revenge
11am; DJs 2pm; Pride Street Party:

dancers, chill-out zones & more 6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Legends’ Official Pride Terrace Party: 5 DJs
across 2 floors, incl Claire Fuller, Peter
Castle, Rob Davis, Mak & Ben Castle 6pm
l BOUTIQUE Pride Roof-Terrace Party:
DJs, Rainbow Shot bar, BBQ 10am; se-XXY
Pride: DJ Klipz & street acts 10pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Pride (no close all
weekend) 9am
l CAMELFORD ARMS All-Day Pride Party
12pm
l CHARLES ST Pride Party: Resident DJs,
incl Claire Fuller & Leeroy 12pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Pride: Pre-Parade
drinks 10am; DJs Josh the Barber & Tony B
6pm; Street Party 7pm
l ENVY Pride: International DJs The
Freemasons + Mikalis & Grant Knowles
11pm

BOUTIQUE
) 2 Boyces St @ West St, BN11AN, 01273 327607 www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 1pm–very late. Boutique karaoke suites are ideal for staff
parties, birthdays, whatever! Contact Rebecca on 07583 028735 to book one today!
) FOOD all day, every day till midnight
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Fri, bottles of Moet £50 & Veuve £60. Fri & Sat: five J-
Bombs for £5 and 2-4-1 selected cocktails. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Regular drink deals apply all weekend, Fri (5)–Sun (7).  Free
entry all weekend for anyone quoting Gscene on the door! Kick off Pride at Boutique

on Fri (5) with rainbow shots giveaways, canapés upon
arrival and a special guest DJ from 10pm. Watch the Pride
Parade in style from Boutique’s luxury rooftop on Sat (6)
with a loud and proud atmosphere, DJs, a Rainbow Shot
bar and a BBQ from 10am. The se-XXY PRIDE PARTY is
from 10pm with DJ Klipz, special street acts, Champagne
VIP booth giveaway for the most brightly dressed and shot

drops at 1.30am and 2.30am. Sun (7) is the PRIDE ALL DAY PARTY with guest
guests & DJs, a Roof Terrace BBQ and live bands from 1pm. 

Becky, Marketing Manager, says: “Come kick start your Pride weekend in style! We
have a whole weekend lined up for the most exciting celebration in town! Come watch
the parade go past our doorstep then carry on partying with our loud & proud party on
the roof terrace. There’s free entry for anyone who is dressed in the Rainbow Flag or
for those who quote Gscene on the door. If that’s not enough there’s free Rainbow shot
drops done hourly and live DJ sets on the roof terrace all weekend!”

) BANK HOLIDAY WEEKEND Sun (28) is BANK HOLIDAY SUNDAY SESSION
with brunch club, cocktails and canapés from 1pm. ) Mon (29) is BANK HOLIDAY
HAIR OF THE DOG with chilled atmosphere, beds, food and cocktails from 1pm.

) REGULARS Thur is GROOVY BOUTIQUE with the finest tunes of the 1960s/70s
/80s from 10pm. ) Fri is i-CANDY with Boutique’s resident DJ Franco spinning
tunes from 10pm. Free Karaoke Session when quoting Gscene (12). 
) Sat is se-XXY with the West End’s finest DJ Klipz, shot drops and giveaways from
10pm: Balloon Drop with cash prizes (13) and the GLAM SHAM AWARDS with the
most glamorous dressed winning a £100 Topshop voucher (20 & 27). 

BRIGHTON SAUNA
) 75 Grand Parade, BN2 9JA, Tel: 01273 689966 www.thebrightonsauna.com
) OPEN Mon–Thur 10–1am; Fri 10am then 24 hours through till 1am on Mon
) PRIDE WEEKEND The south coast’s biggest and best sauna prepares itself for
another Pride Celebration and wil be open as usual all weekend without close till Mon
(8). The Brighton Sauna is the perfect place for socialising and meeting new people.
You will be greeted at the door by a team of warm and friendly staff who are experts at
making newcomers to the gay scene feel right at home, and with its busiest time of the
year almost upon them, there’s no time like the present to pop through those doors
and pay a visit. TBS boys promise: “No matter what size, age or type you are, this is a
no-attitude venue where everyone fits in, and you'll feel comfortable and relaxed. Our
staff are always on hand to give advice and look after you. You won't regret a visit to a
sauna for men so take the plunge, and come along to see us. You won't regret it!”

Is this your first visit to a sauna? Maybe you’re nervous, or you've lots of questions? If
so then not only are the Brighton Sauna boys on hand to show you around, but there’s
also the brand new Brighton Sauna Chat Room where you can chat to guys before even
arriving! To get involved visit: www.thebrightonsauna.com/sauna-chat-room/
Brighton Sauna venue is modern, clean, with a brand new steam room, 12-man
jacuzzi, cinema, free hot drinks, smoking area, private cabins, filtered water, towels,
lockers, computers, super-fast WiFi, large lounge with 70” TV, masseurs and a cafe &
licensed bar. You’ll be safe at all times, and won't be pushed into anything you don't
want to do. Some people come for the facilities and nothing more. 

) REGULARS TBS NAKED DAYS are Wed from 11–1am and due to popular
demand, every Sun 12pm–close. You get a small towel for drips and a regular towel
to shower, but NO towels can be worn at all on Naked days. The Brighton Sauna boys
say: “Some guys try to hide their bits behind the small towel but seriously - nobody
cares! It's about letting it all hang out, and feeling free! What better way to chill out at
the end of the weekend - give it a try, it's a fantastic day.”

PICS FROM BOUTIQUE + BRIGHTON SAUNA
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CAMELFORD ARMS
) 30-31 Camelford St, BN2 1TQ, Tel: 01273 622386, www.camelfordarms.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. Extended hours for Pride, Fri (5)–Sun (7),
12pm–very late. The most dog-friendly pub in town. 
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roast & select menu 12pm–till gone; Wed
seniors' lunch 2–3.30pm, two courses £7.50. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Thur (4) is the £300 BIG CASH
PRE-PRIDE QUIZ Night from 9pm. ) Fri (5) is the start of
Pride Weekend with the FRIDAY CLUB and Pre-Pride Party
from 6pm. ) Sat (6) and Sun (7) is Pride Weekend with
PRIDE PARTIES all day! ) Mon (8) is the Post-Pride
Come Down with food served from 12pm.

) REGULARS Sun is the BEAR BASH with free food and a raffle from 5pm. 
) Thur is the BIG CASH QUIZ with a £300 cash prize, free sarnies and great
atmosphere from 9pm. ) The FRIDAY CLUB is from 6pm. 

l GROSVENOR BAR Pride Party with
Davina Sparkle 10pm
l LEGENDS BAR Legends’ Official Pride
Terrace Party: 5 DJs across 2 floors, incl
Claire Fuller, Peter Castle, Rob Davis, Mak &
Ben Castle 6pm
l MARINE TAVERN Broad Street Pride
Party with theme Club Tropicana: hosts
Gabriella Parish, Candi Rell and Stephanie
Von Clitz, 20+ acts, incl Maisie Trollette &
Son of a Tutu, on the outdoor Marine Stage
+ outside bar & food stall 6pm; DJ Sarah
Hall 10pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live Pride Jazz 4pm;
TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Pride Miami Beach with
Handsome & Queer Nation: DJs Dave
Kendrick, Guy Williams. Jeffrey Hinton &
Superdon 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Pride@QA 12pm;
Pride Street Party Cabaret Stage: JP
Christian, Krissie DuCann, Diane Horan Hill,
Christopher Howard, Deborah D'arcy, Chase
Adams, Janet December, Chris Hibbert,
ABBA Mia, Jamie Watson, Gabriella Parrish,
Dorien Reland, Elisha Moses, Lascel Woods,
Jason Lee, Wain Douglas (Kara Van Park)
6pm
l REVENGE Pride BBQ on Roof Terrace
3pm; Pride Pop Anthems on level 2 6pm;
Pride 2-Floor Party: DJs Trick, Missy B, Alex
Baker on level 1; Toby Lawrence, King K,
Jonesy & Louis Chatten on level 2 + hot
podium dancers & more 9pm

l SUBLINE The Big One - Pride Party 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Pride
Breakfasts 9am
l VELVET JACKS Pride Breakfasts
9.30am
l ZONE Pride: Pre-Parade drinks 10am;
Pride Village Party: outside bar 4pm

SUNDAY 7
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Pride - The Inside
Out:  2 large outdoor screens playing
musical tracks from inside the bar 12pm
l BAR REVENGE Pride Street Party:
outside bar, dancers, chill-out zones & more
3pm; Club Warm-Up: DJs 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Pride
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 10pm
l BOUTIQUE Pride All Day Roof-Terrace
Party: special guest DJs, live bands & BBQ
1pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Pride (no close all
weekend) 9am; Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS All-Day Pride Party
12pm
l CHARLES ST Apres Pride: DJs 12pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Reflex Pride Special:
DJ Adam Rice, 80s night 5pm
l DTM Post-Pride Chill - Men Only 5pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pride Non-Stop Cabaret
Fundraiser for the Rainbow Fund: host Lola
Lasagne + Miss Jason, Vicky Vivacious,
Mrs Moore, Gabriella Parrish, Mary Mac,
Sally Vate, Stephanie Von Clitz, Son of a

CHARLES STREET BAR
) 8 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 624091, www.charles-street.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. ) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–8pm.
) DRINK DEALS Afterwork Happy Hour: All drinks half price 5–9pm Mon–Sat and
all night on Sun from 8.30pm, right after the cabaret. Offer excludes sparkling wine
and cocktails.

) PRIDE WEEKEND Thur (4) is THROWBACK THURS PRIDE SPECIAL with
tunes, throwback prices, Hostess Miss Joan Bond and DJ Ruby Roo throwing out
those guilty pleasures and retro anthems from 9pm, entry £2 with £1 donated to Pride.
Drink deals include: bottles of Becks £1, pints & selected single spirits & mixers £1.50
all night. ) Fri (5) is PRIDE FRUITY FRIDAY FIX straight after Charles Street’s half
price happy hour with DJ Lee(roy) whizzing up delicious house anthems to kick start
your weekend from 9pm, free entry and open till 3am. No 2-for-1 cocktails. 
) Sat (6) is Pride with a roster of top resident DJs, including Claire Fuller &
Lee(roy), spinning the tracks you love to make this a Pride to remember! Bar open
12pm–4am, free entry all day & night. ) Hit Pride Sunday (7) running at APRES
PRIDE with dance & house anthems aplenty from 12pm, free entry all day. 
) Round off Pride in true Charles Street style on Mon (8) with a spot of raucous
CABARET featuring Mrs Moore (and copious amounts of Skittlebombs!) from 7pm.
Happy Hour returns, 5–9pm. 

Mrs Moore says: “Hello darlings, hope you’re all having a
lovely Pride Weekend? You know in the gay world the weekend
doesn't end until Tuesday right? So, if you want something to
end your weekend off with a bang, pop to Charles Street on
Monday where I’ll be dishing the backstage gossip from the
Cabaret Tent as well as other Showbiz quips! I’ll be singing
songs, playing a small piano and drinking countless

Skittlebombs, all held together with Ruby Roo on sound and lights! Although I can't
promise I’ll be wearing heels if last year’s anything to go by! Happy Brighton Pride!” 
Straight after Mrs Moore catch DJ Ruby Roo spinning guilty pleasures at the return of
STUDIO 150 from 10.30pm, £1.50 entry & drinks from £1.50.

ENVY @ CHARLES STREET
) 8 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 624091, www.charles-street.com

) PRIDE WEEKEND Fresh from headlining the Wild Fruit
Dance Tent on Preston Park, international DJ sensations The
Freemasons will be shaking up Envy above Charles Street
on Sat (6) from 11pm with support from DJs Mikalis
(Kidology) and Grant Knowles. Local heroes gone global,
The Freemasons aka Russell Small and James Wilshire
have enjoyed worldwide success with six consecutive top

20 UK artist singles including Love On My Mind, Watchin’, Rain Down Love, Uninvited
and Nothing But A Heartache. They have become the UK’s most successful remixers,
nominated for numerous Grammys and have produced tracks for artists including
Beyoncé, Adele, Fatboy Slim, Katy Perry, Moby, Whitney Houston, Rihanna and Kylie.

Limited number of tickets from £8 available from the Charles Street Facebook Page or
£12 on the door. 

PICS FROM CAMELFORD ARMS + CHARLES STREET & ENVY
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l CHARLES STREET Post-Pride Cabaret:
Mrs Moore 7pm; Studio 150: DJ Ruby Roo
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Pride After-Party 8pm
l REVENGE The Powder Room pres Alaska
Thunderfuck & Adore Delano from RuPaul’s
Drag Race 7.30pm

TUESDAY 9
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Film Night:
rom-com/anime 8pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm for
8pm start

PICS FROM DOCTOR BRIGHTONS + GROSVENOR

DOCTOR BRIGHTONS
) 16-17 Kings Rd, BN1 1NE, Tel: 01273 208113 www.doctorbrightons.co.uk
) OPEN Mon–Thur 3pm–midnight; Fri & Sat 1pm–2am; Sun 1pm–midnight.
) HAPPY HOURS all day Sun–Thu; 1pm till close Fri; 1–7pm on Sat. Cocktails
BOGOF all day Sun–Fri and till 7pm on Sat. Free pool with every round every day. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Free entry all weekend! Thur (4) BIG GAY PUB QUIZ
fundraiser at 8pm, entry £2 per person donated to the Rainbow Fund, happy hour
prices all day. Fri (5) PRE-PRIDE PARTY with DJ Nick Hirst at 9pm with free shots
and late close. Sat (6) PRIDE PARTY with a whole day of festivities, including: Pre-
Parade drinks at 10am, DJs Josh the Barber & Tony B from 6pm and STREET
PARTY from 7pm. Open till very late! Sun (7) REFLEx Pride Special with DJ Adam
Rice spinning 80s classics from 5pm till late.

Wayne, Manager, says: “Doctor Brighton’s has been an
established venue for well over 30 years, always serving the
gay community and supporting local charities. We’ve come
2nd  in the large bar category at the Golden Handbag Awards
three times and we have excellent recommendations on Trip
Advisor. We’re really looking forward to seeing you here over
Pride Weekend!”

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat (28) is Bank Holiday REFLEX with DJ Adam Rice
1980s classics from 8.30pm, happy hour all day. DJ Adam says: “Basically, the night
is a total 'guilty pleasures'; it's not cool, it's fun. The night is all about fun, laughter and
having a good time... And I only play songs from the 1970s & 80s despite being told I
need to get with the times!”

GROSVENOR
) 16 Western Street, Hove, BN1 2PG, www.thegrosvenorbar.com
) OPEN daily from noon–late. ) HAPPY HOURS Mon–Fri 5–7pm

) PRIDE WEEKEND Have a sparkly Pride on Sat (6) with Davina Sparkle on the
Grosvenor stage from 10pm. Davina, one of the UK's top Drag Queens with many years’

experience on the UK cabaret circuit, works her audience with
fabulous patter and new twists on old camp, a completely live
show with jokes, outrageous humour, patter and songs. Davina
says: “After strutting my stuff on the Parade and working the
Cabaret Tent, catch me sparkling at the Grosvenor stage for a
gay old time, naughty anecdotes, camp comedy and some
tunes from the prettiest (ahem) drag queen in Brighton!”

) REGULARS Thur is MABEL’S BONNA BINGO with big cash prizes from 8.30pm.
Mabel says: “Come and rifle through Mabel’s touring table of delightfully different prizes.
If you've never experienced Mabel's table before then give it a try!” ) Fri is KARAOKE
with ever-glamorous Mysterry from 9pm. Mysterry says: “I love karaoke at the
Grosvenor and it's great to hear the punters singing. Come and join us - it's an attitude-
free zone, all friends together!” ) Sat is CABARET at 9.30pm: Sally Vate (13),
Dean’s Birthday Party with Davina Sparkle at 10pm (20) and Pooh La May (27).

AUGUST
LISTINGS

Tutu, Baga Chipz, Dr Beverley Ballcrusher,
Lucinda Lashes, Cassidy Connors, Maisie
Trollette, Rose Garden, Martha D’Arthur,
Davina Sparkle, Kara Van Park & Dave Lynn
3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Pride Sunday roasts
12-5pm; Broad Street Pride Party with theme
Club Tropicana: cabaret on the outdoor
Marine Stage: 20+ acts, incl Electric Blue
and Trudi Styles & Piano Man + outside bar
& food stall 3pm; Candle Lit Vigil &
Remembrance  Balloon Release for the
Rainbow Fund in memory of loved ones
9pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Sunday Sundae Pride
Reunion Party: Jeffrey Hinton, Guy Williams,
Freddie Dimanche, Lee Harris, Chris Barker,
Kate Wildblood & Queenie, Mikalis & Chris
Pullin 3pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Pride@QA 12pm;
Pride Street Party Cabaret Stage: Hostesses
Davina Sparkle & Patti O’Dors + Kara Van

Park, Laura Nixon & Dr Bev, Fanny Burns,
Martha D’Arthur, Sally Vate, Miss Jason,
Elesha as Whitney, Lucinda Lashes, Jason
Lee, Mrs Moore, Rose Garden, Lola Lasagne
in Cabaret, Stephanie Von Clitz, Chris
Howard, Son of a Tutu, Cosmic, Baga Chipz
Allan Jay, Mary Mac, Cassidy Connors &
Maisie Trollette & friends 3pm
l REVENGE Pride: outside bar, dancers,
chill-out zones & more 3pm; FOMO v
Anthem UV Party: DJs, incl Toby Lawrence,
UV face painting & glowsticks 9pm
l SUBLINE Partying On for Pride 8pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Pride Calm-
Down: Sunday roasts 1pm; Live Jazz 3pm
l VELVET JACKS Pride: All Female Band:
Greymatter 4pm
l ZONE Pride@Zone 11am; Village Party
2pm

MONDAY 8
l BAR BROADWAY Ross’s Monday Quiz:
Ross Cameron 8pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Post-Pride Chill
Out 12pm
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DTM
) 75a St George’s Rd, BN2 1EF Tel: 01273 911910 www.donttellmama.co.uk
) OPEN Wed & Thur 9pm–1am, Fri 9pm–4am, Sat 9pm–2am, Sun 5–11pm.
Closed Sat (6). D.T.M is a men-only club!

) PRIDE WEEKEND Fri (5) PROUD TO BE GAY Pre-Pride Party with DJ Buxton the
Red and nibbles from 9pm, mems free, £3 guests/non-mems. ) Sun (7) is POST-
PRIDE CHILL OUT from 5pm, free, men-only.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed (24) is the Launch of Le Cock Sportif, a sports gear
night with a strict dress code (sports gear & trainers only) at 9pm.

) REGULARS Fri is CRUISE STUDIO54 REVIVAL from 9pm. Every Sat, Wed & Thur
is CRUISE 80s/90s from 9pm. Sun is CHILL OUT from 5pm. Host Guy says: “I’m very
happy to say DTM now has over 450 members! Friday nights are popular as ever and our
new Saturday night and chilled out Sundays are picking up nicely. Come and check out our
new sports night Le Cock Sportif every Wednesday. Thank you for making our bar such a
friendly place. Remember it is your bar and I’m always listening to you for new ideas.”
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WEDNESDAY 10
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview 6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Cruise - Men Only 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Hot Gossip (True or
False) 9pm
l PATTERNS Out of Office: Stick it On
6pm

l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 11
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Sally Vate’s
Summertime Special 9pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO warm-up 9pm
l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday: DJ
Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond 9pm

PICS FROM LEGENDS BAR & BASEMENT CLUB LEGENDS52 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

l DTM Cruise - Men Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mabel’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN DJ Jim’s 80s Disco
9pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight
Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Stephanie Von
Clitz 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Shoot Me Now!: Subline 2017
calendar photoshoot with Dave the Bear &
photographer Manel Ortego 8.30pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 12
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop Tartz warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter:
DJ Steve Lush 11pm

l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco &
karaoke session giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ Nick
Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise Studio 54 Revival - Men
Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Pre-Scrum 9pm
l PATTERNS Friday Special Live: Giorgia
May & DJs Chris Headcount & Jack Donald
4pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Davina Sparkle
9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs on level 1
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Miss Jason 10pm

AUGUST
LISTINGS

LEGENDS BAR
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 11am–5am
) FOOD coffee & cakes, burgers and British classics Mon–Sat 12–5pm; Sunday
lunch served 12–3pm

) PRIDE WEEKEND Fri (5) is the GLITTER Pre-Pride Party with three DJs on the
decks spinning unashamedly camp pop and party tracks over two floors, spilling out
onto the Legends sun terrace, entry free before 8pm, £5 after. ) Sat (6) is the return

of Legends’ Official PRIDE AFTER PARTY with five DJs
across two floors, open till very late. Resident DJs Claire
Fuller (Golden Handbags favourite DJ 2016), long-time
resident Peter Castle (Legends/ Ohso Social) & guests Rob
Davis (Freedom/ Edge), Mak (Ohso Social) & Ben Castle
will rock the house across two floors: the subterranean
Basement Club & Legends Bar with a sun kissed seafront

terrace with a mix of dance/pop/house/r&b tracks. Party from 6pm–till dawn, entry
free before 8pm, £5 after. ) Sun (7) is Legends’ PRIDE
NON-STOP CABARET Fundraiser for the Rainbow Fund
with Brighton belle Lola Lasagne and cabaret from 3pm,
donation required for entry. Acts include: Miss Jason,
Vicky Vivacious, Mrs Moore, Gabriella Parrish, Mary
Mac, Sally Vate, Stephanie Von Clitz, Son of a Tutu,
Baga Chipz, Dr Beverley Ballcrusher, Lucinda Lashes,
Cassidy Connors, Maisie Trollette, Rose Garden, Martha D’Arthur, Davina
Sparkle, Kara Van Park and Dave Lynn. Get there early to save your seat!

) ONE FOR THE DIARY BANK HOLIDAY MAD MONDAY with Miss Jason on
Mon (29) from 9.30pm

) REGULARS CABARET every Sun from 3.30pm, Charlie Hides Show (14);
Drag With No Name (21) and Davina Sparkle (28) ) MAD MONDAYS with
Miss Jason every Mon from 9.30pm. 

LEGENDS BASEMENT CLUB
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN Wed & Fri–Sun from 11pm. 
) DRINK PROMOS Wed selected bottles £2, house spirit & mixer £2.50

) PRIDE WEEKEND Fri (5) is the GLITTER Pre-Pride
Party with three DJs on the decks spinning a great bunch of
unashamedly camp pop and party tracks over two floors,
spilling out onto the Legends sun terrace, entry free before
8pm, £5 after. ) Sat (6) is the return of Legends’
OFFICIAL PRIDE AFTER PARTY with five DJs across two
floors - the subterranean Basement Club and Legends Bar

and sun kissed seafront terrace. Resident DJs Claire Fuller (Golden Handbags
favourite DJ 2016), long-time resident Peter Castle (Legends/Ohso Social) and
guests Rob Davis (Freedom/Edge), Mak (Ohso Social) & Ben Castle will be
rocking the house with a mix of classic/current dance/pop/house/r&b tracks. The
party starts just at 6pm–till dawn, entry free before 8pm, £5 after. ) Sun (7) is
PRIDE POP!CANDY with resident DJ Claire Fuller playing sugar-coated pop for
those who love their clubbing served with a generous dollop of cheese from 10pm,
free entry and dancing  guaranteed!

) REGULARS Every Wed is ICE with DJ Claire melting the dancefloor with chart/
house/r&b. ) Every Fri is GLITTER with resident DJ Steve Lush mixing up
chart/classics and shiny new anthems! ) Every Sat is FUSION with resident DJ
Peter Castle chart/club hits ) Every Sun is POP!CANDY with resident DJ Claire
Fuller. 
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SATURDAY 13
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE Club warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Fusion:
DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Summer Balloon
Drop: DJ Klipz & cash/drink giveaways
10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex, Grant
Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ Tony
B 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise - Men Only: 80s/90s 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 4pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Patterns with DJs Beach

Freaks, Psychemagik, Daniele Baldelli, Nick
The Record, Wild Fantasy vs Hot Blood &
John Gomez 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Son of a Tutu
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy B
& Patch on level 1; Vocal House on level 2
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ Screwpulous
9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Gilly B 10pm

SUNDAY 14
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions:
Lascel Wood 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday with
Micklos + karaoke 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm

l CAMELFORD ARMS roasts & select
menu 12pm–till gone; Bear Bash, Free
Food & Raffle 5pm
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Pie & Mash (Rose
Garden & Dolly Diamond) 7.30pm; Sally’s
Rock & Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Showtunes Sunday
1pm
l DTM Chill Out Sunday - Men Only 5pm
l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: The Charlie
Hides Show 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Sunday Social Club with
Everything Sunday 12pm

l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Jason Lee
6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 15
l BAR BROADWAY Ross’s Monday Quiz:
Ross Cameron 8pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm

AUGUST
LISTINGS

MARINE TAVERN
) 13 Broad St, BN2 1TJ, Tel: 01273 905578, www.marinetavern.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm. 
) FOOD Daily from 12-9pm; Sunday roasts served 12–5pm, £6.95 each or two
for £13; Tue is Curry Night with curry for £1 served 7.30–9pm.

) PRIDE WEEKEND Fri (5) is the return of MARINE LATE with DJ Jim playing
1980s tunes till 3am. ) Sat (6) the BROAD STREET PARTY with Club Tropicana
theme featuring hosts Gabriella Parish, Candi Rell and Stephanie Von Clitz
joined by over 20 of the UK’s top acts on the outdoor Marine Stage, plus outside
bar & food stall, from 6pm. Later join DJ Sarah Hall for dance and house tunes from
10pm. ) Sun (7) more PRIDE CABARET on the outdoor Marine Stage from 3pm
with over 20 acts including Electric Blue and Trudi Styles & Piano Man. In the
evening there’ll be a Candle Lit Vigil and a Remembrance Balloon Release (£1
per balloon, donated to Rainbow Fund) in memory of loved ones, plus DRAG OPEN
MIC Night with Stephanie Von Clitz, all from 9pm. 

Gabriella Parrish says: “Join us for a weekend of fun filled
cabaret with some of the best known acts incl Maisie Trollette,
Son of a Tutu, Elesha Paul Moses, Royal Vauxhall Drag Choir,
Baga Chipz, Cassidy Connors & many more with outside bar,
food stalls and Go Go dancers all you could want and more!”
)Mon (8) is PRIDE AFTER-PARTY with cheap drinks for
village staff from 8pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Every Sunday is DRAG OPEN MIC for professionals and
first timers to perform on the Marine Tavern stage, hosted by Stephanie Von Clitz
from 9pm. Performers get £10 for just 10 mins of fame! To take part, just turn up on
the night in drag (or book your slot at the bar in advance). 

PATTERNS
) 10 Marine Parade, BN2 1TL, Tel: 01273 894777 www.patternsbrighton.com
) OPEN Tue & Wed 4pm–1am, Thur 4pm–3am, Fri 4pm–4am, Sat
12pm–4am and Sun 12pm–12am. Closed Mon (available for private hire). 
) FOOD The Dog Haus gourmet hot dog restaurant open Tue–Fri 4–10pm and
Sat–Sun 12–10pm.
) DRINK PROMOS daily from 4–9pm. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Get the party started on Fri (5) with Patterns’ Warm-Up
PRIDE PARTY featuring DJs Pablo Contraband, Suze Rosser, Ovre, Faro & more
TBA getting you moving from 11pm, entry free before midnight. ) Sat (6) is
Patterns’ Pride MIAMI BEACH from 10pm with HANDSOME & QUEER NATION
featuring DJs Dave Kendrick, Guy Williams, Jeffrey Hinton, Superdon alongside
Gscene columnists and regal DJ duo Kate Wildblood and Queenie playing all the
tracks you love. Tickets and more info: http://www.brighton-pride.org

) Sun (7) is SUNDAY SUNDAE Pride Reunion Party
with DJs Jeffrey Hinton, Guy Williams, Freddie
Dimanche, Lee Harris, Chris Barker Kate Wildblood &
Queenie, Mikalis and Chris Pullin from 3pm. Now in their
23rd year as a disco, DJing and ‘you know what’ partnership,
Wildblood and Queenie know how to make each and, most
importantly, the dancefloor wiggle. From right decent disco
to proper lovely house, be it the deep, dirty, soulful, funk-

fuelled or jackin’ kind, these two buxom benders provide the kind of deck action
you'll want all night long!

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (14) is the Sunday Social Club with EVERYTHING
SUNDAY from 12pm laid-back monthly meet-up is a relaxed, family-friendly day
filled with performances and presentations, aims to create a platform where local
people and organisations can try out new ways of connecting to each other. “Live
Better, Help Often, Wonder More”. More info: www.everythingsunday.co.uk/
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PICS FROM MARINE TAVERN + PATTERNS & PRIDE WILD FRUIT EVENTS
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TUESDAY 16
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Stage 4 Productions
Pres ‘The Sound of Stage & Screen’ with
Jason Lee & Jason Thorpe 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l PATTERNS Brighton Film Club 7pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Film Night:
thriller/horror 8pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm for
8pm start

WEDNESDAY 17
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview 6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Cruise - Men Only 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Hot Gossip (True or
False) 9pm
l PATTERNS Out Of Office: Stick it On
6pm; Palm Cove: DJs Bukky Levack, Lewis
Wilde & Normanton Street 10.30pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 18
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm

l BAR BROADWAY Sally Vate’s
Summertime Special 9pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO warm-up 9pm
l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday: DJ
Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond 9pm
l DTM Cruise - Men Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mabel’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN DJ Jim’s 80s Disco
9pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight
Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Maisie Trollette’s
Birthday Bash 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 19
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop Tartz warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter:
DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ Nick
Hirst 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise Studio54 Revival - Men Only
9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN LGBTQ Pub Crawl
8.30pm
l PATTERNS Friday Special Live: Giorgia

May & DJs Chris Headcount & Jack Donald
4pm; DJs Goldie & KLAX 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Sandra
9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz on level 1 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Filth - Mixed Fetish Night 9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Stone & Street 10pm

SATURDAY 20
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE Club warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Fusion:
DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Saturday Glam Sham
Awards: DJ Klipz & giveaways 10pm

l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex, Grant
Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ Tony
B 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise - Men Only: 80s/90s 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Dean’s Birthday Party
with Davina Sparkle 10pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 4pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Dog Haus Summer Sizzler
terrace party: El Train 2pm; Patterns invites
Soul Control with Andrew Ashong & Chaos
In The CBD 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Kara Van Park
9.30pm

AUGUST
LISTINGS

PARIS HOUSE
) 21 Western Rd, BN3 1AF, Tel: 01273 724195, www.parishousebrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. 
) FOOD daily from 12pm–close.

) PRIDE WEEKEND Sat (6) is LIVE PRIDE JAZZ at 4pm; TC’s Joyful Noise
with DJ Kenny at 9pm, free entry.

) REGULARS Sat is LIVE JAZZ at 4pm; TC'S JOYFUL NOISE with DJ Kenny at
9pm, free entry. ) Sun is LIVE MUSIC from Areacode from 6pm; TC’S JOYFUL
NOISE with DJ Kenny from 9pm.

QUEENS ARMS
) 7 George St, BN2 1RH, T: 01273 696873, www.thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms
) OPEN 4pm Wed–Fri; 2pm Sat & Sun.
) DRINK PROMOS Cocktails 2 for £8 between 5pm & 9pm Tue–Sat. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Thur (4) is Miss Jason’s PRIDE SPECIAL from 9.30pm. 
) Kick off your Pride Weekend in style with Britain’s Got Talent star Danny Beard on
Fri (5) from 9.30pm. ) Sat (6) is the STREET PARTY CABARET STAGE on
George Street from 6pm, bar open from 12pm. Acts confirmed include: JP Christian,
Krissie DuCann, Diane Horan Hill, Christopher Howard, Deborah D'arcy, Chase
Adams, Janet December, Chris Hibbert, ABBA Mia, Jamie Watson, Gabriella
Parrish, Dorien Reland, Elisha Moses, Lascel Woods, Jason Lee and Wain
Douglas (Kara van Park). ) If that’s not quite enough then Sun (7) is another day of
cabaret on the STREET PARTY CABARET STAGE from 3pm, bar open from 12pm.
Acts confirmed include: Davina Sparkle & Patti O’Dors (Hostesses), Kara Van
Park, Laura Nixon & Dr Bev, Fanny Burns, Martha D’Arthur, Sally Vate, Miss
Jason, Elesha as Whitney, Lucinda Lashes, Jason Lee, Mrs Moore, Rose
Garden, Lola Lasagne in Cabaret, Stephanie Von Clitz Chris Howard, Son of a
Tutu, Cosmic, Baga Chipz, Allan Jay, Mary Mac, Cassidy Connors and, Maisie
Trollete & Friends. Davina says: “There’ll be lots of camp, colour and fabulousness
with a little bit of outrageousness thrown in the mix! It’s a really great atmosphere, lots
of people from all over the UK and Europe get together to party on and have a great

day out. See you there!”

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Thur (18) is the legendary Maisie
Trollette’s Birthday Bash from 9.30pm. 

) REGULARS Fri is CABARET from 9.30pm with local and
nation stars: Davina Sparkle (12), Sandra (19) and Drag
With No Name (26). ) Sat is CABARET from 9.30pm:

Son of a Tutu (13), Kara Van Park (20) and Miss Jason (27). ) Sun is a double
helping of top CABARET at 6pm and 9.30pm: Jason Lee (14), Dave Lynn (21) and
Cassidy Connors with a live band (28).
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7 GEORGE STREET BRIGHTON
01273 696873

http://thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

WEDNESDAY 9.30PM
AN AUDIENCE WITH SALLY VATE

SATURDAYCABARET 9.30PM
6AUG CABARET 6PM-MIDNIGHT
13AUG SON OF A TUTU
20AUG KARA VAN PARK
27AUG MISS JASON

SUNDAY
7AUG CABARET 3PM-9PM
14AUG JASON LEE
21AUG DAVE LYNN
28AUG CASSIDY CONNORS

WITH LIVE BAND

DOUBLE CABARET
AT 6PM & 9.30PM

FRIDAYCABARET 9.30PM
5AUG  KARA VAN PARK 
12AUG  DAVINA SPARKLE
19AUG  SANDRA
26AUG  DRAG WITH NO NAME

THURSDAY
4AUG  MISS JASON 
11AUG  STEPHANIEVON CLITZ
18AUG  MAISIE TROLLETTE’S

BIRTHDAY BASH
25AUG  DAVINA SPARKLE

PRIDE STREET PARTY
CABARET STAGE

Saturday 6AUG cabaret 6PM-midnight
JP CHRISTIAN, KRISSIE DUCANN, DIANE HORAN HILL,
CHRISTOPHER HOWARD, DEBORAH D'ARCY, CHASE

ADAMS, JANET DECEMBER, CHRIS HIBBERT, ABBA MIA,
JAMIE WATSON, GABRIELLA PARRISH, DORIEN RELAND,
ELISHA MOSES, LASCEL WOODS, JASON LEE, WAIN

DOUGLAS(KARA VAN PARK )

Sunday 7AUG cabaret 3PM - 9PM
HOSTED BY DAVINA SPARKLE & PATTI O’DORS

KARA VAN PARK, LAURA NIXON & DR BEV, FANNY BURNS,
MARTHA D’ARTHUR, SALLY VATE, MISS JASON, ELESHA AS
WHITNEY, LUCINDA LASHES, JASON LEE, MRS MOOR, ROSE
GARDEN, LOLA LASAGNE IN CABARET, STEPHANIE VON
CLITZ, CHRIS HOWARD, SON OF A TUTU, COSMIC, BAGA
CHIPZ, ALLAN JAY, MARY MAC, CASSIDY CONNORS,

MAISIE TROLLETE & FRIENDS

2 COCKTAILSFOR£8
5-9PM Tue-Sat

ALL THE LOCAL LADIES
CABARET 9.30PM

BAR OPEN
FROM NOON
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l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy B
& Patch on level 1; Vocal House on level 2
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ Screwpulous
9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Spice 10pm

SUNDAY 21
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace Sessions:
Matt Young & David Harris in Voice of
Broadway Replay 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday with
Micklos + karaoke 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash, free
food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select menu
12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST cabaret: Kara Van Park’s
Birthday Show with special guests TBA
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo 8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Showtunes Sunday
1pm
l DTM Chill Out Sunday: Men Only 5pm

l LEGENDS BAR cabaret: Drag With No
Name 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
4pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Dave Lynn
6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Cum In Your Pants: underwear
party 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm
l VELVET JACKS Live music: Mike
Newsham & guests 3.30pm

MONDAY 22
l BAR BROADWAY Ross’s Monday Quiz:
Ross Cameron 8pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Mad
Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm

PICS FROM BAR REVENGE + CLUB REVENGE58 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

TUESDAY 23
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l PATTERNS Creeps: Kiran Leonard 7pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Film Night:
musical 8pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm for
8pm start

WEDNESDAY 24
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview 6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am

l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Official Launch of Le Cock Sportif -
Sports Gear & Trainers Only 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Hot Gossip (True or
False) 9pm
l PATTERNS Out of Office: Stick It On 6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

THURSDAY 25
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Sally Vate’s
Summertime Special 9pm
l BAR REVENGE FOMO warm-up 9pm

AUGUST
LISTINGS

BAR REVENGE
) 5-7 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Sun-Wed 12pm-1am, Thur 12pm-2am, Fri & Sat 12pm-6am. 
Buy a drink on Thur, Fri & Sat to pick up discounted entry passes for Club Revenge.
) FOOD For late night munchies chow down on burgers, breakfasts, pizzas & more
Fri & Sat 12–6am. Bar Revenge has undergone a facelift with colourful new furniture
and wood flooring throughout – just in time for the summer and Pride Party season!

) PRIDE WEEKEND As part of the huge PRIDE VILLAGE PARTY on Sat (6) from
6pm and Sun (7) from 3pm, Revenge is transforming the area outside of Bar Revenge
into an all-singing all-dancing outdoor festival zone! Hosted by Crystal Lubrikunt,

Lydia L’Scabies & Cherry Liquor, expect an outdoor stage
on Marine Parade with Brighton’s hottest DJs spinning tunes
to get you moving as well as fire performers, stilt walkers,
dancers, robots, CO2 cannons, two huge outdoor bars and a
grassed VIP chill-out zone. Tickets are £10 for street party
access for the weekend (www.brighton-pride.org/pride-
official-events-tickets/) or pop into Bar Revenge in person.

) REGULARS Tue is KARAOKE with Liz at 9pm. ) Thur is FOMO warm up from
9pm. ) Fri is POP TARTZ warm up from 9pm. ) Sat is SWEET REVENGE warm
up from 9pm. ) SUNDAY FUNDAY with Miklos and karaoke at 9pm.

REVENGE
) 32-34 Old Steine, BN1 1EL, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Tue from 11pm, Thur, Fri & Sat from 10.30pm.

) PRIDE WEEKEND Thur (4) is the FOMO:Pride Opening Party, 2 floors of
tunes from 11pm. Fri (5) with POP TARTZ V LOVE SHACK from 9.30pm with the

biggest pop anthems from the 1990s, 2000s & today on
level 1 & DJ Claire Fuller spinning 1970s & 80s anthems
on level 2 with free inflatables and wigs to get you in the
retro spirit! DJ Claire says: “Whether you want to moonwalk
to MJ, get your groove on to ABBA or want to scream along
to Bonnie Tyler this is the place to be! Think camp, fun and as
the song says: The Love Shack is a little old place where we
can get together!” 

) Sat (6) is the big one with a free BBQ on the roof-terrace from 3pm & free entry
till 6pm with pop on level 2. Both floors open at 9pm with DJs Trick, Missy B &
Alex Baker spinning pop/urban & more on level 1 and DJs Toby Lawrence, King K
& Louis Chatten spinning big house on level 2 with incredible production, pyros and
more! Open till 7am. ) Keep the spirit up on Sun (7) at the FOMO V ANTHEM
Pride Closing Party with DJ Toby Lawrence & more playing dance/house/trance/
urban/bass over 2 floors, plus a UV rave, UV facepainting, free glowsticks, UV décor
and much more! ) Pride Weekend Platinum Wristbands: Free Q-jump entry to
Bar & Club Revenge and the Village Street Party on Thur (4), Fri (5), Sat (6) &
Sun (7). For all tickets, including platinum wristbands, visit:
http://tinyurl.com/RevengePride

) REGULARS Fri is POP TARTZ with DJs playing pop from 11pm. ) Sat is
SWEET REVENGE with DJs, incl Missy B & Patch, over 2 floors from 10.30pm. 
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l BOUTIQUE Groovy Boutique 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Bank Holiday Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Throwback Thursday: DJ
Ruby Roo & hostess Ms Joan Bond 9pm
l DTM Cruise - Men Only 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mabel’s Bonna
Bingo 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN DJ Jim’s 80s Disco
9pm
l PATTERNS Eyes & Ears 7pm; Midnight
Funk Association: DJs MFA selectors 10pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Davina Sparkle
9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Quiz: £150
jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 26
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop Tartz warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Glitter:
DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Franco 10pm
l BULLDOG Marine Tavern host Chav &
Scally Night: Meet the Poster Lads upstairs
with DJ Screwpulous 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bank Holiday
Friday Club 6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ Nick
Hirst 9.30pm

l DTM Cruise Studio54 Revival - Men Only
9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s karaoke
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco 8pm
l PATTERNS Friday Special Live: Giorgia
May & DJs Chris Headcount & Jack Donald
4pm; DJs Wookie & Double 99 & Chris
Headcount 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Drag With No
Name 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz on level 1; Fat Lip:
DJ Fifi on level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Soul DJ
7.30pm
l ZONE cabaret: Gabriella Parrish 10pm

SATURDAY 27
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Giggle@the Gods 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Club warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Fusion:
DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY Saturday Glam Sham
Awards: DJ Klipz & giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Pokemon Party: Gotta
Catch ‘Em All 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ Tony
B 9.30pm
l DTM Cruise - Men Only: 80s/90s 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR cabaret: Pooh La
May 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Club 4pm

l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l PATTERNS Dog Haus Summer Sizzler
terrace party: Marinate DJs 2pm; Patterns
with DJs Quantic, Mr Bongo Soundsystem &
Donga 11pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Miss Jason
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs Missy B
& Patch on level 1; Vocal House on level 2
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ Screwpulous
9pm
l ZONE cabaret: Sally Vate 10pm

SUNDAY 28
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Jane’s karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Showtune Karaoke
7pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday with
Micklos + karaoke 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Bank
Holiday Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l BOUTIQUE Bank Holiday Sunday
Session: brunch club, cocktails & canapes
1pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 12pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bank Holiday Bear
Bash, free food & raffle 5pm; roasts & select
menu 12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Bank Holiday Cabaret: Titti
La Camp 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo
8.30pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Bank Holiday Reflex
80s Night: DJ Adam Rice 8.30pm
l DTM Chill Out Sunday - Men Only 5pm

SUBLINE
) 129 St James' St, BN2 1TH, Tel: 01273 624100, www.sublinebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN Wed–Sun from 9pm. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Thur (4) is CLUB SILENCIO’s Nightmare Before Pride
with Harry Clayton-Wright and more acts TBA from 8.30pm, all welcome! Club

Silencio organisers say: “Everyone does Halloween at
Halloween and we think that's passé. What better way to
warm up for Pride weekend? There’ll be Shag Tag, life
drawing, a peep show, a Preston Park graveyard and all the
usual weirdness you'd expect at Club Silencio. Guys and
ghouls and heartily encouraged to dress up, with prizes for
best dressed.” ) Fri (5) is the start of Subline’s epic Pride

Weekend with PRIDE BEGINS from 9pm, £3 members, £5 otherwise. As Brighton
pulls taut ready to let fly for Pride, join Subline to get you into the spirit of the
weekend! ) Sat (6) is THE BIG ONE with Subline making it a night to remember
from 9pm, Q-Jump tickets from £5, door tickets £6 for members, £9 otherwise. 
) Sun (7) is PARTYING ON FOR PRIDE SUNDAY with the club heaving from
8pm, Q-Jump tickets from £5, door tickets: £6 members, £9 otherwise.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Thur (11) is SHOOT ME NOW! with the guys from
Subline, the lovely Dave the Bear and photographic maestro Manel Ortega
shooting snaps for the Subline 2017 calendar from 9pm. Steve at Subline says:

“The goal is to amass a veritable wank-bank's-worth of hot
shots, for inclusion in a Subline 2017 calendar! If you'd like
to participate, with a view to being immortalised, or just to
get a hot new profile picture, please sidle on down. Bring
your gear and props if necessary! Not feeling photogenic?
Come down for a beer and watch our humiliation/ogle our
sultriness as appropriate!”

THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
) 59 North Rd, Brighton, BN1 1YD, Tel: 01273 608571, www.3jollybutchers.com
) OPEN 12pm on Mon–Sat, 1pm on Sun. Private function room available. 
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roasts 1–6pm. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Opens at 10am on Sat (6) for Pre-Pride Breakfasts, food
& daily specials served till 8pm. ) Sun (7) is the Pride Calm-Down with Sunday
Lunch served from 1pm and Free Live Pride Jazz from 3pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri (26) DJs spin music for the soul from 7.30pm.

) REGULARS Tue is the Free Film Night from 8pm with a fantasy/sci-fi (2), a
rom-com/anime (9), a thriller/horror (16) and a musical (23). ) Thur is QUIZ
Night with a £150 cash prize up for grabs from 7.30pm, all welcome! ) Sun is
the JAZZ ROAST at 3pm, free entry. 
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l LEGENDS BAR Bank Holiday Cabaret:
Davina Sparkle 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts 12-
5pm; Drag Open Mic with Stephanie Von
Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE live music: Areacode
6pm; TC’s Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS cabaret: Cassidy
Connors with a live band 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Bank Holiday Beach Party 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz Roast
3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

l ZONE Bank Holiday Live Music: Sophie
Causbrook 6pm

MONDAY 29
l BAR BROADWAY Bank Holiday
Fireplace Sessions pres Wain Douglas (Kara
Van Park) & Jason Thorpe 8.30pm
l BOUTIQUE Bank Holiday Hair of the Dog
1pm
l CHARLES STREET Bank Holiday
Cabaret: Danny Beard 7.30pm; Studio 150
10.30pm

l LEGENDS BAR Miss Jason’s Bank
Holiday Mad Monday 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Bank Holiday Monday
Madness 8pm
l PATTERNS Monthly Milk 12pm

TUESDAY 30
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz 9pm

l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry 7.30pm
l PATTERNS QM Records: DJs Normanton
Street 8pm
l REVENGE DJs Toby & Trick 11pm
l VELVET JACKS Quiz Night 7.45pm for
8pm start

WEDNESDAY 31
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox Preview 6pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice: DJ
Claire Fuller 11pm
l BRIGHTON SAUNA Naked Day 11am
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch 2-
3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Mrs Moore’s Bingo
Bonanza 9pm
l DTM Le Cock Sportif - Sports Gear &
Trainers Only 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Hot Gossip (True or
False) 9pm
l PATTERNS Out Of Office: Stick it On
6pm; Palm Cove: DJs Bukky Levack, Lewis
Wilde & Normanton Street 10.30pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS An Audience With Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm

VELVET JACKS
) 50 Norfolk Sq, Brighton, BN1 2PA, Tel: 07720 661290 http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks
) OPEN Tue–Thur 4–11.30pm, Fri & Sat 12–11.30pm, Sun 12–11pm.
) DRINK PROMOS 4–7pm, includes: two cocktails for £10, Orangeboom £3.20
pint, large glass of wine for price of medium glass. 
) FOOD Meat & cheese boards and wood-fired pizzas served all day daily.  

) PRIDE WEEKEND Hit Pride running from 9.30am on
Sat (6) with a delicious Pride Breakfast for £10 includes
a glass of Prosecco. Booking advised. A great way to start
the Big Day! ) Sun (7) is LIVE MUSIC with all-female
pop/rock band Greymatter at 4pm. They deliver beautiful
vocal harmonies and lively layers of enduring rich melodies,

interlaced with heart-felt lyrics about life, love, heartache, yearning and passion.
They’ve made three albums and toured the UK and Europe. 

) REGULARS Sun (21) is LIVE MUSIC with Mike Newsham and his guests
from 3.30pm. ) Tue is QUIZ Night at 8pm with a cash prize.

ZONE BAR
) 33 St James’ St, BN2 1RF, Tel: 01273 682249, www.zonebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 10am. 
) DRINK DEALS all day Sun-Thur, till 7pm Fri & Sat. 2-4-£10 selected cocktails
5–8pm everyday. 

) PRIDE WEEKEND Fri (5) is Sally Vate's Pre-Pride
Party with Sally getting you in the Pride spirit with cocktails
and CABARET from 8.30pm, free entry. Sally says: “Join me
for a madcap Pre-Pride Party I’ll be singing pop & disco
classics to get you in the mood to zip up your cocktail slacks
and get yourself ready for Pride Weekend!”

) On Sat (6) grab an early Pre-Pride Parade cocktail or beverage from 10am; join the
party at the outside bar for the STREET PARTY from 4pm. Open till extra late, free
entry. ) Get the party started (again) on Sun (7) with a cheeky morning cocktail or two
from 11am, then dance the day away at the Zone’s outside bar for the PRIDE STREET
PARTY from 2pm. Open till 1.30am, free entry.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Selected coverage of the Rio Olympics on the big screens!
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SATURDAY 20
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Tiny
8.30pm

SUNDAY 21
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Tanya
Hyde & ‘Nan’ 8pm

MONDAY 22
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 23
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 24
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 25
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Kara’s Karaoke Cruising
8.30pm

FRIDAY 26
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Southampton Pride Special
Weekend: Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby Roo 8.30pm;
cabaret: Kevin Cruise 10pm

SATURDAY 27
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Southampton Pride: Guilty
Pleasures: DJ Lucinda & Jacquii Cann 8.30pm

SUNDAY 28
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Southampton Pride:
London Podium: Mrs Moore & Rose Garden 8pm

MONDAY 29
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 30
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 31
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BOULEVARD 
1 Hampshire Terrace, Southsea 
TEL: 2392 297509
l OLD VIC 104 St Paul’s Rd, Southsea
TEL: 02392 297013, www.oldvicportsmouth.co.uk

SOUTHAMPTON
l ISOBAR 100c St Mary’s St
TEL: 02380 222028
l LONDON HOTEL
2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT
TEL: 02380 710652, 
www.the-london.co.uk
Friendly bar with cabaret, DJs & food
OPEN: Mon-Wed 12-11pm, Thur 12-12.30am,
Fri & Sat 12-1.30am, Sun 12-11.30pm   
FOOD: Mon-Sat 12-3pm; Sunday roasts 12-
3.30pm 
l TITANIC Simnel St, SO14 2BE
TEL: 023 8021 1879, www.thetitanicpub.co.uk
l EDGE Compton Walk, SO14 0BH
TEL: 02380 366163, www.theedgesouthampton.com

MONDAY 1
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 2
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 3
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 4
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Kara’s Karaoke Cruising
8.30pm

FRIDAY 5
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Sandra 10pm

SATURDAY 6
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Neil
Sackley 8.30pm

SUNDAY 7
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Mary Mac
& Wilma Fingerdo 8pm

MONDAY 8
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 9
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 10
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 11
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Kara’s Karaoke Cruising
8.30pm

FRIDAY 12
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Drag With No Name
10pm

SATURDAY 13
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Dazza
8.30pm

SUNDAY 14
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL London Podium: Miss
Penny & Dave Lynn 8pm

MONDAY 15
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 16
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 17
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 18
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Kara’s Karaoke Cruising
8.30pm

FRIDAY 19
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Fairylea Friday: DJ Ruby
Roo 8.30pm; cabaret: Lola Lasagne 10pm

PICS FROM LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON

LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON
) 2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT, Tel: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm. ) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–3pm; Sunday lunch 12–3.30pm. 

) SOUTHAMPTON PRIDE Fri (26)–Sun (28) is the SOUTHAMPTON PRIDE
SPECIAL with top class entertainment all weekend! ) Fri (26) is FAIRYLEA with DJ
Ruby Roo and CABARET with Kevin Cruise at 10pm. )Sat (27) is GUILTY
PLEASURES with DJ Lucinda & special guest Jacquii Cann from 8.30pm. )SUN
(28) is SUNDAY NIGHT ON THE LONDON PODIUM with Mrs Moore and Rose
Harden at 9pm, delicious roasts served 12–3.30pm. 

) REGULARS Fri is FAIRYLEA with DJ Ruby Roo spinning high camp/pure cheese
and CABARET at 10pm: Sandra (5), Drag With No Name (12) and Lola Lasagne
(19). )Sat is GUILTY PLEASURES with DJs from 8.30pm: Neil Sackley (6), Dazza
(13) and Tiny (20). )SUNDAY NIGHT ON THE LONDON PODIUM features two of the
UK’s top live performers tearing up the London stage from 9pm: Mary Mac & Wilma
Fingerdo (7), Miss Penny & Dave Lynn (14) and Tanya Hyde & ‘Nan’ (21). Thur is
KARAOKE CRUISING with Kara Van Park from 8.30pm. 
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DJ PROFILE: GUY WILLIAMS
Just in case it had escaped your notice, there’s a little celebration
coming up... But with such a marvellous wealth of fun to be found from
the streets to the park to the bars and the clubs, deciding where to go
and who to see can sometimes leave you feeling a bit discombobulated!
However, as this Pride welcomes the return of one of the brightest and
best DJs the world has to offer, there’s one gorgeous man you simply
have to make the time to hear. Queenie catches up with him…

Hello Mr Williams, how are you? Very well my dear, thank you, just
about recovered from the best Glastonbury yet and off to Croatia
tomorrow to play at Electric Elephant Festival. Plus have a holiday as
well - ten days in the sunshine? Yes please!

Where do you DJ and where can we catch you at Brighton Pride? My
current residencies are Le Coq and Blockheads at East Bloc, Savage
Disco, Sketch and Soho House Group all in London. Brighton Pride I’ll be
playing at Handsome Vs Queer Nation at the wonderful Patterns and then
at Sundae Sunday on the terrace at the same venue.

DJ style! Low slung hip shakin’ jackin funk! 

Favourite Pride track and tune you’ll definitely be playing this year?
Mmmmmmmmmm. Not a fave Pride track as such but I will be playing
Red Rack‘em Wonky Baseline Disco Banger!

What are you most looking forward to this Pride? I haven’t played for
a few years so looking forward to seeing everyone again, bringing some
jackin’ handsome vibes at Handsome and you can’t beat that terrace on
the Sunday! Our own little bit of DC10 in Brighton!

Any marvellous Brighton Pride memories to share? Playing on the
float for Last Night A DJ Saved My Life Foundation for 2 years running
was pretty special, and every Wild Fruit Tent and Sundae Sunday gig…

Favourite ever gig? Difficult question but probably closing the terrace
at Space for We Love Sundays in 2012!

Ultimate dream gig? DC10 Terrace!

Describe yourself in 3 words! Give. Give. Give. 

GUY WILLIAMS CURRENT TOP FIVE 
) RED RACK’EM Wonky Bassline Disco Banger Stamp The Wax
) D RAMIREZ & Guy Williams Solid Gold Slave Recordings
) CASSIO WARE and Luke Solomon Dance With Me Classic
) D RAMIREZ Brutal Power Slave Recordings
) THE CROOKED MAN Take It All Away Bitter End

DANCE MUSIC
BY QUEEN JOSEPHINE & KATE WILDBLOOD

ALBUMS
) It’s all about the L.O.V.E. this
month as we feel the Pride in
Brighton. Hot people, hot
celebrations and hot tunes await
as we get set for our favourite
weekend of the year. 

First up are the
sunshine
grooves of Go
Deeva Ibiza
2016, with
scorchers from

Todd Terry, Wade, Rasario Galati
& Yves Murasca and Go Deeva’s
head boy, Simone Vitullo. One for
the house heads. As is the must-

hear ventures of
Kenny
Glasgow’s Circus
Tales on No.19
Music as the
maestro digs

deep. Magic.For those who like
their electronic electrifying August
won’t disappoint. Be it the

charming
Balearic tales
filling Mark
Barrott’s
Sketches From
An Island 2 on

International Feel, the deliciously
deep electronic soul of Alan

Abrahams’ Portable on !K7 or the
summer
sensation that is
Stee Downes
The Bigger
Picture on Sonar
Kollektiv you’ll

soon be musically serviced right
and proper.

As for our regal wonders this
month we can’t get enough of

beachside
beauty that is
the class
compilation
Permanent
Vacation 4 on

the Permanent Vacation label.
Delivering smiles all round. As do
the various artists present on

Knee Deep In
Sound’s Ibiza
2016 sampler.
One we’ll be
bouncing around
to this Brighton

Pride. Over and over. Happy Pride
everyone. 

Catch Wildblood and Queenie at
Girls Dance Tent Preston Park &
Patterns for Pride Miami Beach
Party, Aug 6 & Sunday Sundae
Aug 7 plus Home Service on
RadioReverb 5pm Aug 14 .
perfectdistractions.com

WILDBLOOD & QUEENIE’S AUGUST ANGELS
) HIFI SEAN ft Paris Grey Lost Without You Plastique Recordings
A tune to remind you why we love this thing called house.    
) LUCA ARCANGELI We Built This House Jekos Lab
Play this beauty and your Pride will go off!!
) RON BASEJAM The Carrington Spirituals Futureboogie 
The looping bass delivers a summer vibe that’s too, too lush!
) LÅPSLEY Operator (DJ Koze's 12 inch Extended Disco Version) XL
Get this 12 in your life and all will be disco-tastic.
) CASSY Feel (Yoruba Soul Mix) Aus Music
A slice of Cassy’s Donna Remixed that will have you spinning.
) DOC DANEEKA Got Me Ten Thousand Yen
Sure to get the Queen (and queens) jumping on the park this Pride.
) PROFESSIONAL GIGOLO Italians Do It Better Hudd Traxx
Tell us something we don’t know. Beeping lovely.
) BLAZE Lovelee Dae (Bicep Remix) Feel My Bicep
Huge remake of the 1997 class that insists you groove this August.
) ROBBIE RIVERA Jack Your Body Juicy Music
One for the house lovers. One for Jack. One for us.
) TREVINO Casino Aus Music
Four-to-the-floor piano heavy delight that delivers. Over and over.



EYES WIDE OPEN
The queer film collective’s Aug screenings at the Marlborough, Princes
Street (M) and Duke’s at the Komedia, Gardner Street (K) comprise:
) PETER DE ROME: GRANDFATHER OF GAY PORN (Thur 4). Armed

with only an 8mm movie camera,
Peter De Rome was an eccentric
English gentleman who spent the
1960s politely asking young men
to remove their clothes and
‘perform' on camera. His work was
daring yet iconic, his charm simple
yet irresistible and his persuasive
abilities simply unmatchable. 

Showing with TROUSER BAR – an erotic fantasy written by Sir John
Gielgud. Set in a 1970s gentlemen’s outfitters it is a softcore ode to
the fetishistic love of corduroy, leather and tight trousers. Directed by
Kristen Bjorn it stars Ashley Ryder with guest appearances by Julian
Clary, Barry Cryer and Nigel Havers. (K)
) CELLULOID PERVERSIONS: NOVA DUBAI (Thur 18). Four queer male
friends navigate the rapidly changing environment of their
neighbourhood by trying to reclaim their communal spaces. They work
to queer their surroundings by having sex in new-built apartments, on
building sites, and in playgrounds. Gustavo Vinagre’s raw, political
and poetic film blurs the boundaries between fact, fiction and porn,
exploiting the clichés of gay porn fantasies - the construction worker,
the estate agent, the daddy-son scenario - to comment on the
encroaching gentrification of queer spaces and consumerist millennial
gay culture. This will be accompanied by a selection of shorts
exploring queer male sex and sexuality. (M)

BAR BROADWAY
The Gods, 10 Steine St, Brighton 
) HOW TO BE A DRAG QUEEN
(8pm, Wed 3) with Spice.
) TELL HIM ON A SUNDAY (8pm,
Thur 4) with Jason Thorpe.
) STARS 4 SCREEN (7.30pm, Tue
16) with Jason Thorpe and Jason
Lee, £6.50 .
) GIGGLE AT THE GODS (8pm, Sat
27). Monthly stand-up comedy
night with six comedians stepping
up to the stage, entry £3.

88 LONDON ROAD
88 London Road, Brighton
Box office: 88londonroad.com
) GEORGE’S MARVELLOUS
MEDICINE (Tue 2–Sat 20). George
Kranky lives on a farm, managed by
his mum and dad. Their lives are
thrown into disarray by the arrival
of Grandma, who behaves
appallingly. George tries to make
her ‘better’ by creating a marvellous

medicine, which has the most
extraordinary effect on Grandma,
who grows and grows until she
bursts through the ceiling. George’s
father realises that the magic
medicine could work on his farm
animals, providing extra food to
help feed a hungry world. But
attempts to make more medicine
lead to hilarious and frustrating
happenings. Based on the book by
Roald Dahl.

FRIDA FRIDAY
The Catch Bar, Madeira Drive, 10
Lower Promenade, BN2 1TB
) FRIDA FRIDAY summer Pride
party (12–6pm, Sat 6 Aug), will be
chilled, welcoming and relaxed,
with a great sound system and
prime pebble location so join them
if the park isn't your scene - just
east of The Pier, down the first
steps down to the beach.
www.facebook.com/events/106811
3373277703/ 

PINK FRINGE
Marlborough Theatre, 4 Princes
St, Brighton, Box office:
www.brownpapertickets.com
) MARLBOROUGH PRIDE STREET
PARTY (Sat 6). Harry Clayton-
Wright, performer, entertainer,

artist, provocateur takes over the
theatre for a special party. Acts
include Impermanence Dance
Theatre – imagine Iggy Pop meets
Ursula Bogner, and they hang out
with The Normal's, Brian Eno and
Wagner. DJs Butch, Please and
Lianne Hall who was described by
the late John Peel as 'One of the
great English voices’, and used to
be in the legendary all-female punk
band Witchknot.

) WEEKEND WIND DOWN (Sun 7).
Features RPXX – DJ and co-founder
of the infamous LADYPOOF DJ
queer club nights.
) CHRISTEENE : TRIGGER (Sun 7).
Christeene triumphantly returns,
revealing an enclave of spoils from
territories unknown for all to bear
witness with this new spectacle of
filth and fantasy. Forging the raw
and dangerous physical realms of
this revolutionary provocateur with
a schizophrenic kaleidoscope of
ferocious visions and mind altering
jams, the show tempts its
audiences to defy, shed,and
transform all previous notions of

normative living. 'Christeene’s
worldview and social commentary
are fucking amazing, thought-
provoking, and ultimately
empowering to all humans. Her
show is the closest thing to a mass
religious experience I’ve encountered
in many years, and everybody in the
house feels the same good
vibrations’ The Seattle Stranger.

PRESENT LAUGHTER
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton,
Box office: 08448 717650
) PRESENT LAUGHTER (Mon 8–Sat
13). Noël Coward’s actor, charmer
and diva, Garry Essendine, is
determined to disregard his

advancing years and receding
hairline by revelling in his endless
tantrums and casual affairs. But
just as he is about to depart for
Africa, he finds himself besieged by
a bevvy of would-be seductresses,
not to mention his long suffering
secretary, his estranged wife and
an obsessed young playwright.
Stars Samuel West (Notting Hill, Mr
Selfridge, RSC’s Hamlet) and Phyllis
Logan (Downton Abbey, Lovejoy).

THE SAFETY MAP
Brighton Dome, Church Street, 
) THE SAFETY MAP (Wed 3–Sun
7). This is an installation inviting
the LGBTQ community to share
their experiences of Brighton and
Hove. The quilted map of Brighton,
created by Pink Fringe to ignite a
conversation about safety, risk and
visibility, will occupy the Founders
Room and audiences will be invited
to contribute their own stories by
writing on luggage tags, which will
then be stitched on to the relevant
location on the map. Artist Kate
Shields will facilitate. Stories could
include tales of street harassment,
names of safe spaces in the city,
areas that historically held some
relevance for the LGBTQ community
or spaces that the community
could benefit from knowing about -
such as gender neutral toilets in

the city. A free community
workshop (Sun 7) is open to all
who identify as LGBTQ+, responding
to the key themes of The Safety
Map. The workshop is free, but
ticketed and will be led by award-
winning theatre maker and
performer Emma Frankland whose
work has focused on issues around
gender and identity (relating to her
own transition as a trans woman)
and politically motivated
performances.

ARTS
BY MICHAEL HOOTMAN
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STORIES OF OUR LIVES
Brighton Museum & Art Gallery, Royal Pavilion Gardens, Brighton,
www.brighton-hove-rpml.org.uk
) Brighton Museum & Art Gallery presents the FASHION CITIES
AFRICA tour and film screening of STORIES OF OUR LIVES (7.45pm, Fri

5). Start your Pride Weekend
celebrations with a late night private
view of the Fashion Cities Africa
exhibition which includes a pay bar
where you can relax with a drink,
before sitting down to a private
screening of Stories of Our Lives,
created by Nairobi-based arts
collective THE NEST COLLECTIVE,
which characterises the queer
experience in Kenya. Told through a
series of five vignettes, the film
explores the true stories of people
identifying as gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender or intersex.

Screening 1 at 8pm and
screening 2 at 9.15pm.
Tickets must be booked
in advance: £8,
members £5 from:
events booking line on
03000 290902 (Mon-
Fri), in person at any of
Brighton Museum

venues or online. You can also email visitor.services@brighton-
hove.gov.uk if you have any queries. A £1.50 booking fee may apply
to some events. Tickets cannot be reserved without payment. Please
book early as an event may be cancelled if too few tickets are sold.

WOMEN OF WRESTLING
MADE Brighton, Coffee shop/gallery/workshop, 66 North Road,
Brighton, www.madebrighton.com
) WOMEN OF WRESTLING (9.30am-6pm daily, 17-24 Aug, opening
night 6-9pm Fri 19). This exhibition made its debut last year at the
Doomed Photographers Gallery in London and contains work on the
theme from established and up and coming Brighton-based artists and
designers.

Alongside the exhibition there will
be an art auction of a variety of
different types of work - from
sculpture, illustrative prints and
painting to handmade garments
and re-upholstered home-ware
(Sat 20). The proceeds of the
auction will go to FareShare
Sussex, who fight against food
poverty in Brighton and Sussex.
) There will be a screening
of Ruth Lietman’s documentary
LIPSTICK AND DYNAMITE (Sun 21)
in which the extraordinary careers
of America’s pioneering female
wrestlers unfold through their own
words.

If you consider yourself tough you may re-assess after watching the
likes of ring legends, The Fabulous Moolah and Gladys ‘Kill ‘Em’
Gillem recount stories of the wonderful highs and formidable lows of
their lives in and out of the professional wrestling ring. 
Ticket sales will go to support RISE, who work alongside domestic
abuse survivors giving practical support and helping them to rebuild
safer lives. This is an anti-austerity event supporting these local
charities as they tackle the results of the governments austerity
measures. The event is also a celebration of survivors and positivity!
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This month I’ve found artworks both local and just a short train
journey away, as well as some recent exhibiting news...

BEEP 2016 WALES INTERNATIONAL PAINTING PRIZE
www.beepwales.co.uk
) Beginning in the place I never wanted to leave, with the BEEP
2016 WALES INTERNATIONAL PAINTING PRIZE: Wales’s only large-
scale contemporary international painting exhibition which takes

place at different venues
every two years. This year’s
theme explores notions of
perception, memory and
belonging grounded in a
place, space or time in the
medium of paint. The tour
begins at Swansea College
of Art (Aug 5–Sept 3), then
continues at Undegun in
Wrexham (Oct 7–Nov 5) and

concludes at Arcade in Cardiff (Nov 16–Dec 23). The 50 exhibiting
artists were selected by Jonathan Powell, aided by the judges Shani
Rhys-James and Jonathan Watkins.
Shani Rhys James is one of Wales’ most celebrated artists who has
won various prestigious awards such as the 2003 Jerwood Painting
Prize, Royal eisteddfod Gold Medal for Fine Art and the BBC Wales
Visual arts Award. She won the Hunting/Observer Art Prize in 1993
and achieved second place in the BP National Portrait Award in 1994.
Shani was made an MBE for services to art, in the 2006 New Year's
Honours list. 
Jonathan Watkins has been Director of Ikon Gallery since 1999.
Previously he worked for a number of years in London, as Curator of
the Serpentine Gallery (1995-1997) and Director of Chisenhale Gallery
(1990-1995). He has written extensively on contemporary art and
curated a number of large international exhibitions including the
Biennale of Sydney (1998), Facts of Life: Contemporary Japanese Art
(Hayward Gallery, London 2001), Tate Triennial (2003) and the Iraqi
Pavilion for the Venice Biennale 2013.

PHEONIX GALLERY
www.phoenixbrighton.org
) THE BIG STEAM PRINT
(11am–5pm, Wed–Sun, Sat
6–Sun 21) is an exhibition of
enormous works created
through The Big Steam Print
project. Ditchling Museum of
Art & Craft turns a 90-year-
old 12.5 tonne vintage
steamroller into a giant
printing press and takes it on
tour for thousands of people
to see. Over 30 artists are set
to make their biggest ever
prints, including Rob Ryan,
Angie Lewin, Anthony
Burrill, Jonny Hannah, and

many more from all over the country. They are also set to be working
with local schools, Brighton University, London College of
Communication and artists collectives, including the Rocket Artists
based at Phoenix Brighton.

ARTWAVE 2016 FESTIVAL
www.artwavefestival.org
) A highly worthwhile train journey away in Lewes (Aug 20–Sep 4)
the ARTWAVE FESTIVAL presents artists and makers from the area.
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and physical health finally led to
her brother having her committed
to an asylum in 1938, where she
remained until her death in 1947,
never visited by Eliot. McNeff’s six
songs, using texts by Andy
Rashleigh, move from Vivienne in
the asylum remembering her life
before her relationship with Eliot,
through the turbulence of their
relationship, as well as her affair
with Bertrand Russell, leaving

Vivienne at the end imagining Eliot
visiting her and coming back to
her. As is often the case when
performers have premiered a work
of this nature, McCaldin has clearly
inhabited the world of Vivienne,
and her performance communicates
a strong sense of truth and
honesty, throughout the highly
virtuosic demands put on her, with
real extremes of range and
dynamics. A real tour de force. 

Before this, McCaldin moves
through a good three centuries of
repertoire exploring how
composers, mostly but not quite all
male, have portrayed in their music
women with perceived madness.
Purcell’s Mad Bess is a prime
example of the popularity of the
Restoration ‘mad’ songs. Here, it is
performed in the arrangement
made by Benjamin Britten (1913-
1976), which adds a harder edge to
the song, and McCaldin matches
this accompaniment with a fuller
sound than might be expected in

Purcell. Two sets of songs by
Brahms (1833-1897) and Hugo
Wolf (1860-1903) (who also ended
his life in an asylum) are
preceeded by a brief song by
Harriet Abrams (1758-1821),
Crazy Jane, a rather quaint setting
of a text more anguished than the
music might suggest. Despite their
brevity, Brahms’ Ophelia Lieder
pack an emotional punch,
particularly in the final song of the
set, Und Kommt Er Nicht Mehr
Züruck? (And Will He Not Come
Again?). Wolf set many poems by
Eduard Mörike, and here McCaldin
sings five, all sung from the
perspective of an Ophelia-like
character, Agnes. McCaldin’s full
tone is well suited to these
affecting songs, and the emotional
climax of Wo Find Ich Trost (Where
Shall I Find Comfort?) is
particularly powerful. Jumping
forward to 1971, McCaldin and
Burgess are joined by clarinettist
Catriona Scott for American
composer Ned Rorem’s (b.1923)
Ariel, Five Poems of Sylvia Plath.
These are highly virtuosic settings,
for all three performers, which
capture the sense of anger and
turbulence of the poetry, written
shortly before her suicide at the
age of 30. This is a powerful disc,
and McCaldin demonstrates the
wide range and adaptability of her
voice across such a broad range of
repertoire, but it is in Vivienne
that her dramatic abilities are most
impressively in evidence. Libby
Burgess (piano) also deserves
praise, showing great command
throughout the wide-ranging
repertoire. Champs Hill CHRCD111

Reviews, comments and events: 
v nicks-classical-notes.blogspot.co.uk
t @nickb86uk
) nbclassical@hotmail.co.uk

REVIEWS
) The brothers Paul and Huw
Watkins (cello and piano
respectively) have recorded works
spanning forty or so years of the
twentieth century by five American
composers (incidentally, three of
whom were gay). The earliest work

is by Samuel Barber (1910-1981),
his Sonata Op 6. Barber composed
the work after playing Beethoven
and Brahms’ cello sonatas with
Domenico, the brother of Gian
Carlo Menotti, Barber’s subsequent
life partner. It is a strongly
romantic work, with clear influence
of Brahms. However, Barber cuts
through the lush lyricism of the
Adagio with a central scherzo-like
Presto, and the Watkins brothers
handle this contrast expertly. 

Next up are Three Meditations by
Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990),
arranged by the composer from his
monumental and highly
controversial Mass, a musical
theatre piece which intersperses
settings of Latin mass movements
with contrasting sections in
English, drawing on choirs, a rock
band and a marching band. In
these three short Meditations,
Bernstein combines earnest,
almost yearning writing, and
glassy harmonics for the cello in
the first, spiky chromaticisms
drawing on a theme from
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony in the
second, with an unexpectedly
bouncy, folk dance in the final
Meditation. 

Elliott Carter (1908-2012) was an
incredibly prolific composer,
particularly in his latter years,
before his death at the age of 103.
His Sonata for Cello & Piano
(1948) marks a shift in Carter’s
output from a more popular
neoclassicism to the beginnings of
his exploration of pulse lengths as

a key structural element of
composition. Once again here, the
Watkins duo navigate this with
expert precision, and their
commanding performance here is
the stand out moment of the disc. 

Huw then gets a rest as Paul
performs George Crumb’s (b.1929)
Sonata for Solo Cello. Drawing on
baroque traditions in its Fantasia
and Toccata outer movements,
there are also strong influences of
Bartók evident here. Paul Watkins
is particularly impressive in the
rapid Toccata, with its almost
perpetual motion throughout. 

The brothers join for the final
piece, the Waltz and Celebration
from Aaron Copland’s (1900-1990)
Billy The Kid, arranged by the
composer for cello and piano. I am
not a fan of Copland in his faux-
folksy mode, and after the
intensity and complexity of some
of the other works on the disc,
these two short, rather light
movements feel a little out of
place, but they receive articulate
and sensitive attention here.
Overall, very strong performances,
and a fascinating survey of such
varied composers, despite being
broad contemporaries. 
Chandos CHAN10881

) A few years ago I reviewed an
excellent disc of mezzo-soprano
Clare McCaldin singing works
written for her by Stephen McNeff
(b.1951), and she has returned
with Notes from the Asylum,
exploring the theme of female
‘madness’. In 2013 McNeff wrote
his opera in six songs for mezzo-
soprano and piano, Vivienne, which
McCaldin performed with pianist
Libby Burgess. The work explores
the life of Vivienne Haigh-Wood,
who married TS Eliot in 1915. The
relationship was difficult to say
the least, and after Eliot decided
on a separation, Vivienne’s mental

CLASSICAL NOTES
BY NICK BOSTON
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CINEMA
) You can see Berlioz’s take on Shakespeare’s Much Ado About
Nothing, Béatrice et Bénédict live from Glyndebourne, with Stéphanie
d’Oustrac and Paul Appleby in the title roles (Tues 9). 
In local cinemas, including: Duke’s@Komedia Brighton, Cineworld
Eastbourne, and the Connaught Cinema, Worthing. Check for times.
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) A BUNCH OF LIES by Lucy Rutherford (lulu.com). Based in
Brighton & Hove, A Bunch of Lies follows a woman’s life unravelling as
she searches for meaning following the hit and run death of her eight-
year-old daughter which slowly leads to the collapse of everything she
thought she knew. After finding her daughter’s diary, a web of

interconnection and
interdependency is exposed that
enforces silence from anyone who
might know. This is a warts and all
intro of the city, with plenty of
local gay colour, subculture high
jinks and police action thrown in,
although the police procedures are
not the point here though, this is
no whodunit, or why dunnit, it’s a
more complex dissection of
deception and the power of self-
denial in relationships, and the
central core of a women in love
with a man she can’t see is gay.
Rutherford has written a tightly

plotted book with a surge of narrative tension that washes all before
it, with enough turns and sometimes comedic twists to fully engage
and a keen eye for clinical medical detail this is a good dark read and
rather funny in a shadowy way. On occasion the dialogue can plod but
this is a small criticism of what is essentially a good book which
manages to take in just about every minority community in the city
with a healthy intersectional nod at the way they interact and divide
in times of crisis. Rutherford knows the city well, geographically and
psychologically, and has applied this love of sinister Sussex by the Sea
to weave a slyly compelling narrative of unravelled lives.

) DUSTY: AN INTIMATE PORTRAIT
OF A MUSICAL LEGEND by Karen
Bartlett (Robson Press). It’s easy
to forget how unusual Dusty was
for her time - white, lesbian and
having a dark and borderline
sadistic sense of humour that
gradually evolved into the
rollercoaster emotional turbulence
that we associate with her later
life - but she was also wholly her
own woman. The first female pop
performer to come out as bisexual,

only a year into her career she was
deported from South Africa for
refusing to play to a segregated
audience. Strong, determined,
principled and talented, Dusty
never knew how to do dull. Bartlett
has done seriously good research
with lots of new material from
friends, lovers colleagues and
people who knew the performer
and the woman well. There’s a lot
of well placed re-contextualised
material which gives us familiar
stories from a fresh perspective,
particularly around her addictions
and struggles with her sexuality,
something which she grappled with
all her life, and her peculiar
attraction for throwing food. This
book also takes us far back into
her childhood and early days, when
she stunned the US and the UK
with her soulful, sophisticated
music, showing us a talented girl
grasping her potential and steering
herself a clear path into the world
class performer still impressive now
almost 50 years later. Never
simple, always passionate this is a
seriously good biography for all
lovers of Ms Springfield. 

) GAY DAD by David Leadain
(CreateSpace). Leadain has
interviewed 10 divorced (from
wives) men with kids who’re living
in the UK today. Their stories,
reflections, excuses, reasons,
impacts, decisions and insights
allow us to grasp some idea of the
immense difficulties of these men’s
lives and the impact that
extraditing themselves from an
unsuitable marriage caused them,
their wives and their kids. There are
one or two filler chapters about
education around the law and way
other parts of the world treat gay
men but this is mostly a collection
of direct personal interviews with a
confessional feeling, slightly
voyeuristic, not wholly
sympathetic, but always honest and
although I found myself putting
the book down in annoyance with
some of the answers the book
allows us into the minds of men
who hide their sexuality, marry
women and have families and the
myriad of ways they deal, mostly
successfully, with the huge changes
that coming out causes. With a
candid foreword from Coronation
Street actor (and gay dad) Charlie
Condou, Gay Dad reflects the
experiences of a sizable part of our
LGBT world. It’s time to understand
gay dads a little more. 

) FIRST TIE YOUR CAMEL, THEN
TRUST IN GOD by Chivvis Moore
(North Loop Books). This is the
first hand account and instructive,
compelling personal experience of
an American lesbian feminist and
her travels around the Arabic world.
It’s actually two books in one, the
first half looks at her reason for
leaving America for a year in the
late 1970s; the sudden arrival in an
Arabic culture and the slow and
sure adaption to a way of life not
as alien, oppressive and savage as
we’re taught, but one where liberty,
life and community have different

meanings and different
expectations and demands from the
people that live with each other.
Moore’s insights can be academic
but there are moments which are
transcendental; her understanding
of how creative people craft and
create a healthy culture and how
being able to make, meld and
elaborate our physical world gives
us meaning as people, parents and
citizens - a challenge to the
manufactured mutterings of
consumption that the western
world offers. Her arguments are
compelling. Her being a carpenter
is a running theme and she works
words as she does wood,
anticipating knots and grain and
knowing how the beauty of
something will be revealed when
hands have worn a groove. Her
prose is comfortable to read even
when the subject matter is
anything but. Her voice is quiet but
persistent. There are plenty of
personal moments that convince
about the dignity and acceptance
of a western feminist lesbian living
in an apparently repressive society,
but Moore is no idealist and keeps
her keen eye on real politics. The

second half of the book takes us
into a decade of Moore working in
Palestine and confronts us with
searing observational honestly.
Here Moore bears witness to living
in Palestine under an increasingly
repressive Israeli occupation and
whatever your political views you
can’t help but be shocked and
moved by these eyewitness
accounts of the day-to-day horrors
of Palestinian life and simple joys
grabbed from adversity. Not an
easy read, but not an easy subject,
Moore gives us her own unfazed
clarity of view and guides us into
the heart of the community and the
way it embraces and occasionally
judges her. It’s been a long time
since I’ve read a narrative with
such force that has made me think
so hard about received wisdoms.

PAGE’S PAGES
BOOKS BY ERIC PAGE
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GAMES

) This year has already been full of exciting
and interesting games. Titles such as Uncharted
4, Fire Emblem Fates and Dark Souls 3 have been
released to huge critical and fan-based acclaim
which is awesome to see. But one of the most
highly anticipated games of not just this year
but the last few years is released this month - the massively ambitious
No Man’s Sky. Created by Surrey-based indie studio Hello Games, No
Man’s Sky is a first person action/adventure survival game for PS4 and
PC set in procedurally generated open universe which you can explore
using your character’s spaceship. 

What does procedurally generated mean? Well basically the in-game
universe is immensely vast, so vast that it means the game can create
more than 18 quintillion possible unique planets, each has its own
flora, fauna and terrain also unique to that planet. Thankfully each
planet is generated using a random seed number so if you know the
seed number you can revisit that planet whenever you wish no matter
how long since you last visited. The aim of the game is exploration. By
exploring, players gain information about the planets they encounter
which they can submit to a universal database called The Atlas. This is
shared with all other players of the game so if you discover a planet
first you can name it and it’ll be called that forever more in the in-game
database. It’s a pretty nifty way of showing your progress to other
players as well as a clever way of getting your character’s reputation
noticed. You can also share this information and coordinates with
friends so that they too can witness your exploration handiwork.

Most surprising is that the game is fully playable offline; you can even
find a friend’s planet using its coordinates, as once the game has
booted up it requires no further data from the game’s servers. Along
with discovering planets you can comb said planets for materials and
blueprints used to upgrade equipment as well as purchase a variety of
different starships. This will also allow you to travel deeper and further
into the centre of the galaxy and interact with other space faring
factions however you see fit either in a friendly or hostile way.

Be careful how you progress though as some activities can draw the
attention of Sentinels who will attempt to kill your character if you
behave recklessly such as killing too many lifeforms or draining most of
the resources from the planets you encounter. No Man’s Sky is both
stunning and engrossing to witness both in space and on the many
planets and its ambition is truly staggering, with the right support it
could become one of the greatest open world games ever made.

COMICS

) For many years Marvel have been the stand out comics company to
truly deliver a tangible fictional world where characters can breathe
and become who they’re meant to be. The Marvel cinematic universe
has been a runaway success with critics and fans alike, with each film
adding more depth and mythology to its ever expanding universe.
Taking hints from everything Marvel has done right so far, DC is finally
getting on the bandwagon with its own shared cinematic universe. 

The first of these connected films, Man of Steel, opened to mixed
reviews but everyone who saw it was geeking out about where it could
go in terms of a DC comics on-screen universe and just who would fit
into this exciting new world. The answer came when DC unveiled its
next movie, Batman vs Superman: Dawn of Justice! Fans went mental
and couldn’t wait to see what seemed to be an adaptation of Frank

Miller’s iconic comic The Dark Knight
Returns up on the silver screen. Which
brings us to the next movie after
Batman vs Superman and the subject of
this article, The Suicide Squad also
known as Task Force X. Based on the
comics of the same name, it stars Will

Smith, Jared Leto and Margot Robbie as part of a covert group of
supervillains who are tasked to take down even greater enemies at the
request of the US government. In doing so, they will gain reduced
prison sentences and other benefits.  

It’s the first live action appearance of fan favourite
Harley Quinn portrayed by Margot Robbie as well as
the first film to have a new take on the Joker played
by Leto since Heath Ledger’s now legendary
performance in 2008’s The Dark Knight. Fan reaction
to both Quinn and the Joker’s new designs have been widely divided
but as I always say, best to wait until we get to see the film before
jumping the gun and writing something off before it’s even released. 

The comics that the movie is based on is the modern Suicide Squad
created by John Ostrander who first appeared in Legends #3 (1987).
Not to be confused with the Silver Age group of the same name that
revolved around four adventurers fighting super powered opponents.

The modern reimagining of the group operates out of Belle Reve
Prison under the leadership of the powerful and at times antagonistic
Amanda Waller. Rather cleverly the existence of the Squad helps to
explain why some villains in the DC Universe roam free without having
heroes tracking them down.

The group have appeared in many different TV shows, films and even
video games. They were called Task Force X in the fantastic Justice
League cartoon, appeared in season 10 of Smallville and recently
appeared a few times in the TV series Arrow to overwhelming positive
fan reception. Let’s see what the movie will bring to the table when it
opens August 5.

GEEK SCENE
COMICS & GAMES BY CRAIG STORRIE
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PINK YOGA
Chat ‘N’ Chai with Ama and Emiliano
by Amanda Evans

“That’s a great idea,” I said sputtering the
chai all over the cake. I’m classy that way.

“I’m serious!” he went on, “and you could be
the yoga teacher.” I frowned, quizzically and
asked, “Why would a group of gay men, want
to have a class with me? I’m a woman in case
you hadn’t noticed and straight at that.”

Well he then went on to share his insights
into the often hedonistic world of gay culture,
in which of course he played his own part. He
told me that he really wanted an alternative
way to be available for gay men, to spend
time together that was healthy, spiritually
inspiring, compassionate and safe. A unique

) We were sitting in the kitchen one day
having a frank conversation about the gay
community, as one does. And, as many great
ideas do spring from a cuppa chai, so began
our project Pink Yoga. Pink Yoga launched in
2015 as an alternative event for gay men to
attend a class exclusively for them. I uphold my
personal mantra that yoga is indeed for
everyone. However, as with many other
marginalised communities, sometimes there is
a need for positive discrimination.

Emiliano is a very good friend, a 30-something
fine artist and graphic designer, a superb chef
and definitely gay and proud! I’m a black,
straight, 51-year-old woman, mother of three
and grandmother of three lovelies. So what do
we have in common? We’re both artists, both
Buddhist, both love food and both like men! 

There’s more… we’re both minorities, although
his community does outweigh mine in
Brighton, lol. On a more serious note, we’ve
both been bullied, suffered prejudice and
discrimination, negative judgement and often
had to fight for equality and justice.

“I’ve got a great idea!” Emiliano said excitedly
one summer afternoon as the sun poured in
from his back garden and bounced off the
delicious cinnamon cakes he’d made for us.
“Why don’t we do a yoga class for gay men? 
We can call it ‘Pink Yoga’.” I started to laugh,
impressed at his genius yoga genre name.
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monthly yoga event. A safe space where gay
men could be free to feel, to express from the
heart and to find a more profound way of being.

Knowing that I had experience of working with
marginalised groups and that compassion is at
the epicentre of my teaching, as well as, of
course, our Buddhist practice, he felt strongly
that I’d be the ideal teacher. I must say I was
honoured by his request. The gender or sexual
orientation of the teacher is not what’s
important here, just the way that they teach and
the ability to create and hold safe space. 

And so Pink Yoga was born, our love child, the
only one that we’d ever have by the way! Pink
Yoga grew to nearly 100 members over one year
with very little publicity. We kept it as a closed
group for a long time whilst we raised this love
child to be what it is today.

Pink Yoga runs once a month. Members are
respectful, brave, courageous and some of the
loveliest people I’ve met. They’re all very diverse
in culture, background, vocation and aspiration.
We all share the same desire for compassion in
this world. Over 90% of members had never tried
a yoga class before. I’ve had some amazing
feedback from these guys. I truly admire their
willingness to trust me and let me take them on
a journey to their souls.

WHAT IS PINK YOGA?
It’s the same as any other sensitive yoga class
should be.
• It’s a safe place to learn and practice the 
eight limbs of yoga

• It’s about nurturing the soul
• It’s healing
• It’s nourishing
• It’s revitalising
• It’s compassionate
• It’s about gently peeling back the layers
• It’s about inner connection and connecting 
with other souls

• It is union

The ‘Pink’ bit just means that it’s for gay men
only. Suffice to say a few members have ventured
out into the Yoga Club’s more mainstream
classes, which is great too.

For more information, view:
www.facebook.com/groups/PinkYogaBrighton/
Photos by Rene Solari www.renesolari.com



) Spode Blue Italian Cup &
Saucer, £25 (Utility 28a North
Road, Brighton, 01273 626222)

) T-Bot Tea Bag Disposal
Unit, £15 (Edited, 3 Gardner

Street, Brighton, 01273
604006, editedbrighton.com)

) Subbuteo Bottle
Opener, £15.99

(England at Home,
22b Ship St,

Brighton, 01273
205544)

) Bamboo Travel
Mug, £9.99 (Junkfunk,
27 Gloucester Road,
Brighton, 01273
680555)
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) PLAY ON! (BFI blu-ray). This is a compendium of
clips from silent adaptations of Shakespeare with a
score by musicians from The Globe Theatre. It’s a
fascinating collection in which primitive special
effects prove to be more magical than any
amount of CGI trickery. From an eerily
haunting Winter’s Tale, to a gorgeously
tinted Merchant of Venice, to an enchanting
Midsummer Night’s Dream, this is a treasure
trove of early cinema. The extras include a high-
def update of Silent Shakespeare (2004) with a

beautiful score by Laura Rossi. 

) AIKENFIELD (BFI blu-ray). Peter Hall’s account of
a fictional Suffolk village has a bold concept: it
contrasts modern life with the harsher realities of the
village at the turn of the century using a cast of non-
professional actors drawn from the local community.
Some of the photography is beautiful and its
recreation of Edwardian life – through narration and
the film’s images – is compelling. However most of the
modern scenes are - and there’s no deeply
analytical way of putting it - very, very boring. I
managed to watch the first 45 minutes, though

viewers more disposed to films about old men with very strong Suffolk
accents talking about sheep dip will find it thrilling.

SHOPPING
WITH MICHAEL HOOTMAN ) Tatty Devine Fruit Machine

Necklace, £125 (Pussy, 3a
Kensington Gardens, Brighton,

01273 604861)

) Local artist, Richard Denne, has launched an exclusive new range of T-shirts called Big Bad
Brighton Bear, Dark Star, Together We Are Stronger. Available in a range of colours, including:
black, white, navy blue, cobalt, grey and red in sizes L, XL, XXL and 3 XL. On sale exclusively
online priced just £12 each at www.etsy.com/uk/shop/BigBadBrightonBear
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Your perfect party threesome?
Uma Therman and Morgan Freeman and…
ooops, you meant as in a jolly birthday party,
didn’t you? My bad. Well in that case, George
Takei, Miriam Margolyes and Kate Beckinsale. 

Sequins or appliqué? 
Both – as Iris Apfel says “More is more, less is a
bore”.

Has being part of the LGBTQ community
influenced your business? 
I try to find things that will appeal to a very
wide clientele, but still encourage people to be
braver with their style. It’s great that so many
more things are now considered unisex,
especially amongst the younger customers. But
the biggest influence has really been the
closeness of the community in Kemptown,
neighbouring traders have just been so
encouraging and supportive, and I hope my
shop Barbary Lane always will be too.

Any advice for budding business folk?   
Go for it! Taking the plunge with Barbary Lane
was the best thing I ever did. And also to
remember that liking people is an essential not
an optional if you care about customer service
as much as you should.

What’s your typical working day? 
Coffee, fags, music, lights, open door – and just
see what and who happens.

What’s your favourite joke? 
The current Government.

What brought you to Brighton? 
Reclaiming my youth? I went to Sussex Uni in
the 1980s. To be honest, I’d be bored stiff
living anywhere but London or Brighton; it has
so much life to it.

Where we you born? 
Winnemucca of course. (Tales of the City) Oh –
oops, just realised that would make my mother
Mother Mucca! She would NOT be impressed! 

Tell us something about your grandmother. 
Sadly I never met either of them. But my
Swedish grandmother, who had a sad life, was
an amazing amateur embroiderer. A large Art
Nouveau wall hanging she made herself is my
most prized possession.

What’s your signature item? 
I’m torn between the blue glitter dinosaur
fascinator and the 11 litre Barbie gin fountain!

Do you talk to your stock? 
Of course. It’s very hard to get fascinators to
behave you know.

What’s your biggest headache?
Rain. I hate having to close the shop door but
we get tidal waves from the bus passing if it’s
really pouring. Oh and too many red wines.

What makes you cringe? Brexit.

When did you last cry? Brexit.

) What’s behind your shop style? 
The ‘Beige Kill’ campaign from TV’s Fabulous
Fashionistas, featuring Sue Kreitzman was a
group of mature women all with different
styles, saying “why not wear what I goddamn
want, and enjoy myself?”. That is what my shop
is all about, that attitude. 

Which Maupin Character are you today?  
An aspiring Mrs M! But I was definitely Mary
Anne when I first read them, how times
change...

Is your Barbary Lane as multi-layered in
meaning as Maupin’s use of names? 
Yes. A new life for me, a nod to the
commonalities between Brighton and San
Francisco and an embrace to the varied
characters coming into the shop, but I can’t
claim any anagrams. 

How do you feel about success? 
Not bovvered about empire building! But I
hope to expand the number of people who
come into my shop and say “Wow! This just
makes me happy!”. 

What got you into in this type of business? 
In London I knew some lovely artists and
musicians, burlesque performers and designers,
they have been an inspiration to me.

BARBARY LANE
This Pride month Eric Page catches up with Lynne, purveyor of
stylish and eclectic party accessories, jewellery, clothes, hats
and other beautifully hand-crafted delights at her colourful
shop, Barbary Lane St George’s Road, to talk all things exquisite.

BARBARY LANE
) 95, Barbary Lane, St Georges Road,
Kemptown, Brighton f Barbary Lane 95
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and I’m regularly embraced by the love of my
husband and I feel such warmth, strength and
simultaneous sadness for those who 4000 miles
away, dancing in a gay nightclub, had believed
this was just another day. 

In December I will have been married for ten
years, partnered for 16, but the one gripe I
have with my husband is his reluctance to
show affection in public. He doesn’t do that.
He is not comfortable with it, has his reasons,
and although it disappoints me I have to
respect his position - Yin and Yang. 

Less than a week after the Orlando shootings,
on a busy Friday evening as I stand outside
Brighton station amongst the hoards of
commuters, the queue of hipsters lining up at
the artisan pizza van or for coffee that tastes
of sea salt, and the three stag parties complete
with already drunken stags in stockings and a
tutu (Europe won’t miss that), I spy my
husband marching stridently across the plaza,
more confident and intent than I’ve ever seen,
so much so I hardly recognise him. As I realise
his arrival and give a startled ‘Oh hi’, he grabs
and kisses me, in public. In front of all those
people, the weary masses with their raincoats,
briefcases and pained expressions after a
journey home at the hands of Southern Rail. In
front of all that machismo in sleeve tattoos
and Father Christmas beards, in front of the
bemused stags with hairy fishnet thighs
clutching a suitcase. And then he kissed me,
again. 

Later that evening as we stand in a busy
theatre foyer, surrounded by middle-aged
heterosexual England, I’m kissed again, twice.
The following week, on two separate occasions
at Victoria Station (VICTORIA STATION! IN
LONDON, BITCHES!) I’m kissed again in full
view of tourists, travellers and the forever-busy
thousands. 

Following the events of June 12th, my husband
has made both himself and me a promise; for
Orlando, for all of us, forever. Whenever we
meet, we kiss in public. Just as thousands of
heterosexual couples have always done, just as
millions of others do across the world every
day, just as two men did in Florida earlier this
year that inspired the murder of innocents
because they belonged to the LGBTQ
community. And so I ask you to do the same,
pre, during and post Pride, forever more. Kiss
your loved ones whenever you want to, your
friends, your girlfriends, boyfriends, partners,
husbands, wives. Kiss them for all of us, kiss
them for the Orlando 49, kiss them with Pride.
They, we, you are loved. 

CRAIG’S THOUGHTS 
And Then He Kissed Me. 
By Craig Hanlon-Smith
@craigscontinuum

killer, despite the inevitable Islamic
explanations of the initial media reports, the
LGBTQ focus of the event felt different. That
this was a gay nightclub suggested this was
not a lone wolf with a gripe against
mainstream society; he was making a political,
social and particular point. Even the killer’s
father appeared to attempt to justify and
explain his son’s homophobic anger at the sight
of two men kissing some two weeks earlier:
“this had made him very angry”. And with that
the drawbridge came crashing down, this is my
problem. 

Thousands of miles of ocean between Florida
and us all vanished within hours as the social
media tag #TwoMenKissing accompanied by the
self-explanatory images swept the internet.
Within 12 hours of the shooting, along with
250 others, I am attending an LGBTQ event in
Brighton during which there is a two minute
roof-raising shout in solidarity with our lost
Orlando family. 

Within 36 hours of the shooting I am standing
in Soho with 15,000 others moved to tears by
the Gay Men’s Chorus singing Bridge Over
Troubled Water and The Way Old Friends Do. We
are surrounded by national media television
cameras and in amongst the sadness I am
suddenly consumed with Pride: ‘When the chips
are down, gay people can get shit done – and
quickly’. I am surrounded by strangers who
quickly become acquaintances and momentary
friends, I bump into people I know, some I
have not seen in months, some only hours
before. I’m standing with a long-term friend

“I initially didn’t pay much attention at all to the 
early reports of a shooting in an American
nightclub, not recognising how desensitised I had
become to just another American exercising his
constitutional right to bear arms”

) On the morning of June 12th I lolled around
the Sunday morning sheets in my usual way,
absentmindedly burning my oesophagus with
copious amounts of unnecessary coffee. As is
the repeated pattern, I attempted to sooth the
irritable scorched throat with a combination of
the occasional strawberry from my middle class
breakfast in bed, or in extreme moments just
retreated to large gulps of water. I alternated
between the previous day’s as yet unread
newspaper and the Andrew Marr show, as my
husband tried his best to ignore the Sunday
morning television politics whilst scrolling
through Facebook. I initially didn’t pay much
attention at all to the early reports of a
shooting in an American nightclub, not
recognising how desensitised I had become to
just another American exercising his
constitutional right to bear arms. 

Actually not completely desensitised, when the
US congress took no action following the
random murder of 20 six and seven-year-olds at
Sandy Hook Elementary School ten days before
Christmas in 2012, I took a conscious decision
to pull up the emotional drawbridge and let
them get the hell on with it. Kill each other I
thought, I’m not an American citizen, it’s not
my problem. I didn’t elect these heartless
motherf***ers, who would rather suck the
metaphoric c***s of the National Rifle
Association of the United States, than believe
the children are our future. Or at the very least
take united political action to prevent the
senseless loss of life of such innocents as
these, sitting helplessly at their school desks
on what turned out to be anything but just
another day. 

And then within the hour a kick in the gut to
wake me from my desensitised sleep. A gay
nightclub had been targeted, multiple
casualties, possibly 20 fatalities, 30, no 50,
and dozens more wounded. America’s worst
gun-led atrocity and a clear assault on the
LGBTQ community of Orlando, Florida, perhaps
even the world. As the day unfolded and more
details emerged of both the event and the



ARE YOU A CLOSETED SPIRITUAL BEING?
) Another Brighton Pride! So you’ve done the Parade, seen the show at
the park, hung out in the village, got a bit wasted. You’re out and
proud! You’ve challenged the subtle (and not-so-subtle) sexuality/
gender policing and shaming you’ve been exposed to all your life. And
it feels good...

Now what? Maybe there’s even more to you than your queer identity?

Harry Hay (gay man, intellectual, activist and one of the founders of
the Faeries) would often ask three questions at the start of a talk or a
conference: Who are we? Where do we come from? Why are we here?

Pride marches, parades and festivals have helped us to acknowledge
ourselves and to recognise and celebrate our contribution to diversity.
So we’re starting to know who we are. Yet we’ve some way to go in
understanding where we came from and what our purpose may be.

Hay spent time researching the role of the queer
in Native American and primitive cultures. He
found that these societies valued and prized their
queer children as Two Spirit beings. Queer kids
were encouraged to develop their shamanic nature
and were cultivated to take on and hold crucial
positions in the spiritual and cultural life of the
tribe. Hay believed that Two Spirits seeking each

other “ghosted the twilight regions” and that the process of seeking
one another and categorising their relationships led to an intellectual
breakthrough. They had the gift of seeing their own socially productive
relationships as roles or constructs and so were more easily able to see
the real person behind the role play. They thus considered one another
and indeed the world with a radical subjectivity, seeing through the
show and establishing relationships on deeper spiritual levels.

Sadly, for most of us, our two-spirit-ness has been a mark of shame
and has resulted in us being hounded out of our own religious
communities. Forced to choose between our sexuality and spirituality
we have had no spiritual home where our queerness could be seen as
central and essential to our esoteric nature. 

Harry Hay was a communist. Back in the 1970s he wrote that the West
was “in an anarcho-capitalistic social and ethical stagnation” and he
believed that “the Homophile” (us queers), as descendants of the Two
Spirits, had the responsibility of finding the way out.

Forty years on and the ethical and social stagnation is beginning to
stink! 

Are you ready to re-kindle your spiritual flame? Do you want to join
forces through the development of lore, myth and ritual to inspire
contemporary action? Then get yourselves along to the Queer Spirit
Festival (queerspirit.net) on 17-21 August in Wiltshire (BA13 4AQ).

Here you’ll find
ceremony and ritual,
earth spirituality, a
sacred sexuality
temple, spirit
mysteries, yoga,
meditation, dance
workshops, music and
cabaret, nature walks,
heart circles.

Four days of camping
in the sunshine (or
rolling around in the

mud!). Meeting new friends and nurturing ourselves. Let’s find each
other and have some fun!
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BREXIT, OR FECKS-IT!
) I am so unhappy right now, so may I provide the Diversity Pride
World, who wants to believe in a United world, with some unhappy and
disappointing views from an Irish homosexual living in a newly elected
UKIP world? Well we recently chose to Fecks-it! Now what do we do?
The hatred of immigrants could very quickly widen to a hatred of
homosexuals. It has happened before. 

Let's start with who voted out. To quote a very good friend of mine,
who are these f***ing people? Why would any intelligent human being
choose to separate themselves from the rest of the world? Are you
arrogant or stupid? I fear the latter is true and that these people will
live to regret it. Even Boris doesn't have the cojones to live and stand
by his decision. The only good thing that has emerged from this
catastrophic vote is that we will never have a Prime Minister called
Johnson. I can only hope that he will now vanish into the world of
obscurity, write another pointless book about Churchill and fall asleep
somewhere and be an end note in the news at some point. 

On another similar but different point, very soon it won't just be the
immigrants coming over here taking all our jobs, a lot of the enemies
will be within. Then what will small minded England do? The attack
will be neighbour on neighbour. You can't always blame the man or
woman who looks a bit different, or can you? They will start with the
obvious but very soon they will turn on you or me. 

“The people who voted out never 
lived in a divided Ireland like I did, but
they have now created that split”

Should I, an Irish man, who shouldn't be here, be worried? Perhaps
not, but looking and sounding a little bit like an ‘Englishman’ and not
being straight, could soon be a factor. Being gay might not be ‘English’
enough for the people who voted out. Perhaps we should all worry a
little. We won the last war and who came second? Yes the Germans, but
at least they have the sense to know what is best for humanity.
Division and separation can never be a good thing. The people who
voted out never lived in a divided Ireland like I did, but they have now
created that split. The UK will never now be the same. We have now
voted for a united England, a separate Scotland, a Welsh country who
will struggle to understand the English even further and an Ireland
that will either unite or implode. 

I honestly now fear for a country I truly love as my home. I don't want
my home to become full of bigotry, but I fear it’s a possibility. A white
England for a white people isn’t so far off. Please look at what people
like Farage are saying and think of Germany only 70 years ago - don't
let a wonderful country become something like that! We can prosper
but please be good to each other, we need friendship now more than
ever. 

By the way, Happy Pride - enjoy yourself, it's later than you think.

WALL’S WORDS
BY MIKE WALL

GAY WISDOM
BY GAY SOCRATES
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terrorists but really (more lies) as a system of
social control. Forcing them to regulate their
online selves as GCHQ and whoever else
‘perhaps’ watches. Growing a database of
discrimination so that the ‘agitators’ can be
arrested and held before and in the event of a
social standoff. All covered up by the Murdoch
press, all eaten up by the global poor. 

So, shame again on us. Me. You. 

So, don’t be proud to be free and gay because
this is a time that we failed and lost. 

My mistrust lies in the eyes of the angry white
mother with two kids and a pushchair staring
sideways, hatefully at her Somalian equivalent
on a bus somewhere. Two scared women, two
faces of the same fear. Or ‘our’ representative
in the European parliament delivering a
hooligan rhetoric to doctors and lawyers,
representatives of a freer state, while every
piece of so called elitist intellectualism melts
before the eyes of the world. 

The voided ancient Greek theories that we can
never see the future, that we walk backwards
into it as we look to the past stretching out
behind us. Learning from it. And now this past
blurring into a certain future which we all can
see and dread. A future where every narrative
we ever latched onto is thrown into the void of
our own making. Destroying the buffer
between my face and the broken bottle of my
own ranting townspeople. 

There is no pride anymore. There is only shame.
No Europride. No Eurovision. No European Cup.
No European travel because the people have
now voted. And when the other 49% (and a
fair proportion of the rest) realise this, they
will only be able to take up arms against each
other. And when this happens this new PM
knows exactly what to do because this is what
she groomed into the state as we all celebrated
the increased value of our houses. Of how we
will cash them in closer to retirement and
move in Marbella in the Spanish sun. The
retirement village of the future has become a
prison of our own making. 

I really do hope that the EU thrives from this
point. It’s the best we can hope for. If it falls
into chaos then again it is this tiny sad island
that will be responsible for the global misery
that ensues. And not only will this new bloody
war be within the boundaries of the UK but
also against this tiny island from every
civilised country in the world. Because any
other dictatorship or junta republic has just
become civilised, by referendum. 

Eat that one up! Happy Pride! 

CHARLIE SAYS 
Horticulture. Reaping what you sow.
By Charlie Bauer Phd
http://charliebauerphd.blogspot.co.uk

“And it seems like the country will be again be run 
by a white Tory woman. A new leader who has
systematically made it her priority to log every
email, text, and internet communication not of
the so called jihadist cell, but of her own people”

future litigation halting the supplies of life-
saving drugs to the dying or preventatives for
the living?

Did the Brexiters think of this? Or were they
too caught up in Murdochia to think anything
else? Have they since been placated by the
same source? They have tuned their fight onto
anything but the real culprits? Answers on a
postcard please to Brussels for immediate
recycling. Another EU directive. 

Lies uncovered before our very eyes, still
ignored. Mass resignations resulting in our
country going into free-fall, ignoring the
outstretched arms of our nearest and dearest.
Trapped on this Lilliput of hate surrounded by
the little people who pushed it out into the
uncharted oceans of ‘wait and see’. Our worst
nightmare. Unfolding. Right here.

Yes - there really is nothing to be proud of
anymore. This hubris has destroyed any fight
made by anyone in the age of modernism and
social reform. The gays, the blacks. And it
seems like the country will be again run by a
white Tory woman all over again. Whose role,
because of a hateful patriarchy, will be more
about ‘growing a pair’ than doing the
unspeakable – having other women in her
cabinet, a throw over from the dark days of her
mentor. 

A new leader who has systematically over the
last five years, made it her priority to log every
email, text, and internet communication not of
the so called jihadist cell, but of her own
people, postulating them as the potential

) Happy Pride! Great, now that’s out of the
way let’s get on with the real things at hand. 

Perhaps now we can build on all the disasters
circulating. Perhaps not. Perhaps Theresa May
will become Prime Minister. Perhaps not. 

People only care when it is really on top of
them. At least the common response to global
and national disasters of ‘Well at least my
house went up forty grand last year” no longer
applies. Because they wont. So I can’t. 

Because it’s really about complacency. The
instability staring us in the face for so long
has now come to pass before our very eyes. Not
the jittery financial markets shaking or America
sneezing somewhere, but a titan of greater
proportions than we could ever believe. Right
now. On this little island, a flotilla of deluded
divisionism forever responsible for what’s
about to follow. Because in one day the UK has
become blame taker for the horrors of the
future. The seat of global chaos. The home of
the ‘global right’. The child waiting to be
bullied who will fight back through the shame
of a yet unpenned doctrine of exclusion. The
fearful bully who has no choice but to retaliate
before a strike. 

The fact that this country has destabilised so
many others and given the monsters a platform
is a global shame. The other nations of a union
once trying to make a better world for all
queers, women, gays, the disabled, the
contents of every society in every age. Putting
any victory up for grabs by the scared and the
meek, by the hubris of the great misinformed. 

Dismantling the newly build steps of the
disabled in accordance to non-EU regulations,
the healthcare of the elderly, of non-British
controlled ‘Human Rights’ like minimum wages
- all because of racism, a straight banana or a
Snickers bar tasting the same in every country.
How about the anti-cancer drugs halted by a
panicked Big Pharma, because nobody knows of
the global implications of the new, unknown
British drug statutes? Corporations in fear of
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THE IMPORTANT SIDE OF PRIDE
) How are you going to be spending Brighton Pride? Is it going to be
a case of drinking till you drop and then regretting it all the next
morning? Then again you could be in front of main stage all afternoon
and wondering if Sister Sledge have learnt any new songs since the
1980s. Perhaps it'll be a day of non-stop dancing or being entertained
by all the cabaret acts who make us laugh all year and rarely get
anywhere near main stage.

There are many ways of spending Pride and I sincerely hope that
whatever you do it's hugely enjoyable and totally safe. For me
though, Pride is a bit of a different experience but one that I find
hugely rewarding.

I didn't go to my first Pride event until I was 34 years old and even
then I didn't read the paperwork right and ended up at the wrong
venue! It was so cold watching Toyah onstage (that's dated me) that
I edged towards the Roast Pork & Apple Sauce stand to get warm.
After about an hour of that I never wanted to eat roast pork again,
and you can forget apple sauce!

“I didn't go to my first Pride event until 
I was 34 years old and even then I
didn't read the paperwork right and
ended up at the wrong venue!”

That was 20 years ago, by the time I went to London Pride the
following year, my life had really changed (again!). I'd just started
editing THE MAG in Hampshire. Never heard of it? Well, think Gscene
without a budget but just as important in informing the community
about what's going on. That meant Pride events became something
totally different.

I remember asking two lesbians to write some articles for me. They
disappeared off into the Women's Tent and didn't return home for a
couple of days. Pride to me became a totally different event. They
were the big event of the year, something to preview, attend and
review. But I soon realised how important Pride was.

Ever chasing news stories, Pride was a godsend. Some journalists
simply got slaughtered on that promotional cranberry vodka we were
given. I sat at a table writing, a few others fell over one. The day for
me was spent heading towards the market stalls. Not to buy anything
with a rainbow pattern on it, but to talk to all the support and social
groups from all over the country. 

There they were all in place, all ready to talk about the fantastic work
they do for our communities every day of the year. I'd come home full
of ideas for articles and full of praise and admiration for the work
they do.

That's what Brighton Pride is about for me, this year especially now
I'm Chair of Brighton GEMS and help BLAGSS (hope you all enjoyed
the Pride Diversity Games in July). Yes I'll try and have a drink, see a
bit of the main stage and be entertained by the drag acts. But I want
to go round all those stalls and chat to the groups and find out
about what they're doing to help us all. In the light of the horrific
shootings in Orlando, we're still a community that needs help and
assistance and probably always will.

Have a great day at Pride, make sure you return home safe, and pay
those stalls a visit because you never know when you might need
their help.

WHAT AM I CELEBRATING?
) I'm at an awkward age for a gay man, that one in the middle.
Meaning, I’ve never had to fear arrest in a bar that the cops would
raid, just because we sat on pink velour stools (okay, and because of a
fair share of activities of the velour variety happening in the Gents).
Vice versa, when I went to school, you couldn't yet turn up as a boy
in a skirt, which these days, I believe, is fully supported and
encouraged by diversity policy. 

Yet no matter what era
homosexual you are (or claim to
be, as is oft the case), this is the
time we all come together to
celebrate, because it is Pride!

I've been asking myself, what
does Pride mean to me? What
exactly am I celebrating? 

In recent years I've watched the
procession go by, and sometimes
thought to myself: 'Well there
used to be a lot more pecs on

parade on those floats!', and, minorly disappointed, I would put my
camera back in my pocket. Then I would remind myself how great,
no, how incredible it is that pretty much everyone, from the
supermarkets to the political parties, wants to be involved and be a
part of Pride. Maybe the LibDem float isn't populated by hunks in
hotpants, but they're queer and they're here and I can't but beam at
the support our community receives on this day. Our day, when the
whole city belongs to us and we are not alone (as we may have once
felt outside that bar or in that school), no, we are part of something
bigger and something wonderful!

Then I might swiftly put aside these analytical thoughts and go and
enjoy myself, because, after all, Pride is the party of the year! For
many years, that's what it was to me, a great roaring party, and
there's nothing wrong with that.

Recently though, it's become more. Pride is about party, but Pride is
also about getting involved.

We arguably take getting involved too lightly nowadays. Not long ago
I saw the phrase 'Liking isn't helping', ironically, on Facebook. That
made me think, we ‘like’, we comment, we freely, proudly and loudly
share our rights and wrongs online and tell all who care to read it
what we think of the world, but how often do we actually get
involved? 

“We ‘like’, we comment, we freely, 
proudly and loudly share our rights
and wrongs online, but how often 
do we actually get involved?”

So this year why not do it? It doesn't even have to be big, just put
some notes in a few buckets. Pay a drunk twink, who's spent all his
money on Jägerbombs, his cab home. Help out a friend running a
stall in the park for a few minutes, whilst they go get growled at in
the Bear Tent. 

Enjoy yourself, because you can - it wasn't always like that. It still
isn't for some, and perhaps we can all do a little bit to help on the
dream that, one day, it might be.

GOLDEN DAYS
BY STEVE ASHFIELD

HOT GOSSIP
BY MICHAEL STEINHAGE
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SAM TRANS MAN 
Stronger together? Dr Samuel Hall on
why the trans community should remain
under the LGBT umbrella

continued need to educate, and I don’t deny
that some of the worst transphobia happens in
the gay community, but I do maintain that
since visibility and education, the stamping
out of ignorance, must happen in all spheres of
society, why not start with our allies and fellow
‘queer’ people? I really believe that separatism
fosters disunity and individualism to the point
of being destructive in society. But then I am a
‘Remainer’. 

Like many of my friends and family, I looked on
in horror as our nations voted to leave the EU -
how can this be the way forward in terms of
world peace? The LGB(T) separatist argument
smacks of the same problems to me. Ultimately
we are all one, we are all equal, we are all
humanity. 

I do hope that those within the trans
community who feel strongly that ‘T’ should
break away can see the potential harm. There
may well be, are in fact, good arguments for
the separation, but I don’t believe they’re
outweighed by the power of a larger unified
voice. I’ve written about this before, and often
explored my views with an open mind. But
honestly, Brexit has sealed the deal for me. It
may be because I am a Christian, or just the
way I think politically, or perhaps both, but I
feel so strongly that the essence of equality is
unity. A recognition that we’re all created
equal, that we have more in common than that
which separates, demarcates or defines us as
individuals. The understanding of that
‘oneness’, is to me a fundamental tenet of
peace. Peace in our communities, peace
between our communities, peace in our divided
nation, peace in our world. 

There is such enormous tension between the
strain to express ourselves as individuals,
unique in every way, and the need to feel that
we belong to something special, a group or
tribe who are like us. We all do it, in our
families, in our friendship groups, in our
choices of social interactions, in our career
choices and workplaces. We look for those who
are like us, who like us. When we find our
tribe, however, we’re duty-bound, I think, to
play out the same thinking with regards to the
group. We need to look for others who are like
us, with the same or similar values, and reach
out. Only then will the world start to look like
home for every person under the sun.

your choice; the right to hold your head up
high and be truly proud of who you are. I think
we’re a long long way off; to me, the
international picture is depressingly slow to
evolve. Never has Pride been so necessary.

Two weeks before Pride is TransPride, now in its
fourth year and upsizing for the second year
running to a bigger venue. This year it will be
held in Brunswick Square Gardens, with the
march going in the opposite direction from
previous years. It’ll be interesting to see what
happens; TransPride has escalated in size and
numbers attending each year since it began
and news of it seems to be reaching far and
wide. It’s a lovely, low-key affair with a real
sense of community. I’m sure this summer’s
event will be as successful and uplifting as
previous years. 

TransPride grew out of an increasing sense of
invisibility in the trans community, the so-
called ‘silent T’ in LGBT. There are lots of
people who believe that separatism is the way
forward. That the trans experience is so far
removed from lesbian/gay/bisexual folks
experience - that they are not natural bed
fellows (great double entendre there!). 

“I really believe that 
separatism fosters disunity
and individualism to the
point of being destructive
in society”

My personal view, and it is just that, my
personal view, is that the trans community
needs to remain under the LGBT umbrella. We
have allies, sponsors, grant makers and true
friends in the LGB community. Yes there are
pockets of ignorance, of course there is a

) Sadly I will be missing Pride this year.
Rainbow Chorus are going on tour to
Amsterdam! A year ago we were invited to sing
at a festival of LGBT choirs and it was too good
an opportunity to miss. We’ll be doing what we
do best when we get to Amsterdam, lifting our
voices in solidarity and uniting with others in
song, with a message of hope and peace for all
those around the world who suffer persecution
just because of who they are. 

We forget how lucky we are here in the UK.
This is especially true during troubling times
like the present, with the recent Brexit victory,
the economic and political uncertainty that has
followed, and the legitimised prejudice that’s
begun to rear its ugly head since. We’ve had a
glimpse, a little taste, of fear and anxiety
surrounding our safety. 

The shootings in Orlando triggered a piercing
reminder of our vulnerability as a community,
and sparked a reaction; a well of love, support,
and sympathy for those who died needlessly.
There have been peaceful protests and vigils
held all over the country, and even here in our
safe little bubble of Brighton & Hove, we have
felt the sting of homophobia filtering through.
I’m sure there are concerns about security, we
had a scare last year, but we’ve seen London
Pride go off smoothly in the last few weeks so
I’m hopeful that the spirit of Brighton Pride
will win through. 

These reminders that LGBT communities are
still marginalised and persecuted all over the
world, and sometimes close enough to home
for us to really feel it, will, I hope, inspire
those of us who are fortunate enough to live in
freedom to be mindful. Mindful of why we
march, why we celebrate, why we remember
those less fortunate, and why we continue
tirelessly to campaign for legal rights
everywhere for LGBT people. The right to live
freely, to love freely, to marry the person of

CLARE PROJECT
meets every

TUESDAY 2.30–5.30PM
at

DORSET GARDENS
METHODIST CHURCH
Dorset Gardens (off St James Street)

Brighton BN2 1RL

Except 1st Tues when there’s an 
optional meal out preceded by the 

drop-in from 5–7.30PM

WEEKLY MENTAL
HEALTH & WELLBEING
SUPPORT GROUP

FOR NON-BINARY
TRANS PEOPLE

Please see website for further details

www.clareproject.org.uk 
f Clare Project

clareprojectinfo@gmail.com

Based in central Brighton, the 

CLARE PROJECT 
WEEKLY DROP-IN

is a safe and confidential space to explore
issues around gender identity. Facilitated peer
support is an important element, as well as
providing access to low-cost psychotherapy

and speech therapy.
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TWISTED
GILDED GHETTO
BY ERIC PAGE

POLICE LGBT
LIAISON TEAM
BY PC SARAH LAKER & RORY SMITH

DEAR READER
) So here we are, you holding me, holding this, my thoughts meld
with yours. ‘My mind to your mind’ as a sweet old Vulcan might have
said. You touch me, read my words and my eyes brim with tears,
welling over with such wonderful feelings of happiness and pride for
you, Dear Reader, my reader, my lovely Proud Out Person. 

Your very essence is blending with my words at this moment; as you
read them into your head and transport me into your mind. I feel
you, now, here as I write in the past I feel you, I am trembling with
wonder and glory at the things you have done and the person you
have been. I am so Proud for you. Reading my words lets me sense
you, and the dark places you have come from and see the burning
refulgent lights of your person. So determined, whole, wonderful,
seeking happiness and oh, so very Proud! Oh you wonder of life!  

We are proud of you, you are what you are, I have told friends about
you and where you came from and how you came to be. They are like
me, humbled by you and the authenticity of your experience. The
daily struggle you went through to find your way here, the torments
that you transformed in the kiln of life into over flowing jars of oil
and wine, my friends call you the Biblical feast! 

I call you ‘Dear Reader’, for it’s your eyes that flick across these
words and tender as the flames of a Welsh winter coal fire as it
warms the chilblained toes of my grandmother are the ways of your
thoughts. I told my Grandmother about you, she laughed and said
‘there’s nothing new under the Sun’ but said to send you a kiss. A
kiss from Ivy is a rare tribute. 

Read me a little more, give me a few more breaths of your life, it’s
astonishing what you think and do; we marvel at your simple
resolute poise. Some who, no closer than a lover’s kiss to the back of
that beautiful neck of yours, might not know the wonders that you
conjure, making daily magic from an ordinary life, but I see it. You
let me witness.  

My skin trembles, I know soon it’s time for me to go, but you, you
are so perfectly You, my muse. I’m privileged to have spent a
moment in your mind; its deep clear vastness exalts me. I’m proud to
have you as my reader, my heart swells and I breathe deep to shout
your name Dear Reader, my reader, my gentle beautiful reader who’s
wholly them self. I wish we had more time, but we’re ending. I’ll
never forgot you Dear Reader and the way you made me feel today,
the Pride I feel for you is immense, cosmological in its warmth and
reach. 

Now go, leave, but let me whisper it, inside your ear so you’ll smile
and do: please be exquisite and never explain.

CONTACT INFORMATION

) We both have Facebook profiles and a page – our usernames are: 
PC Sarah Laker and LGBT Caseworker Rory Smith, and Brighton &
Hove LGBT Police Team. We tweet @PoliceLGBT. 
Social media should not be used for reporting incidents – please call
us on 101, or if it’s an emergency, 999.

WORKING TOGETHER
) The last few months have been pretty busy for us as we quickly
approach the weekend of Brighton Pride. It’s an event that I
thoroughly enjoy being a part of - a celebration of being proud of
who I am.

Last year I had the honour of driving the colourful police ‘Pride’ car in
the parade, leading fellow officers through the crowds to the park. It
was incredible driving along the route and seeing the sea of people
out in the sun, smiling and cheering as one united crowd.

In the build up to Pride this year, and during the whole weekend, look
out for us in the ‘Pride Carrier’ (a long wheel base minibus). Rory
Smith and I, from the Brighton & Hove LGBT Liaison Team, will, along
with a small group of officers, be holding pop-up ‘meet and greets’
across the city. Please do come and say ‘Hi’ if you see us. We will also
be in the parade on the Saturday and afterwards will stop at various
locations as we head back towards the town centre.

Your safety at Pride is paramount
to us. Sussex Police officers will be
visible and it’s important that we
all work together in keeping the
weekend a safe environment for
everyone. If you experience a
crime - be it hate or otherwise -
please report it to the nearest

officer. There will be an investigations team in the park and also at
the village party to assist and our Diversity Team will also be present
in the park throughout the day on Saturday

Following the recent tragic event in Orlando the Pride organisers are
inviting festival goers to join them in a minute’s silence at 7pm across
all the Pride festival sites to pay respects and to honour those who
lost their lives. Let us all stand, shoulder to shoulder, against hate
crime.

Please look after yourselves, your friends and loved ones. We want
everyone to enjoy themselves responsibly. We all know that for some
the alcohol will flow, so keep hydrated.

Remember drugs are against the law and you may find your weekend
cut short. The policing approach will be one based on risk of harm to
the individual and others. 

I will be marching this year with my friends and colleagues so check
out my Twitter profile @PCLAKER and Facebook ‘PC Sarah Laker’ along
with our team profiles LGBT police team, during the weekend for
updates on where we are.

This just leaves me to say ENJOY, HAVE FUN, BE SAFE and most
importantly BE PROUD!

JUNE STATS
) In June we had 20 anti-LGBT crimes. The majority of reports
were of verbal or written abuse. Some of these were dealt with by
way of community resolution. There were several assaults with the
most serious being ABH. We’re pleased to report that recently we had
a successful prosecution of a transphobic hate crime in Brighton.
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LGBT SERVICES
) ACCESS 4 ALL
LGBT disabled people’s forum. Safe, welcoming, support,
activities, awareness 07981 170071 or email
stevenwithn@talktalk.net

) ALLSORTS YOUTH PROJECT
Drop-in for LGBT or unsure young people under 26, Tues
5.30-8.30pm 01273 721211 or email
info@allsortsyouth.org.uk, www.allsortsyouth.org.uk

) BRIGHTON & HOVE POLICE
Report all homophobic, biphobic or transphobic incidents to: 
24/7 assistance call Police on 101 (for emergencies 999) 
Report online at: www.sussex.police.uk
LGBT team (not 24/7) email: LGBT@sussex.pnn.police.uk
• LGBT Officer PC Sarah Laker on 07912 893557
• LGBT Liason Rory Smith on 07912 893006
f Brighton LGBT Police t@policeLGBT t@PCLaker

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SAFETY FORUM
Independent LGBT forum working with the community to
address and improve safety issues in Brighton & Hove.
info@lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com
www.lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SWITCHBOARD
Help-line with email & webchat facility from 5pm daily on
01273 204 050. 
• LGBT specialist face to face low cost counselling service, 
• LGBT Older peoples' project, 
• LGBT HIP engagement project. 
• Volunteering opportunities 01273 234 009. 
www.switchboard.org.uk/brighton

) BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE
Info, counselling, drop-in space, support groups. 
01273 698036 or visit www.womenscentre.org.uk

) FTM BRIGHTON
Social/peer support group for FTM, transmasculine & gender
queer people. Every 3rd Fri of month, 7-9pm at Space for
Change, Windlesham Venue, BN1 3AH. For info email
info@ftmbrighton.org.uk, www.ftmbrighton.org.uk

) BRIGHTON GEMS 
Social group for gay men over 50 with several events every
month inc meeting at Dorset Gardens last Fri of month 7-9pm.
07561 166 407 or email brightongems@aol.com
www.brightongems.com

) LESBIAN LINK BRIGHTON
Local social group offers friendship, social events, meet 1st
Thur at Regency Tavern, 7.30pm. 07594 578 035
www.lesbianlinkbrighton.co.uk

) LESBIAN & GAY AA
12-step self-help programme for alcohol addictions. Sun
7.30pm, Chapel Royal, North St, Btn (side entrance). 
01273 203 343 (general AA line)

) LGBT NA GROUP
Brighton-based LGBT (welcomes others) Narcotics
Anonymous group every Tue 6.30–8pm, Millwood Centre,
Nelson Row, Kingswood St. 0300 999 1212

) LGBT MEDITATION GROUP
Meditation & discussion, every 2nd & 4th Thur, 5.30–7pm,
Anahata Clinic, 119 Edward St, Brighton 07789 861 367 or
www.bodhitreebrighton.org.uk

) LUNCH POSITIVE
Lunch club for people with HIV. Meet/make friends, find peer
support in safe space. Every Fri, noon–2.30pm, Community
Room, Dorset Gdns Methodist Church, Dorset Gdns, Brighton.
Lunch £1.50. 07846 464 384 or www.lunchpositive.org

Thur 7–10pm, Sat 6pm-12am, chatroom HEALTH INFO THT.
• Condom Male: discreet, confidential service posts free

condoms/lube/sexual health info to men who have sex with 
men without access to East Sussex commercial gay scene

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV. 

• Fastest (HIV Testing): walk-in, (no appointment) rapid 
HIV testing service for men who have sex with men. Pre & 
post test discussion with clinical staff. Results in an hour. 
10 men max tested per session. Mon: 6–8pm. 
(Full sexual health screen available)

• Sauna Fastest at The Brighton Sauna (HIV Testing): 
walk-in, (no appointment) rapid HIV testing service for 
men who have sex with men. Pre & post test discussion 
with clinical staff. Results in 30 minutes.
Wed: 6–8pm. (STI Testing available).

• Face2Face: confidential info & advice on sexual health 
& HIV for men who have sex with men. Face-2-face or 
phone. Up to 3 one hour appointments.

• Specialist Training: wide range of courses for groups/ 
individuals. Specific courses to suit needs.

• Counselling: from qualified counsellors for up to 
12 sessions for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Informed Passions: Expert Volunteers project to identify 
& support sexual health needs of local men who have sex 
with men and carry out field research in B&H on issues 
affecting men’s sexual health. Extensive training provided.

• Lounge (Group for Gay Men Living with HIV):
fortnightly peer support group for gay men. 

• What Next? Thurs eve, 6 week peer support group work 
programme for newly diagnosed HIV+ gay men.

• HIV Support Services: info, support & practical advice 
for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Volunteer Support Services: 1-2-1 community support 
for people living with or affected by HIV.

• HIV Welfare Rights Advice: Find out about benefits or 
benefit changes. Advice line: Mon–Thur 1:30-2:30pm.
1-2-1 appts for advice & workshops on key benefits.

) TERRENCE HIGGINS EASTBOURNE
Dyke House, 110 South St, Eastbourne, BN21 4LZ, 
01323 649927 or info.eastbourne@tht.org.uk
• HIV Services support for HIV diagnosis, managing side 

effects, sex and relationships, understanding medication, 
talking to your doctor, finding healthier lifestyle. 
Assessment of support needs and signposting on to 
relevant services. Support in person, by phone or email.

• Support for people at risk of HIV confidential info and 
advice on sexual health and HIV for men who have sex 
with men. Up to 3 one hour appointments depending on 
need. Sessions in person or on phone.

• Web support & info on HIV, sexual health & local 
services via netreach and myhiv.org.uk

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV.

• Positively Social Informal peer support groups for people 
living with HIV, monthly meets in Eastbourne & Hastings.

) WARREN BROWNE UNIT
Free confidential tests & treatment for STIs inc HIV. Hep A &
B vaccinations. Shoreham based 01273 461453

NATIONAL HELPLINES
) BROKEN RAINBOW 
LGBT Domestic Violence Helpline, Mon 2-8pm, 
Wed 10-1pm, Thur 2-8pm 08452 604460 

) LONDON LESBIAN & GAY SWITCHBOARD
02078 377324

) POSITIVELINE (EDDIE SURMAN TRUST) 
Mon-Fri 11am-10pm, Sat & Sun 4-10pm 0800 1696806

) MAINLINERS 02075 825226
) NATIONAL AIDS HELPLINE 08005 67123

) NATIONAL DRUGS HELPLINE 08007 76600
) THT AIDS Treatment phoneline 08459 470047

) THT direct 0845 1221200

SERVICES 
DIRECTORY

) MINDOUT
Independent, impartial info, guidance for LGBT people with
mental health problems. 24 hr confidential answerphone:
01273 234839 or info@mindout.org.uk 
www.mindout.org.uk

) PEER ACTION
Regular low cost yoga, therapies, swimming, meditation
& social groups for people with HIV.
peeractionemail@gmail.com or www.peeraction.co.uk

) RAINBOW FAMILIES
Support group for lesbian and/or gay parents 07951 082013
or info@rainbowfamilies.org.uk
www.rainbowfamilies.org.uk

) SOME PEOPLE
Social/support group for LGB or questioning aged 14-19,
Tue, 6-8pm, Hastings. Call/text Nicola 07974 579865 or
email Neil or Nicola: somepeople@eastsussex.gov.uk

) VICTIM SUPPORT
Practical, emotional support for victims of crime 
08453 899 528 

) THE VILLAGE MCC
Christian church serving the LGBTQ community. Sundays
6pm, Somerset Day Centre, Kemptown 07476 667353,
www.thevillagemcc.org

HIV PREVENTION, CARE 
& TREATMENT SERVICES
) AVERT
Sussex HIV & AIDS info service 01403 210202 or email
confidential@avert.org

) BRIGHTON & HOVE CAB HIV PROJECT
Money, benefits, employment, housing, info, advocacy.
Appointments: Tue-Thur 9am-4pm, Wed 9am-12.30pm
Brighton & Hove Citizens Advice Bureau, Brighton Town Hall.
01273 733390 ext 520 or www.brightonhovecab.org.uk 

) CLINIC M
Free confidential testing & treatment for STIs including HIV,
plus Hep A & B vaccinations. Claude Nicol Centre, Sussex
County Hospital, on Weds from 5-8pm. 01273 664 721 or
www.brightonsexualhealth.com

) LAWSON UNIT
Medical advice, treatment for HIV+, specialist clinics, diet &
welfare advice, drug trials. 01273 664 722

) SUBSTANCE MISUSE SERVICE
Pavillions Partnership. Info, advice, appointments & referrals
01273 731 900. Drop-in: Richmond House, Richmond Rd,
Brighton, Mon-Wed & Fri 10am-4pm, Thur 10am-7pm, Sat
10am-1pm; 9 The Drive, Hove 01273 680714 Mon & Wed
10am-12pm & 1pm-3pm, Tue & Thu 10am-4pm, info &
advice only (no assessments), Fri 10am-12pm & 1pm-3pm.
• Gary Smith (LGBT* Support) 07884 476634 or email
g.smith@pavilions.org.uk For more info visit weblink: 
pavilions.org.uk/services/treatment-recovery-options/

) SUSSEX BEACON
24 hour nursing & medical care, day care 01273 694222 or
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

) TERRENCE HIGGINS TRUST SERVICES
For more info about these free services go to the THT office,
61 Ship St, Brighton, Mon–Fri, 9.30am–5.30pm.
01273 764200 or info.brighton@tht.org.uk
• Venue Outreach: info on HIV, sexual health, personal 

safety, safer drug/alcohol use, free condoms/lubricant 
for men who have sex with men. 

• The Bushes Outreach Service @ Dukes Mound:
advice, support, info on HIV, sexual health, personal 
safety. Free condoms, lube, tea/coffee from Outreach van 
parked next to ‘The Patio’ at the Bushes.

• Netreach (online Outreach in Brighton & Hove): 
info/advice on HIV/sexual health/local services. 
THT Brighton Outreach workers online @ Gaydar: 
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31 COCOON Healing Arts Centre, 
20-22 Gloucester Pl, 01273 686882
www.cocoonfloatationtherapy.co.uk

32 DENTAL HEALTH SPA
14–15 Queens Rd, 01273 710831
www.dentalhealthspa.co.uk

33 THT BRIGHTON
61 Ship St, 01273 764200

) SHOPS
34 BARBARY LANE

95 St George’s Rd
35 PROWLER

112 St James’ St, 01273 683680
36 SUSSEX BEACON Charity Shop

130 St James’ St, 01273 682992
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

37 SUSSEX BEACON Home Store
72-73 London Rd, 01273 680264

) ESTATE AGENTS
38 JUSTIN LLOYD (Kemptown)

118 St James’ St, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

39 JUSTIN LLOYD (Brunswick)
111 Western Rd, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

) FOOD
6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31 Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

40 CUP OF JOE
28 St George’s Rd, 01273 698873
www.cupofjoebrighton.co.uk

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

25 NEW STEINE BISTRO
12a New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Road, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

15 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

17 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS 
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

18 VELVET JACKS
50 Norfolk Square, 07720 661290
http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks 

) SAUNAS
41 BOILER ROOM

84 Denmark Villas, 01273 723733
www.theboilerroomsauna.com

42 BRIGHTON SAUNA
75 Grand Parade, 01273 689966
www.thebrightonsauna.com

) LEGAL & FINANCE
43 ENGLEHARTS

49 Vallance Hall, Hove St, 01273 204411

) COMMUNITY
44 BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE

72 High St, 01273 698036 
www.womenscentre.org.uk

45 LUNCH POSITIVE
Dorset Gardens Methodist Church, 
Dorset Gardens, 07846 464384 
www.lunchpositive.org

ADVERTISERS’ MAP

14 QUEEN’S ARMS
7 George St, 01273 696873
thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

15 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

16 SUBLINE
129 St James St, 01273 624100
www.sublinebrighton.co.uk

17 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

18 VELVET JACKS
50 Norfolk Square, 07720 661290
http://tinyurl.com/VelvetJacks 

19 ZONE 
33 St James’ St, 01273 682249
www.zonebrighton.co.uk

) CLUBS
10 BASEMENT CLUB (below Legends)

31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

4 BOUTIQUE CLUB
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

20 DTM
75a St George’s Rd, 01273 911910
www.donttellmama.co.uk

7 ENVY (above Charles St Bar)
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com

21 REVENGE
32-34 Old Steine, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

21

20

) HOTELS
22 AVALON HOTEL

7 Upper Rock Gdns, 01273 692344
23 GULLIVERS HOTEL

12a New Steine, 01273 695415
www.gullivershotel.com

24 HOTEL PELIROCCO
10 Regency Sq, 01273 327055

25 HUDSONS
22 Devonshire Place, 01273 683642

10 LEGENDS HOTEL
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

26 NEW STEINE HOTEL
10/11 New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

27 QUEENS HOTEL
1/3 Kings Rd, 01273 321222
www.queenshotelbrighton.com

) HAIR & HEALTH
28 BARBER BLACKSHEEP 

18 St Georges Rd, 01273 623408
wwww.barberblacksheep.com

29 BRIGHTON STATION HEALTH 
CENTRE Aspect House, 84-87 
Queens Rd, 0333 3210946
www.brightonstationhealthcentre.nhs.uk

30 CLINIC M Claude Nicol
Abbey Rd, 01273 664721
www.brightonsexualhealth.com/node/11

44

25

24

2

9

2

) PUBS & BARS
1 BAR BROADWAY
10 Steine Street, 01273 609777
www.barbroadway.co.uk

2 BAR REVENGE
7 Marine Parade, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

3 BEDFORD TAVERN
30 Western Street, 01273 739495

4 BOUTIQUE BAR
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

5 BULLDOG TAVERN
31 St James’ St, 01273 696996
www.bulldogbrighton.com

6 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

7 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

8 DOCTOR BRIGHTON’S
16 Kings Rd, 01273 208113
www.doctorbrightons.co.uk

9 GROSVENOR
16 Western Street, 01273 438587

10 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

11 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

12 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Rod, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

13 PATTERNS
10 Marine Parade, 01273 894777
patternsbrighton.com
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